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ABSTRACT 
This research is concerned with the application of 
closed-loop coordination techniques for on-line steady 
state optimisation and control of large scale systems 
using a micro-computer based system. A two-level 
hierarchical computer structure consisting of a 
coordinator at the supremal (upper) level and two local 
decision units at the infimal (lower) level had been 
established. Parallel computation were performed at the 
local decision unit level once the coordination parameters 
had been received from the supremal level. A steady state 
system model consisting of two interconnected 
subprocesses, simulated oy an analogue computer, was used 
to investigate the coordination methods for closed-loop 
hierarchical control. First-order time constants were 
introduced to the interaction inputs and the controls 
within the simulated subprocesses. 
Investigations had been carried out to study closed-
loop control using the Interaction Prediction and 
Interaction Balance coordination method. Special 
attention was given to the study of the problems 
associated with synchronisation of the local decision 
units for closed-loop control. Stability aspects of both 
coordination methods when subjected to disturbances in the 
controls and interconnections had been ｩｮｶ･ｳｴｩｧ｡ｴ･､ｾ＠
Problems relating to system transient and local. decision 
asynchronisation, as well as their effects on system 
stabil i ty and convergence of the two tasks, namely the 
local decision task and the coordinator task had also been 
investigated. Methods for dealing with these problems had 
been suggested. The sub-optimal i ty, convergency and 
robustness properties of each coordination method had been 
discussed. This research has demonstrated that the 
Interaction Prediction coordination methods are best 
suited for on-line distributed optimising control of large 
scale interconnected systems. Using the local feedback 
scheme, complete decentralisation at the local decision 
level operated asynchronou.sly can be achieved with the 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
There has been a growing attention paid to the 
subj ect area of large scale systems. This comes quite 
naturally as many real-life problems of socio-economic, 
environmental and technological nature are highly complex, 
large in dimension and stochastic in nature. Despite its 
generali ty and usefulness, the mul tivariable system 
approach is severely limited when applied to problems of 
high dimension and complex interconnecting structure. For 
this reason it is frequently advantageous to view high 
order systems as being composed of several lower order 
subsystems which when interconnected in an appropriate 
fashion, yield the original composite or interconnected 
system. 
Many viewpoints have been put forward to define and 
quantify a system as 'large scale'. One viewpoint 
considers 'large scale systems' as those whose dimensions 
are so large that conventional techniques of modelling, 
analysis, control and optimisation are extremely ､ｩｦｦｾ｣ｵｬｴ＠
or impossible to give a reasonable solution. Another 
. 
viewpoint suggests that if a system can be decomposed into 
a number of interconnected subsystems for computational 
and· practical purposes, then such systems are termed as 
large scale systems. The latter viewpoint is adopted to 
define large scale systems. 
Theoretical investigations and researches to develop 
conceptual framework and mathematical theory to model, 
analyse and control these structured, complex, large scale 
systems have been carried out since early sixties. 
Basically, the main idea behind this approach is the 
recognition that complex systems are structured In a 
hierarchical order. This approach in fact recommends that 
for a mathematical theory to claim to be dealing with 
large scale complex systems, the complexity of the real 
systems must be reflected in the structure of the model. 
Many research papers concerning the theory and methodology 
9 
of large scale systems were published throughout the 
sixties. In 1970, Mesarovic, Macho and Takahara presented 
one of the earliest formal quantitative treatments of 
hierarchical (multi-level) systems. Since then, a great 
deal of work has been done in this field and many papers 
which are based upon these theoretical works have been 
published and presented in many conferences from different 
fields. Many researchers have addressed themselves to 
various problems concerned with large scale systems. 
Excellent survey papers on the topic of hierarchical 
(multi-level) control and optimisation of large scale 
systems were given by Mahmoud (1977), Singh (1981,1982). 
Roughly speaking, problems concerned with large scale 
systems may be divided into two broad areas: static 
problems and dynamic problems. However, this research is 
focussed only on hierarchical optimisation and control of 
large scale systems operating at steady state condition. 
Because of economic reasons and intensive competition 
within the market sector, increasing pressure is stressed 
upon industry to improve efficiency and productivity of 
in.dustrial plants. A method for the practical 
. 
implementation of an on-line optimisation and control 
scheme for an industrial process considers the overall 
design as a two layer hierarchical system. This is a form 
of optimising control where the lower layer contains 
regulatory feedback controllers used to maintain the 
system at a steady state operating condition specified by 
controller set points. Optimisation is performed in the 
upper layer, where a steady state mathematical model 1S 
used to compute the optimal values of the controller set 
points to maximise the operational efficiency. 
Recent techniques specifically consider a large scale 
industrial system as a collection of interlinked sub-
systems. Modern computer technology which has resulted in 
low cost computer power may then be employed with the 
advantage 1n order to employ m1cro or mini-computers, 
implementated wi thin a distributed hierarchical computer 
10 
structure, to coordinate, optimise and regulate individual 
decision task and sub-process. When designed carefully 
this control strategy has the advantages of reducing 
computer storage and computation time accomplished through 
parallel processing, increased system flexibility and 
reliability, and cheap hardware cost. Furthermore, it 
identifies and organises the information flow through the 
system. Thus provides effective use of feedbacks for 
control and decision making process which 1.S attractive 
for on-line control purposes. 
Three problems associated with on-line hierarchical 
optimisation and control of industrial processes are 
considered. Firstly, the behaviour of each process under 
control lS not known and the mathematical model 
representing the real process is only an approximation. 
Secondly, the nature and magnitude of disturbances 
affecting the real process are stochastic. Lastly, timing 
problems arise because the real process, the sUb-system 
decision units and the coordinator are processing at 
different speeds. One way to reduce the first two problems 
is to use feedback information from real process 
measurements. For timing problems, the local decision 
units at the infimal level should be synchronised with the 
coordinator and a simple synchronisation method 
"semaphore" has been used. 
Since late seventies, several hierarchical control 
schemes have been suggested for on-line control of steady 
state systems by Findeisen (1978,1979), Brdys 
(1978,1979), Roberts (1983), Shao (1983). These proposed 
schemes were investigated by off-line simulations of 
interconnected hierarchical systems. The objective of this 
research 1.S to implement some of the proposed schemes 
through a distributed control system in order to 
investigate the closed-loop hierarchical control of a 
simulated interconnected industrial process. The on-line 
closed-loop hierarchical control schemes used in this 
research are the well-known Interaction Prediction Method 
and the Interaction Balance Method wi th local or global 
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feedback. Implementation problems that may arlse for 
different closed-loop hierarchical control and 
optimisation of an interconnected system were examined. 
study of on-line distributed hierarchical control with the 
local decision units operating asynchronisely had also 
been performed and implementated with the distributed 
hierarchical computer system. 
The major contributions of knowledge of this thesis 
can be summarised as follows. This is the first time that 
hierarchical control algorithms (the Interaction 
Prediction Method and the Interaction Balance Method with 
local or global feeback) have actually been investigated 
in a real-time environment. with a suitable 
synchronisation scheme, parallel processing at the infimal 
level within the hierarchical structure has been achieved. 
This greatly reduces the computation time required by the 
local decision units which again reduces the overall 
computation time required. 
Investigation of the problems relating to on-line 
hierarchical control and optimisation of interconnecting 
systems have been carried out. These problems are the 
transfer lags, measurement errors, subprocess and decision 
unit failures. An analogue computer was used to simulate 
these problems. The transfer lags were simulated by means 
of introducing a first order time constant in the controls 
and interaction variables. The measurement errors, 
subprocess and decision unit failures were simulated by 
varying the potentiometers wi thin the analogue computer 
that correspond to the controls and the interaction 
variables. The stability, convergence and the system 
response of the decision problems when subjected to these 
problems were examined. 
Coordinated by Interaction Prediction Method and the 
Interaction Balance Method with local feedback, simulation 
studies had been made concerning synchronisation of 
subsystem decision units and the effects of non-
synchronism upon the stability and convergence of the 
12 
coordinator and local decision optimisation problems. 
Interaction Prediction Method with local feedback offers a 
stable and converging decision problems while the 
Interaction Balance Method with local feedback is very 
sensitive and becoming unstable when local decision units 
are operating asynchronously. 
13 
CHAPTER 2 HIERARCHICAL CONTROL AND OPTIMISATION OF LARGE 
SCALE SYSTEMS 
2.1 Introduction 
Hierarchical, multi-level system theory was introduced 
by Mesarovic and his associates (1970) with an objective of 
establishing a conceptual framework to mathematical theory 
in order to tackle complex multi-goal decision makir.g 
systems. The basic idea behind this theory lS the 
recognition that many real-life large scale complex systems 
are structured in a pyramid-like form. It lS therefore 
natural to develop a mathematical model of the structural 
approach to control these complex systems. 
Some key properties associated with hierarchical 
systems can be summarised as follows: 
a) The decision making units are arranged In a pyramid-like 
structure; 
b) Information flow between varlOUS levels of hierarchy are 
exchanged' iteratively and (usually) vertically; 
c) The objectives of local decision units may be In 
conflict which have to be resolved by the coordinator: 
d) Time horizon increases as the level of hierarchy goes 
up; 
e) Existence of a supremal unit. 
the 
optimisation of large 
fact that there is 
scale systems 
a possibility 
lS motivated by 
of SUbstantial 
economic sav ings which may happen in both the des ign and 
operational phases. Both static optimisation (f ini te 
dimensional) and dynamic optimisation (infinite 
dimensional) techniques are involved In the control of 
large scale systems. 
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An essential concept of the hierarchical control and 
optimisation approach for complex large scale systems 
control is the consideration of the overall control system 
as replaced by a set of smaller interdependent sUbsystems. 
Each subsystem has to serve a particular function, shares 
resources, and is governed by an interrelated objective and 
a set of constraints. Subsystems which are in the lowest 
(infimal) level of the hierarchy are often called infimal 
or local decision units while those in the higher 
(supremal) level are referred as coordinator or supremal 
units. The obj ecti ves of the subsystems in the inf imal 
level are then solved independently under the intervention 
of a coordinator in the supremal level. The task of the 
coordinator is to account for the interconnections and 
constraints between the infimal units such that the overall 
system obj ecti ve can be represented by the collection of 
individual subsystem objectives. Thus, the successful 
operation of hierarchical systems is best described by two 
processes: decomposition or infimal generation and 
coordination or overall objective synthesis. 
section 2.2 outlines the basic types of hierarchical 
structures. sections 2.3 and 2.4 are concerned with 
alternative methods of coordination and optimisation 
respectively. Finally, a short summary is given in section 
2 • 5. 
2.2 Basic Types of Hierarchical structures 
Based on the hierarchical systems approach, an overall 
complex large scale problem may be decomposed into a 
collection of interconnected smaller subproblems arranged 
in a hierarchical structure. There are three basic types of 
hierarchical structure (Mesarovic 1970), namely, 
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1) Multi-strata hierarchical structure; 
2) Multi-layer hierarchical structure; 
3) Multi-echelon (Multi-level) hierarchical structure. 
The classification of these hierarchical structures is 
based on the decomposition criterion chosen for the overall 
complex problem. It should be noted that many real-life 
complex systems may belong to more than one class of these 
hierarchical structures. Also, the operation of each of 
these types of hierarchy depends heavily on the information 
exchange mechanism between adj acent levels, the explicit 
specification of the subproblems and their objectives, and 
the proper manipulation of the subsystems activities. The 
hierarchical structures and their characteristics will be 
outlined in the following sUbsections. 
2.2.1 Multi-strata Hierarchical structure 
The multi-strata type of hierarchical structure 
describes the system by a family of models each concerned 
with the behaviour of the system as viewed from a different 
level of abstraaion. The levels of this type of structure 
are often called strata. For each level, there is a set of 
relevent features and variables, laws and principles in 
terms of which the behaviour of the system is described. It 
is necessary that the functioning on any level be as 
independent as possible of the functioning on other levels. 
The partitioning into strata has the objective of 
simplifying the overall complex problem by separating the 
problem into a number of smaller, better defined 
subproblems each of which is solved separately. 
Let us illustrate the stratified description of a 
hierarchical structure by an automated production process 





fig. 2. I 







stratum I : physical processes 
products 
A two-strata diagram of an automated production 
process 
These strata are used to deal with the same item, i.e. 
the finished product. On the first stratum, the.product is 
viewed as a physical obj ect to be changed in accordance 
with physical laws. On the second stratum which deals with 
data acquisition, information processing and control, the 
same item is viewed as a variable to be controlled and 
manipulated. A different model is used for each of these 
views of the system. 
A Multi-strata hierarchical structure has the 
following characteristics, 
a) The selection of strata depends upon the observer, his 
knowledge and interest in the operation of the system; 
b) In general, contexts in which the operation of a system 
on different strata described are not mutually related; 
the principles used to describe the system on any 
stratum cannot generally be derived from the principles 
used on other strata; 
c) There exists an interdependence between the 
functioning of a system on different strata; 
d) Comprehension of a system increases by 
. 
crosslng the 
strata: the lower strata are assigned with more detailed 
and specialised descriptions while higher strata have a 
deeper understanding of its significance. 
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Decomposition on the basis of stratum is not based on 
the decomposition of a well-formulated mathematical 
programming problem. Therefore, there is no rigorous theory 
to justify its performance. This method partitions the 
control problem in such a way that it can be solved 
sequentially in strata with the result of one stratum 
serving as partial input to the other stratum below. Thus 
the decision making process possesses the characteristics 
of a staged process rather than those of a completely 
interacting one. 
2.2.2 Multi-layer Hierarchical structure 
Mul ti-layer description of a hierarchical system 1S 
concerned with levels of decision complexity. The levels of 
this hierarchy are called layers. Essentially, the idea 
behind this hierarchical approach is that one defines a set 
of control problems whose solution is attempted 1n a 
sequentially manner. The overall control problem is 
substituted by a set of sequentially arranged simpler 
subproblems so that the solution of all the subproblems in 
the set implies the sclutionof the original problem. 
Within the hierarchy each layer operates at different time 
horizons, therefore, multi-layer description may be viewed 
as vertical decomposition of control structures. 
Multi-layer hierarchical system may further be divided into 
two different classes depending on the decomposition 
criteria, these are: 
a) Functional multi-layer structure decomposition 
according to control function; 
b) Temporal multi-layer structure decomposition 
according to time scale. 
As an example of functional mul ti-layer hierarchies, 
we consider a functional four-layer control hierarchy under 
uncertainties. The four functional control layers are, 
namely, regulation, optimisation, adaptation and 
18 
self-organisation. 
A schematic diagram of a functional four-layer control 










) Industrial process 
Flq.2.2 schematIc diagram of a fU[lctioIlal four-layer control 
structure 
Now let us look into the functional aspects of each 
layer within the hierarchy. 
First layer: This is the regulation or direct control 
layer whose task is to maintain the process 
variables at prescribed set-point values 
under the influence of disturbances. This 
layer incorporates the functions of data 
acquisition, event monitoring and 
control. 
direct 
Second layer: The optimisation or supervisory layer whose 
objective is to specify set-point values for 
the regulation layer. The set-point values 
are determined by optimising a mathematical 
model which approximates the real process 
under control. 
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Third layer: The adaptation or learning layer is concerned 
with specifying or updating the uncertain 
parameters of the mathematical model used by 
the supervisory layer in order to simplify 
the task of the second layer. 
Fourth layer: The self-organising layer whose task 1S to 
select the structure, functions and 
strategies which are used on the lower layers 
so that an overall objective is being pursued 
as closely as possible. It can 
parameters of the models used by 
layers if either the control 
unsatisfactory or the overall goal 
The characteristics of a functional 
hierarchical structure are: 
a) A natural hierarchy in which each layer has a 







b) The layers of the hierarchy represent different kinds of 
control functions, therefore, require different kinds of 
information processing and computation algorithms; 
c) The layers of the hierarchy can be designed to respond 
to disturbance inputs having different frequency 
characteristics. 
Thus, functional multi-layer hierarchical approach 
provides a rational and systematic procedure for resolving 
complex large scale problems. 
For temporal multi-layer control structure, the 
partition of the control problem into subproblems is based 
on different time scales relevant to the associated action 
functions. These time scales reflect the following factors: 
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(a) Minimum information acquisition time; 
(b) Bandwidth properties or mean time between discrete 
changes in disturbance inputs; 
(c) Minimum time horizon associated with the control 
action; 
(d) Cost-benefit trade-off considerations. 
Within a temporal multi-layer control structure, the 
. th 1 
1 ayer controller generates a control action, on an 
average, every T seconds, with T > T 
i i +1 i ' i=1,2, .. , based 
on 
(a) Current input information; 
(b) Targets and/or constraints provided by a 
layer controller; 
(i+1) th 
(c) Feedback information provided by a (k_1)th controller. 
The advantages of using temporal multi-layer 
decomposition approach for large scale system analysis are: 
(a) Reducing the effects of uncertainty; 
(b) Introduction of feedback of experience; 
(c) Aggregating variables and simplifying ｾｯ､･ｬｳ［＠
(d) Implementing systems integration through well-defined 
assignments of tasks and responsibilities. 
An example of a temporal multi-layer structure 
considers a mUlti-time scale production planning and 
scheduling system whereby the planning may be on a yearly 
plan, monthly plan, daily schedule etc. Therefore each 
layer of the hierarchy generates the targets/constraints 
for the layer below and tries to maintain the prior plan or 
schedule using the feedback information. 
2.2.3 Multi-echelon (Multi-level) Hierarchical structure 
This is the most general type of hierarchy which uses 
a structural or organisational approach to decouple a 
21 
system. The basis of this hierarchical decomposition 
considers the partitioning of a system into separate 
subsystems each with its own and perhaps conflicting goals 
and interaction among the subsystems. The subsystems are 
positioned on different levels wi thin the hierarchy such 
that each one can coordinate lower level units and be 
coordinated by a higher level one. Each subsystem pursues 
its own assigned goal independently. Since the subsystems 
are coupled and interacting, a higher level uni t 
(coordinator) is used to coordinate the subsystems in the 
lower level to account for the disturbances introduced by 
the interacting sUbsystems. The levels of this 
hierarchical structure are called echelons. 
Basically, there are three categories concerned with 
decision making systems with respect to hierarchical 
arrangements 9f decision units. They are single-level 
single-goal systems, single-level mul ti-goal systems and 
multi-level multi-goal systems which are shown in fig.2.3. 
Decision Making unit 
, 
'v 
-" Process -" 
Fig.2.3a Single-level single-goal system 
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Fig.2.3c Multi-level multi-goal system 
For single-level single-goal system, a goal is defined 
for the overall system, and all decision variables are 
selected in order to satisfy this goal. This centralised 
decision making system has an advantage of conceptual 
simplicity but technically it is very difficult to be 
implemented for large scale complex problem. 
Single-level ｾｵｬｴｩＭｧｯ｡ｬ＠ system consists of a family of 
decision units, each with its own goals. The goals are not 
necessarily conflicting. This lS a decentralised decision 
making system with the advantage of problem sharing. 
Multi-level multi-goal system lS the general 
representation of large scale system where the decision 
units are arranged In a pyramid-form structure. Each level 
consists of a number of decision units, each with its own 
goal. Some of these decision units are coordinated by 
another decision unit in the level above. There exists a 
suprema 1 unit at the top level which characterised this 
decision making system. 
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The multi-level approach for the decomposition of 
large scale systems has the following advantages: 
(a) Reduction in development costs; 
(b) Reduction in total computation effort; 
(c) Reduction in data/information exchange; 
(d) Increase system reliability. 
2.3 Coordination Methods 
In order to solve complex large scale systems, it 1S 
necessary to decompose the system and/or its control into a 
set of smaller subsystems, and 1n addition to provide a 
mechanism for coordination of the subsystems so as to 
achieve the overall system objective. The transformation of 
a given integrated system into a hierarchical one can be 
achieved by different ways as outlined in the preceding 
sections. However, the problem of coordinating these 
subsystems is not always straight forward and places a 
practical limitation on the decomposition. This is 
especially true 1n an on-line system because the response 
constraint in real time may hinder many coordination 
algorithms which are theoretically possible (e.g. 
unfeasible methods). Therefore it is important to determine 
techniques for coordination 1n each type of multi -level 
structures and to consider the methods by which each 
structure handles physical disturbances 1n the system 
together with interaction disturbances introduced by the 
decomposed nature of the system. 
Coordination between the supremal and the infimal 
levels within the hierarchy can be achieved by transmitting 
coordination signals from the suprema 1 coordinator to each 
infimal unit and, 1n turn, receives performance information 
from the inf imal units. Most of coordination schemes are 
essentially a combination of two distinct approaches: 
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Interaction Balance Method (IBM) and Interaction Prediction 
Method (IPM). These coordination method are similar in the 
sense that they initiate local decision optimisation 
computation in the infimal level by specifying intervention 
parameters from the supremal level. The method by which the 
supremal level calculates the coordination parameters and 
intervenes the in·fimal level defines the coordination 
strategy. 
In the following subsections, these coordination 
methods are briefly described. A detailed treatment on 
on-line coordination methods suitable for closed-loop 
control and optimisation of interconnected system can be 
found in chapter 5. 
2.3.1. Interaction Prediction Method (IPM) 
This coordination method . lS also known as model 
coordination, primal coordination, method of projection and 
parametric decomposition. 
The "main feature of this method lS that the supremal 
unit prescribes the interaction variables of the 
sUbsystems. At each iteration, the coordinator specifies 
the interaction variables, and the infimal units proceed to 
solve their model based local decision problems on the 
assumption that the interaction variables are as exactly as 
predicted by the suprema 1 unit. Based on the measurement 
taken from the real process (real interaction variables) 
and the solution information from the local decision units, 
the coordinator employs an iterative procedure which 
adjusts the specification of the interaction variables 
until the global optimum lS obtained, l.e. the real 
interaction variables are identical to the predicted ones. 
Interaction Prediction method is inherently sui table 
for on-line application since all the intermediate results 
of the i terati ve optimisation can be appl ied directly to 
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the real process because all interconnection contraints are 
always satisfied. Hence, this method 1S classified as 
feasible coordination strategy. 
One of the disadvantagesof this coordination method is 
the overdetermined subsystem optimisation problems at the 
infimal level. This overdetermined problem can be eased by 
either reducing the effective number of interconnections 
between subsystems or relaxing the interconnection 
constraints on the expense of losing the feasibility 
property which this coordination method posesses. Another 
source of difficulty is that, 1n general, the gradient of 
the objective function is not easy to compute and may not 
even exist. Therefore, this 1S not really possible to solve 
the coordinator problem effectively without gradient 
information. Furthermore, it is important to ensure that 
the coordination variables are such that the local decision 
solutions lie in the feasible region within the constraint 
boundaries. 
2.3.2 Interaction Balance Method (IBM) 
Alternative names of this coordination method are goal 
coordination, price coordination and dual coordination. 
This coordination method considers the 
interconnections between subsystems as additional 
constraints on the local optimisation problem. Sui table 
modification of the infimal objective functions is made to 
take account of the interactions between subsystems. A 
decomposable Lagrangian may be formed to provide the 
modified objective function for each subsystem optimisation 
problem. The task of the coordinator 1S to select 
interaction inputs to the infimal units such that all 
interconnection constraints are satisf ied (i. e. In 
balance). This means that the final optimum solution of the 
overall system is obtained. 
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Since the interconnection constraints are not 
satisfied during the early stages of the iterative 
optimisation procedure and only the final 'balanced' 
solution can be applied to the real process, interaction 
balance method is termed as non-feasible coordination 
strategy. 
Analytically, coordination by Interaction Balance 
Method is more appeal ing than the Interaction Prediction 
Method as the formulation of the former method is based on 
the well-known Lagrangian theory. Only mild assumptions of 
continuity and convexity are needed to ensure existence of 
solution of the optimisation problem. If the solution of 
the Lagrangian function is unique, the gradient of the dual 
function exists. Then reasonably fast gradient-type 
optimisation algorithm can be implemented to solve the dual 
(coordinator) problem. However, if the problem lS not 
convex, duality gap problem may occur. Then the solution 
obtained by the dual formulation mayor may not be the 
correct optimum. 
2.4 Optimisation Methods 
Having decomposed the overall control problem into 
subproblems, 
and suprema 1 
optimisation is performed in both the infimal 
levels within the hierarchy. The local 
units compute the optimal controller set-point decision 
values for the subprocesses under control and the 
coordinator determines the intervention parameters to 
account for the constraints and interaction between 
subsystems such that the overall performance requirements 
are achieved. 
A number of numerical methods based on mathematical 
programming are available for solving these optimisation 
problems. The choice of the method depends upon its 
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numerical properties and the nature of the problem under 
investigation. The optimisation problem may be linear or 
non-linear, unconstrained or constrained, mono-variable or 
multi-variable. The numerical properties of an optimisation 
algorithm are the existence of the numerical solution 
approach, the convergence of the algorithm and computation 
time required. For steady-state optimisation problems, 
direct and gradient methods are commonly used for 
unconstrained problems. The simplex method is ideal for 
linear constrained problems. Primal and dual methods 
incorporating augmented Lagrangians may be employed for 
non-linear constrained optimisation problems. 
Details of these optimisation algorithms are well 
documented in the mathematical programming literature. Each 
has its advantages and disadvantages. Enough experlence 
with these numerical algorithms enables proper selection of 
algorithm or combination of algorithms to suit the nature 
of a particular problem. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter introduces the basic concept of 
hierarchical control and optimisation of large scale 
systems using the decomposition and coordination approach. 
Decomposition of complex system into one or a mixture of 
the three basic types of hierarchical structure, namely, 
the muti-strata, multi-layer, and multi-level, depends on 
the nature of the system under study. The characteristics 
of the three basic hierarchical structures have been 
briefly described. Then, methods of coordinating the 
decomposed system using the Interaction Prediction and the 
Interaction Balance principles are briefly outlined. 
Finally, a brief description of optimisation methods that 
may be employed for system optimisation is included. 
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CHAPTER 3 DISTRIBUTED HIERARCHICAL COMPUTER SYSTEM (DHCS) 
3.1 Introduction 
within the Computer Control Laboratory of City 
University there is a distributed two-level hierarchical 
computer system. The infimal level of the hierarchy 
contains four I-MIC micro-computers and a LSI-11/02 mini-
computer, which are used as local decision units for 
direct control of pilot plants and a small analogue 
computer system operating at steady state conditions. A 
DEC LSI-11/23 mini-computer with a time shared operating 
system is employed at the supremal level which acts as a 
host machine to coordinate and supervise computers (local 
decision units) at the lower level. There is also a BBC 
micro-computer system with a visual display, a disk drive 
and a printer. 
At present the I-MICs control a pilot scale freon 
vaporiser, a mixing process and simulated interconnected 
dynamic processes on the analogue computer. The LSI-ll/02 
controls a pilot-scale eight zone electrically heated 
travelling load furnace. A schematic diagram of the 
distributed hierarchical computer system lS shown in 
fig.3.1 
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In order to investigate the decomposi tion-
coordination methods used for on-line optimisation and 
control of interconnected system a two-level hierarchical 
structure was established. At the infimal level of the 
hierarchy two I-MIC micro-computers are used 
decision units whose task is to determine the 




coordinator intervention variables. The LSI-ll/23 mini-
computer which acts as the coordinator supervises the I-
MICs in order to achieve the overall optimal solution. The 
coordinator is also used to synChronise ｾｨ･＠ local decision 
units before optimal controls are applied to the simulated 
interconnected dynamic real process. 
A EAL Pace TR48 analogue computer is used to simUlate 
an interconnected dynamic real process with first order 
transfer lags introduced in the controls and 
interconnected inputs. The existence of disturbances and 
model-reality differences cause the real process under 
control to deviate from its desired optimal steady state 
condition. Corrective action can be made using feedback 
based on measurements by which the current· state of the 
real process is inferred relative to an assesssment of the 
desired state. Feedback information from the analogue 
computer is implemented globally or locally within the 
hierarchy. The two level hierarchical structure is shown 
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A brief description on the computers used as 
coordinator, the local decision units and the simulated 
real process, i.e. the LSI-11/23, the I-MIC and the TR48, 
can be found in the following sections. 
3.2 Coordinator ( LSI-11/23 ) 
The LSI-11/23 has a full complement of 256K bytes RAM 
and runs the TSX-PLUS time shared operating system. It is 
a general purpose time shared operating system which can 
provide computing facilities, both off-line and real-time, 
for up to twenty users working concurrently. The TSX-PLUS 
operating system is based on the DEC RT-11 single job 
monitor with some extended features such as a transparent 
line-printer spooling system, a shared file record locking 
facility, an inter-job message communication facility, a 
program performance monitor system, command files with 
parameters and a logon and usage accounting system. Such 
features greatly enhance the system performance, 
particularly in real-time applications. Having logged on, 
each user is allocated with 20K bytes of memory which can 
be extended up to 56K bytes. This is more than the 
ｾｰｲ･ｶｩｯｵｳ＠ single job operating system RT-11 can provide. 
Programs and data are stored on two 2 OM bytes 
Winchester disks and a 1.2M bytes floppy disk drive. The 
peripherals which are available to the LSI-11/23 include 
one ADM5 and two ADM22 visual display units, a Tektronix 
(T4010) storage- tube graphics terminal, a hard copy unit 
and an Intecolor (8001G) colour graphics terminal. The 
latter is used to display the current measurements from 
any process on a mimic diagram. 
Al though several high-level languages ( BASIC, 
FORTRAN, PASCAL, COBOL-PLUS, APL etc. ) are available for 
programming on the LSI-11/23, FORTRAN is used slnce, at 
present, this is the only one which can provide the real-
time support required ( timer functions, interrupt 
handling etc.). 
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3.3 Local Decision Unit ( I-MIC ) 
An I-MIC is a micro-processor based industrial 
controller by KRATOS Instem Limited which may be 
programmed either in interpretive CONTROL BASIC or in 
machine code via the I-MIC monitor. An Intel 8085 mlcro-
processor is the heart of this industrial controller. The 
controller uses a 10 inch rack-mountable bin where the 
processor module (F030), memory module (F043), removable 
power supply module, industrial interface (data highway ) 
and input/ouput modules are resident. 
The F030 processor module has an on-board memory 
capacity of 2K bytes of static CMOS RAM and 8K bytes of 
EPROM. The first 4K bytes of EPROM contain the CONTROL 
BASIC interpreter, the monitor occupies the next 2K bytes 
with the last 2K bytes unused. Two serial data 
communication links are available on this board. An Intel 
8251 USART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/transmitter) 
driven serial output port, interfaced with a RS232 serial 
link cable, is used to connect a teletype. The other 
serial communication link is software driven which links 
the I-MIC and the LSI-11/23 via a 20mA current loop cable. 
The objective of the F043 memory module is to extend 
the memory capacity of both the RAM and EPROM area by 16K 
bytes. This module also has on-board programming 
facilities using different accessory modules. Both the 
F030 and F043 are DEC quad-height modules. 
The I-MIC can accommodate up to 14 industrial 
input/output modules of different functions. These are all 
"memory mapped" modules which communicate with the CPU 
through the industrial interface. The following modules 
are used for transmitting and recelvlng data from the 
simulated real process: 
G230 : This is a 2 channel DAC interface module which 
converts the digital output from the I-MIe to 
analogue signal usable by the analogue computer. 
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G226/G266 This is a 12 bit ADC/16 channel multiplexer 
interface module which is used to convert the 
output from the analogue computer to digital 
form ready to be used by the I-MIC. 
3.4 Simulated Interconnected Process ( TR48 ) 





process is a EAL Pace TR48 general purpose 
computer which is composed of sol id state 
components. It is of modular design with eight 
computing components : operational amplifiers, 
dual integrators, quarter-square and bi-polar multipliers, 
x 2 diode function generators, log x and 1/2 log x diode 
function generators, sine-cosine diode function generator, 
variable diode function generators and signal comparators. 
The front of the analogue computer contains three 
panels, a removable pre-patch panel, a monitoring and 
control panel and a panel containing attentuators and 
function switches. Each component module is pre-wired to 
accept a combination of computing components so that the 
computer configuration can be altered very easily. Located 
to the left of the pre-patch panel is the monitoring and 
control panel. A digital voltmeter, a multi-range 
vol tmeter and a push button signal selector provide the 
necessary monitoring facilities. The control section 
contains a power switch, a computer mode of operation 
selector and a pre-patch panel engaging and disengaging 
switch. The attentuators and the function switches panel 
is situated to the right of the pre-patch panel. There are 
fifty coefficient potentiometers and five function 
switches mounted on this panel. All the potentiometers and 
function switches are terminated on the pre-patch panel. 
There are also three trunk patch areas on the pre-
patch panel, each of which is terminated at a connector on 
the rear of the TR48. These connectors can be used to link 
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external equipment such as an oscilloscope and x-y 
plotter. 
3.5 Summary 
The distributed hierarchical computer system used to 
investigate on-line closed-loop hierarchical control and 
optimisation of an interconnected process has been 
outlined. A brief description of various components of the 
computer system, namely, the LSI-ll/23 mini-computer, the 
I-MIC industrial micro-controller and the TR48 analogue 
computer that formed the hierarchical two level structure 
are included in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 FORMULATION OF CONTROL PROBLEM 
4.1 Control Problem Formulation 
This chapter is concerned with the mathematical 
formulation of the steady state control problem. Particular 
attention is paid to the formulation of subsystems and 
system equations, the kinds of constraints imposed on the 
system, and the formulation of the performance index of 
the system. 
Using the hierarchical control approach, the overall 
control system is decomposed into an assemblage of 
interconnected subsystems. Each subsystem has its own 
goal and optimisation task. The ith subsystem is shown in 
fig.4.1, 
u. ) ) y. 
1 1 
Subsystem model, . 1 
c. ) ｾ＠1 Z. 1 
Fig.4.1 The Ｎｾ＠1 subsystem model 
where the vectors c, u, y and z are the iii i 
control interaction input, interaction output 
disturbances with appropriate dimension 
c E ｾＬ＠ U E 11 and y E Y, where ｾＬ＠ 11 
1 1 Iii 1 i 1 





finite dimensional spaces. It is assumed that external 
disturbances affecting the system are constant over the 
considered time interval and therefore can be omitted from 
the system equations. We assume that each subsystem, 
including its control system, is described by, 
F (c u) 
-1 1 ' 1 
. 
1 E 1,N ( 4 . 1) 
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The subscript "*" denotes all mapping related to the 
real subsystems (not models). The ith subsystem input-ouput 
mapping is defined as, 
F : ｾ＠ x 11 




1. E 1,N ( 4 .2) 
The interconnection between subsystems are defined by 
the linear coupling equations, 
N 
u -H y- \' H Y 
1 i L ij j' 
j = 1 
i E 1,N ( 4 • 3) 
We denote c 11 (c, ... ,c) E ｾ＠ x ... x ｾ＠ 11 ｾ＠
1 N 1 N 
U 11 (u , ... , u ) E 11 x ... x 11 11 11 
1 N 1 N 
-
Y 11 (y , ... , y ) E Y x ... x Y 11 Y 1 N 1 N -
where H, H are the interconnection matrices composed of 
1 1 J 
zeros and ones. 
Then the subsystem equations and system structure 
equations can be written jointly as, 
y= F.(c,u), u - Hy ; 
F . ｾ＠ x 11 ) Y, 
• 
. 
( 4 .4) 
F (c u ) H 
·1 l' N 1 
F.(c,u) 11 • H 11 ,
-
F (c u ) H 
.N 1, N N 
It is assumed that for each overall control vector 
c E ｾ＠ applied to the system, there exists a unique overall 
output vector y. Thus the system as a whole may be 
described by the mapping, 
ＭＭＭｾＩ＠ Y ( 4 • 5) 
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i.e. y = K. ( c ) = [K.1 (C) , ••• , K.N ( C) ] (4 • 6) 
since the (real) system relationships are not known 
exactly, mathematical models are used to approximate the 
real subsystems under consideration. Similar to the real 
system relationships as shown in equations (4.1), (4.2), 
(4.5) and (4.6) the following model equations can be 
written as, 
Y - F (c , u), iii i i E 1,N 






where F is the ith subsystem model input-output mapping, 
i 
y - F(c,u), . 1 E 1,N (4.9) 
F: r; x 11 ---4) Y (4 • 10) 
where F is the system model input-output mapplng, 
y - K(c) (4.11) 
K : r; ---4) Y (4.12) 
where K is the model output mapplng corresponding to 
equation (4.5) of the real system mapping. 
Having formulated the subsystem and system equations, 
we look into the kinds of constraints imposed on the 
sUbsystems. It is assumed that the local constraints are 
given explicitly as, 
(c ,u ) E CU - {( c u) E r; x 'U : G (c ｾ＠ u ) ::s 0, pE P }, 
1 iII, 1 i i Ip iII
i E 1,N 




G : ｾ＠ x U 
ip i 
m 
R i ) 
and Pi denotes a set of integer indices. 
(4.14) 
If output variables are also involved in the local 
constraint set, equations (4.13) and (4.14) will be in the 
form, 
i E 1,N 
Y 
and G : ｾ＠ x U x Y 
Ip i i 
m 
R i ) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
where the mappings G and GY are assumed to be known 
Ip ip 
exactly. Consequently, the local constraints can be written 
joinly in the form 
(c,u) E CU - {(c,u) E ｾ＠ xU: G(c,u) ｾ＠ O}, (4.17) 
(c,u,y) E CUY={(c,u,y) E ｾｸｕｸｙＺ＠ GY(c,u,y) ｾ＠ O}. (4.18) 
as before. 
Finally, we assume that each subsystem is associated 
with a scalar value of performance index expressed 
explicitly in (c, u). The subsystem performance indices 
1 i 
have the form, 
Q : ｾ＠ x U 
1 1 i 
1 ＭＭｾＩ＠ R, . 1 E 1,N 
If output is involved, the performance indices become 
ｑＺｾ＠ xU xY 
1 1 1 1 
1 ＭＭＭｾＩ＠ R , 1 E 1,N 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
Accordingly, we can assume the overall performance index to 
have the form 
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Q - 'l1 (Q , ••• ,Q) 
1 N (4.21) 
where 'l1 : RN ＭＭＭｾＩ＠ R1 is some strictly order perserving 
mapping. e.g., 'l1 is of additive form, i.e. 
N 
Q - L { Q
1 
} (4.21a) 
1 = 1 
Finally, we can incorporate the global control problem 
into the overall system performance index. The task of the 
global control problem is to optimise the overall system 
performance index subjected to the constraints, l.e., 
N 
ｭｾｮ＠ { L Qi (c i' u 1 ) } 
1=1 
s.t. =F (c , u ) . 1,N Yi , l E 1 t 1 
(4.22) 
G (c ,u ) ｾ＠ 0 , P E P lp 1 1 1 
N . 
U - L H Yj 1 1 j j=l 
If output . lS involved, the task of the overall control 
problem becomes 
N 
. { L Qi (c , u , Y i) } mln c 1 i i = 1 
s.t. Y l = F (c , u l ' Y t ) , l E 1,N i 1 (4.23) 
G Y (c. , U ) ｾ＠ 0 , P E P 
ip 1 i i 
N 
U - L H YJ i 1 j j = 1 
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4.2 Mathematical Model of the Hierarchical Control 
structure 
A steady state system 
interconnected subprocesses, 
computer, is used to 
coordination methods for 
model consisting of two 
simulated by the analogue 
investigate different 
closed-loop hierarchical 
control. The computer system structure used for 
simulation is shown in fig.3.2. 
First order time constants are introduced to the 
interaction inputs and the controls. The 
mathematical model of the subprocess output equations 
. 
1S: 
Yll f (S:1 ' ｾＱＩ＠ C - C + 2u 11 11 12 11 
Y21 - f (c , u ) - c - c + U 21 -2 -2 21 22 21 
Y22 f (c , ｾＩ＠ 2c - c - U 22 -2 22 23 21 
The performance indices are: 
Q (c, u , v ) - (Y11-1)2 + C 1
2
1 + C 12
2 
1 -1 -1 "1 
The reality output equations are: 
f (c u) 1.4c - O.6e + 1.8u I Y *11 :lt11 -1'-1 11 12 *11 
f (c u) - 1.3e - 1.le + 1.lu Y.21 *21 -2'-2 21 22 -21 
f (e u) 2.3c - 0.7c - 1.lu 
J Y.22 .22 -2'-2 
22 23 ·21 
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The system constraints are: 





y ｾｯＬ＠ (0. 8-c -0. 6u Ｉｾｏｽ＠







The mathematical model of the interconnected ｳｵ｢ｾｲｯ｣･ｳｳ･ｳ＠




formulation of large scale control 
system approach was the hierarchical 
presented in this chapter. The original control 
problem, with a pre-defined overall performance index 
and system constraints, was decomposed into a collection 
of smaller scale subproblems. Then, the model of each 
subproblem was formulated with the task to optimise its 
performance index subj ected to the constraints imposed. 
Once all the subproblems were formulated, the global 
control problem can then be formed by assuming that the 
overall performance index 
indices of the subproblems. 
system model consisting 
subprocesses, simulated by 
included. 
was the sum of performance 
Finally, the steady state 
of two interconnected 
an analogue computer, was 
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1 ::. 
CHAPTER 5 ON-LINE COORDINATION METHODS 
5.1 Introduction 
Different coordination methods have been suggested and 
developed in the last two decades for steady state 
optimisation and control of large scale systems (Mesarovic, 
1970; Findeisen, 1978). Basically, there are two principal 
coordination methods, namely, the Interaction Prediction 
Method (IPM) and Interaction Balance Method (IBM). These 
coordination methods are similar in the sense that they 
start the local decision optimisation problem in the lower 
level by specifying intervention parameters from the 
supremal level. The method by which the supremal level 
calculates the coordination parameters and intervenes the 
infimal level defines the coordination strategy. A variety 
of feedback schemes have been suggested for on-line 
optimising control using these coordination methods. 
Feedback informations from the simulated real process used 
by the coordinator (global feedback) or local decision 
units (local ｦ･･､｢｡ｾｫＩ＠ have been 







on-line coordination method the interaction balance 
coordination 
strategy. 
and interaction prediction coordination 
section 5.2 describes the closed-loop coordination 
methods. Examination of these methods for on-line 
closed-loop control of simulated interconnected industrial 
processes has been performed and difficulties encountered 
during the investigation will be discussed ln the 
subsequent sections. 
5.2 Closed-loop Coordination Methods 
Using open-loop implementation of coordination methods 
relies on accurate mathematical models which truly 
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represent the steady state behaviour of the industrial 
subprocesses 
differences 
under control. In practice, model-reality 
often occur. Feedback measurements from the 
real process may be used 
performance of the system and 
difference. There are two 
In an attempt to lmprove 
account for the model-reality 
principal methods in which 
feedback information from the real process may be employed . 
Global . lS process feedback scheme where the the 
measurements are sent to the coordinator; and the process 
measurements used in local decision units are known as 
local feedback scheme. The following sUbsections describe 
the implementation of the global feedback and local 
feedback schemes using the interaction prediction method 
and interaction balance method. Details concerning with the 
existence, solvability, convergency of the coordination 
methods can be found in Findeisen (1980). 
5.2.1 Interaction Prediction Method with Global Feedback 
( IPMGF) 
Feedback information is used by the coordinator In 
this coordination ｳｴｲ｡ｴ･ｧｾ＠ which has been investigated by 
Findeisen (1974) and Wozniak (1976). The local decision 
problems are computed on the basis of the subsystem models. 
Hence, local decision problems remain the same as the 
open-loop. The local optimisation problem (LOP) 
follows: 
LOP 
For a given coordination variable v E Y, 
find the control 
arg min Q (., H v) 
1 i 
C 1 (v) 
. 
lS as 
(5 . 1) 
where C (v) ｾ＠ {c Eb : (c ,H" v) E CU !\ v = F i (c i ' H I" v) } 1 iiI IIi
since the coordination variable specifies the 
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subsystem 
u = H v 
outputs and interactions, l.e y = v and 
i i 
are strict equalities in the local optimisation i i 
problem (LOP), therefore the existance of LOP solution 
depends on the assumption of non-empty local feasible 
set V, 
V E V I:::. {v E Y . o • '<I E 1,N i C (v) ｾ＠ O} i (5.2) 
Except in special cases, the set V is very difficult, 
o 
if not impossible, to determine. 
Once the LOP is solved, the optimal controls are then 
applied to the real process and the measurements are 
transmitted to the coordinator. The coordinator solves the 
on-line problem based on the information from the local 
decision units and the measurements from the real process. 
The task of the coordinator (COP) is to minimise the real 




Find a coordination variable 
A A 
V - arg min Q (c(.), HK.(c(.))) (5.3) 
V." Vo 
where ｖＮｾ＠ Vol:::. {v E Y : ｋＮＨｾＨｖＩＩ＠ E Y A '<liE 1,N 
A A 
( C i (v) , H i K. ( c (v) )) E CU i} II V 0 ' 
ｾＨｶＩ＠ I:::. Ｈｾ＠ (v), ... ,; (v)), 1 E 1,N 
1 N 
K.(c(v)) represents the real system outputs. 
Interaction Prediction Method with Local Feedback 
( IPMLF) 
This coordination method was first studied by 
Tatjewski and cygler (1980) where feedback information from 
the real process is used by the local decision units. 
Completely decentralised information structure can be 
achieved since each local decision unit solves its decision 
problem based on information feedback from its own 
subprocess only. The basic idea of this coordination 
strategy is to use a I shift vector s I which forces the 
model interaction output vector to be equal to the real 
interaction output vector. The iterative mechanism of this 
coordination method operates as follows: the coordinator 
specifies the predicted interaction outputs, the local 
decision units adjust the model output vector y so that 
when corresponding controls are applied to the real 
process, the real process output vector y. is identical to 
A 
the model output vector y. The local optimisation problem 





Find C (s , y) 
1 1 
such that 
A A A A 
C (s , y) 
1 1 





c e b 
i 1 
A A 
s.t. G (c , H y, Y ) e CUY" J e J 
,1 J iii 1 
A 
Y + S - F (c , H y), 
iii 1 1 
i e 1,N 
S (yA)={S e"d :3c ,Y +s ］ｆＬＨｃＢｈＬｹＩＬｇｉｊＨｃＢｈｬｹＬｹＬＩｾｏＬｪ･ｊｩｽＧ＠
1 1 1 1 ill 11 1 1 
i e l,N 
( 5 • 4 ) 
( 5 . 5) 
An iterative updating scheme is required ln the local 




S - S + c 
i i 
1 e 1,N 
( 5 • 6) 
( 5 • 7 ) 
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Since n 6. ｾ＠ n ｾ＠y. K.(c,(s ,y» ( 5 • 8) 
. 1. e 1,N (5.9) 
The iterative algorithm of the local decision problem 
can be described in the following steps, g1.ven the initial 
interaction variables u t ' y i and e, and setting the 
program counter, n and shift vector Sl - 0, goto step 3, 
i 
1) Measure n n and if n n local . Y.i' u. i Y. i - Yi ' opt1.mum 
solution is reached, otherwise proceed to next step; 
2) Update the shift vector s using the scheme, 
n+1 n ｾ＠ n pn 
ｾ＠
n S S + e [(y i Y. t ) (u. - u· i )] i i i 1 
pn 6. 
, 
ｾ＠ n ｾ＠ ｾ＠
where (Fi)u (ci(St,y),HiY)i i i 
3) Evaluate ｾ＠ n+ 1 ｾ＠C.(s. ,y) 
1 1 
according to (5.4) and apply to 
the subprocessesi 
4) wait until the real system transient has died down and 
repeat step 1 with n=n+l. 
Once the infimal decision problem solution is reached, 
the solution set is then transmitted to the coordinator. 
The task of the coordinator, same as the open-loop, is to 
determine the interaction output to . . . m1.nlml.Se the 
performance index Q. The coordinator problem (COP) is, 








where {y E Y · K( c (y) ) e Y x ... x Y.N } y · 
• 1 
Y = {y e Y · C (y) ｾ＠ ¢, 1. E l,N} 
· 0 i 
5.2.3 Interaction Balance Method with Global Feedback 
( IBMGF) 
This closed-loop coordination method was first 
proposed by Findeisen (1974) and further investigated by 
Malinowski and Ruszczynski (1975), and Malinowski (1976) 
where feedback information from the real process is used by 
the coordinator. In applying the global feedback to the 
interaction balance method, the basic approach is to leave 
the local decision units the same as in the open-loop 
method to perform their optimisation tasks using the 
mathematical models. The local optimisation problem (LOP) 
is that, for a given coordination variable A, 
LOP 
A A 
Find c (A) and u (A) such that 
i i 
( c i (A) , u i (A)) - arg min L (c ,u ,A) iii (c ,u ) eCU 
iii 
where CU - {( c ,u ) : G (c ,u ) ｾ＠ 0 } iii iii
N 
(5.11) 
L (.) = Q (c u) + <A ,u > - \' <A H F (c u) > iii' iii L J' Ji i i' i 
J = 1 
A A 
It is assumed that the solution (c (A), u (A)) i i of the 
local decision optimisation problem is unique for every 
A e /\ where /\ is the solution set of the local decision 
problem. The model interaction inputs u are sent to the 
. coordinator and the optimal controls c are then applied 
to the real subprocesses and the real interaction inputs 
U.(A) - ｈｋＮＨｾＨａＩＩ＠ are realised and transmitted to the 
coordinator. 
The task of the coordinator 1S to determine the 
Lagrange multipliers A to minimise the global imbalance R. 
between the real interaction inputs u.' and the model 
interaction inputs u, i.e. 
':'7 
(5.12) 
Several iterative strategies to solve the coordinator 
optimisation problem have been proposed ranging from 




more sophisticated Newton-like updating 
(Findeisen et aI, 1980). In this simulation 
technique 
study, the 
former iterative scheme has been adopted to solve 
coordinator optimisation problem (COP), i.e., 
Find ｾ＠ - Ｈｾ＠ , .... , ｾ＠ ) such that, 
1 N 
the 
COP - (5.13) 
min {Ilu - u. i II} i e 1,N 
AeA 1 
, 
5.2.4 Interaction Balance Method with Local Feedback 
( IBMLF) 
This coordination strategy where feedback information 
from the real process is used by the local decision units 
was first proposed by Findeisen (1976) and subsequently 
investigated by Brdys and Michalak (1978), and Brdys and 
Ulanicki (1978). Each decision unit has the task of 
determining its 
local modified 
local controls c E to . . . mlnlmlse the 
1 
objective function L.(c. ,u. ,A.). 
1 1 1 1 
The 
Lagrange mul tipl ier , A 
i 
is specified by the coordinator. 
The interaction inputs u. are determined based on the real 
1 
interaction inputs, ureal ised from the real process 
·1 
resulting from the previous application of all local 








local optimisation problem 
A 




1 C 1 (U 1 ' 1\.) = arg min Q. (c.,u )+(1\.. ,u.>-[ (i\,H F (c. ,u.» c EC (u ) iii 1 1 = J J 1 ill 
1 1 i J 1 
(5.14) 
where C. (u.) /j, {c. Erg: ( c i ' U i) E CU 1. } 
1 iii
At each iteration of the LOP, the interaction inputs u lS 
i i 
determined based on the feedback measurements from the real 
process. The existence of the LOP 
i 
depends on the 




C(u) ":t ¢} 
N 
where C(u) - X 
1 = 1 
C (u ) 
1 1 
(5.15) 
An iterative procedure to solve the local decision 
problem has been suggested which can be described in the 
follow steps, given the initial model interaction inputs 
u and the iteration counter k=O, 
1 
1) Solve the local optimisation problem (LOP ), 
i 
2) 




to the real subprocess . wait until all local 
units have reached this stage and the real 
system transient has died down; 
3) Measure the real interaction input u and if u = Uk 
• i • i i 
local optimum solution is reached, otherwise proceed to 
next step; 












is a diagonal gain matrix which may be tuned 
in an attempt to improve convergence. Generally, 
simple examples, suitable gain values of 8 are 
to obtain by theoretical derivation and trial 




In order to ensure stable operation of the local 
decision iterative scheme, it is necessary to derive 
sufficient conditions for the convergence of such iterative 
scheme. contraction mapping techniques have been used and 
it is found that (Brdys and Ulanicki, 1978) the Lipschitz's 
constant of the real interaction input mapping HK.(C(. ,A)) 
must be less than unity. 
may be difficult to 
In many practical situations, it 
determine this constant. Hence, 
convergence of the local decision iterative scheme cannot 
be guaranteed. 
Once the infimal decision problem solution 
(c (A),U (A)) is reached, it is then transmitted to the 
b b 
coordinator. The task of the coordinator is to determine 
the Lagrange multipliers so as to 
. . . 
mlnlmlse the real 





(A , •••• ,A ), 
1 N 
arg min Q.(A) 
A E )\.. b 
such that 
(5.16) 
where . Q. ( A) fJ. 
N 
L Qi(Cbi(A),Ubi(A)) , l E 1,N 
1 = 1 
A b is the set of all coordination 
variable values for which u (A) exists. 
b 
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The above coordinator problem formulation is known as 
'full coordination'. An alternative formulation of the 
coordinator problem known as 'partial coordination' 1S as 
follows, 
Find ,0 _ (,0 0) ｾ＠ ｾ＠ , ••• ,1\. such that 1 N 
COP (5.17) 
A 
U b ( 1\.) - HF( c ( U b (I\.) , I\. ) , U b (I\.)) I\. E Ab 
In general, a solution obtained by using partial 
coordination is not better than that obtained by using full 
coordination. However, the solution obtained by partial 
coordination can be used as a starting point for full 
coordination since it is easier to find the solution using 
the former coordination strategy. 
5.3 Synchronisation and Inter-process Communication 
In the real-time implementation of the closed loop 
coordination methods using the distributed computer system, 
two local decision units are used in the inf imal level. 
Parallel computation can be performed at the local decision 
level once coordination parameters have been received from 
the supremal level. Since first order transfer lags have 
been introduced within the simulated real process, the 
decision units need to wait sufficient time for the system 
transients to die down in order to obtain steady state 
measurements. The determination of a minimum waiting time 
for different transfer lag time constants has been carried 
out off-line using the simulation software package 'ISIS' 
available on a Prime 550 mini-computer. 
using the distributed hierarchical optimising control 
approach, there exists information exchange between 
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(a) coordinator and local decision units for coordination 
methods with global feedback or local feedback: 
(b) each local decision unit for coordination methods with 
local feedback. 
since parallel processing is performed in the infimal 
level and each local decision unit optimisation iteration 
finishes at a different time interval, synchronisation 
between the two levels is required. Various synchronisation 
mechanisms for distributed computer systems have been 
studied. Since the hierarchical computer structure consists 
of only three interlinked computers, therefore, simple 
synchronisation mechanisms such as elapsed. time and 
semaphore techniques are used to synchronise the decision 
units so that controls can be sent to the real-subprocess 
simulataneously. 
( 1) Elapsed. Time 
Estimate the time required for each decision units to 
finish one optimisation iteration. Each decision units then 
wai ts until the slowest unit to complete its task before 
sending the controls to the real process and taking 
measurements at steady state. 
(2) Semaphore 
After each optimisation computation, each decision 
unit sends a completion flag to the coordinator and waits. 
A task of the coordinator is to check that all the 
completion flags from the decision units have been received 
before transmitting a start flag to each decision unit, all 
of which then send controls simulataneously to the real 
process and take measurements at steady state. The start 
flag is then reset for the next data set. 
The advantage of the first proposed synchronisation 
scheme is that total decentralisation at the local decision 
unit level can be obtained. However, it is in practice very 
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difficult to determine the waiting time for each decision 
units because the computation time required at each 
optimisation iteration will often vary. This may affect the 
stability and convergence at the infimal level. Therefore 
only the second method has been adopted to synchronise the 
decision units although this requires extra information 
exchange between the coordinator and the local decision 
units. This synchronisation scheme has been shown to work 
efficiently during real-time control of the simulated real 
process under different coordination methods with feedback. 
Using the local feedback scheme, a further 
synchronisation problem arises because each decision unit 
converges to its final solution over a different time 
horizon. The sePlaphore method is again used to synchronise 
the coordinator and the local decision units because the 
existing theory suggests that the coordinator should adjust 
its parameters only when all the decision units have 
converged to their solution. 
An investigation had been carried out where the 
decision units were not synchronised before applying the 
controls to the real process and it was observed that, as a 
result, the decision units became unstable. Although 
decision units could be stabilised by reducing their 
iteration loop gain parameters, this decreased the 
convergence rate of the local optimisation problem. In this 
particular simulation study, the synchronised scheme 
required far fewer iterations in the local decision level, 
and thus the total iterations required for the global 
optimisation was reduced. 
5.4 Asynchronous Iteration for Closed-loop Hierarchical 
Control and optimisation of Interconnected Systems 
According to the hierarchical control and optimisation 
theory developed for large scale systems operating at 
steady state condition, the theory requires synchronisation 
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in the inf imal level of the hierarchical structure. l.e. 
the local decision units have to wait until the slowest 
unit finishes its optimisation task before the optimal 
controls are applied to the real subprocesses. Hence, some 
obvious implementation disadvantages arlse using the 
synchronous hierarchical algorithms such as algorithm 
initialisation and iteration synchronisation protocol are 
needed. Furthermore, the speed of computation in the 
infimal level is restricted to that of the slowest decision 
unit. These limitations can be reduced by developing an 
algorithm to minimise the degree of synchronisation and 
inter-process communication. Various asynchronous 
algorithms suitable for distributed computation have been 
proposed by Baudet (1978), Bertsekas (1983) and Tsitsiklis 
(1986). However, due to the lack of memory and computing 
power available in the I-MICs, the proposed algorithms 
cannot be implementated within the I-MICs. 
stability is the maln concern in control system design 
for interconnected process when the local decision units 
are operating asynchronously in the infimal level within 
the hierarchical structure. Instability occurs. in the local 
decision level due to the following two causes. Firstly, 
the updation of the interaction variables u
1 
(k+1) depends 
on the values of u (k) which is a function of all controls 
-1* 
c 
-J' j ｾ＠ i. Hence, if the local decision units are not 
synchronised before sending the controls to the real 
process and taking measurements, the value obtained will 
not be u (k), but rather it will be u. (k-T), where T lS 
-1* 1* 
the time difference between the iteration time required by 
each of the two decision units. This time difference can be 
viewed as ､･ｌｾ＠ which occur frequently in process 
control problems. The presence of ､ｷ･ｬ｡Ｎｾ＠ is undesirable ln 
feedback control since the control action is based on the 
delayed information and the resul ting phase lag tends to 
make the system less 
achieve satisfactory 
stable and hence more difficult to 
control. Furthermore, time ､ｑｌｾｾ＠ ln 
hierarchical interconnected systems make control system 
design more difficult since the design approaches are not 
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applicable to time delayed systems. Secondly, because 
first-order time lags are introduced to the controls and 
the interconnections, it 1S possible that just before 
taking the steady state measurement from the real 
subprocess i, u
i 
* is disturbed by controls c J' J ｾ＠ i. 
Hence measurement u will not be a steady state value 
-*1 
which again will affect the stability of the local 
iteration. 
, Asynchronous iteration' in the infimal level means 
that computation and communication is performed at various 
decision units completely independent of the progress 1n 
other units .. In studying the effect of asynchronous 
iteration upon the convergence and stability of the overall 
system, we only considered the coordination methods with 
local feedback. i.e. IBMLF and IPMLF. Constrained Simplex 
algorithm and the 'Active Set Method' were employed to 
solve the coordinator problem and the local decision 
problem respectively. The asynchronous local decision 
iteration algorithm was the same as those of the 
synchronous one except the application of controls to the 
simulated process were not synchronised. An investigation 
on the direct appl ication of such a'synchronous iteration 
.. 
algorithm to on-line hierarchical control with local 
feedback had been performed. The performance of this 
algorithm operating in the real-time environment will be 
described in the following chapter. 
5.5 Summary 
The on-line coordination methods suitable for 
closed-loop hierarchical control and optimisation of large 
scale interconnected systems were ､･ｳ｣ｲｩ｢ｾ､Ｎ＠ This included 
the Interaction Balance Method (IBM) and the Interaction 
Prediction Method (IPM) incorperated with global or local 
feedback. For each closed-loop coordination schemes, the 
optimisation algorithms for the coordinator and the local 
decision units were outlined. ... 
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In the real-time implementation for closed-loop hierarchical 
c u n t r 0 1 0 fin t e r COL I n e c ted p rue e s s, the pro b 1 e ms en co un t ere d s u c h 
as synchronisation and inter-process communication had been 
investigated. The method of semaphore was chosen tv synchroIlise 
Ａｨｾ＠ local decision units. Since first ordpr transfer lags have 
been introduced within the simulated process, off-line simulation 
usinq the software pac ka 4e ISIS was performed in order to 
deter/nine the minimum waiting time for steady state med5ULelllL'nts. 
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CHAPTER 6 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the software development for the 
hierarchical structure is discussed. It is a two-level 
structure which consists of a coordinator in the supremal 
leve+, two local decision units in the infimal level and a 
simulated real process. At each level, the software 1S 
essentially composed of two sections, the objective section 
and the information exchange section. The function of the 
objective section is to perform the assigned task, e.g. to 
optimise a constrained function (performance index) 1n 
order to generate optimal controller set points. The 
function of the information exchange section is to transmit 
the solution of the assigned task (objective section) to, 
and receive information from, other levels within the 
hierarchy for data processing and control purposes. 
The software development for the coordinator, local 
decision units and the simulated real ·process will be 
outlined in section 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 respectively. 
6.2 Coordinator (LSI-11/23) Software 
The coordinator software is resident in the LSI-11/23 
computer. The functions of this software are to transfer 
data to and from the local decision units, to determine the 
optimal coordination variables, to produce a hard copy 
output, to plot the controls and interaction variables on 
the Tektronix 4010 graphics terminal and to display current 
data from the coordinator and the local decision units in a 
m1m1C diagram on the Intecolor 8001G graphics terminal. 
Since the LSI-llj23 computer 1S operating under the 
TSX-Plus time-shared operating system, a multi-user 
operating system, on-line display on the-graphics terminal 
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has to be suppressed for the benefit of other system users. 
Therefore, output data obtained from the on-line simulation 
were logged on the floopy disk and the controls and 
interaction variables were plotted off-line. 
The coordinator software consists of two sections, the 
objective section and the information exchange section. The 
latter section is concerned with time-critical data 
transfer with the local decision units (I-MICs). since each 
I-MIC deals with time-critical DDC functions, whereas the 
LSI-11/23 deals with less time-critical user interface 
functions, each data transfer must be initiated by the 
I-MIC. A foreground/background approach has been adopted in 
developing the coordinator software. The foreground program 
deals with time-critical functions, i.e. data transfer with 
I-MICs, and is assigned with a higher execution priority. 
Assigned with a lower execution priority, the background 
program optimises the constrained coordinator decision 
problem and logs the output data for future use. 
The following SUbsections describe the foreground and 
background routines that constitute the coordinator 
software. 
6.2.1 Program units 
The program units required to run the foreground 




Subroutine to initialise two I-MIC 
links. 
Asynchronous completion routine used 
to maintain the main buffers for data 
received over the I-MIC links. 
Data acquisition subroutine 
operating two I-MIC links. 
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for 
The program units required to run the background 
coordinator software are as follows: 
IPMGFB,IPMLFB, Main (optimisation) programs used to 
IBMGFB,IBMLFB, determine the optimal coordination 






Subroutine used to synchronise the 
data transfer between 
foreground/background program. 
Subroutine used to transfer data from 
foreground program to the background 
program and determine the performance 
indices and the real interaction 
variables. 
IBMF23,IBMGFF, Subroutine used to communicate 








Subroutine to output 
Intecolor display. 
data for 
Subroutine to send data from 
background program to the Intecolor. 
Subroutine used to disable the receipt 
and ,the transmission of interrupts set 
by link operation routines. 
Subroutine to print the current time. 
Subroutine to print the current date. 
Subroutine used to check for 
constraint violation when coordinated 
by Interaction Prediction Method. 
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6.2.1.1 Foreground Routines 
The routines that form the foreground soft ar r w ea e 
subroutines LKSET2, RK and LINKXD . The aim of the 
foreground routines 1S to transfer data between the 
coordinator (LSI-11/23) and the two local decision units 
(I-MICs). These routines were originally written by Dr.W.J. 
Hill in MACRO 11 assembly language and was subsequently 
modified by Dr. I.A. stevenson to ensure reliable data 
transfer. Furthermore, the software was rewritten entirely 
in FORTRAN and is thus more easily understood than the 
original MACRO routines. Detailed software description of 
these routines can be found in stevenson (1982,1984,1985). 
A full listing of the foreground routines is given 1n 
appendix B1. 
6.2.1.2 Background Routines 
According to their functional nature, the background 
routines can be classified into three groups: 
optimisation routines - main program and subroutine CON1; 
Data transfer routines - subroutines SYNCH, GET2, 
and TIDY2; 
Schematic output routines - subroutines SDlC, lCSUB. 
lBMF23 
The program units used to run the background software 
are the same for different coordination method except the 
ma1n (optimisation) program where two different routines 
are employed. Therefore, the listing of the background 
routines 1S made up of the ma1n problem constrained 
simplex (lBMLF, lPMGF, lPMLF) algorithm or the steepest 
descent algorithm (lBMGF) and the other supporting routines 
which can be found in appendix B2. 
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Since most routines are quite simple and self 
explanatory (see appendix B2), only the main program and 
the subroutine IBMF23 were chosen to be described briefly 
in the following sUbsection. 
6.2.1.2.1 Main Program 
The main program has the task to solve the coordinator 
optimisation problem. An optimisation algorithm is used to 
generate optimal coordination variables for the local 
decision problems. The optimisation algorithm employed to 
solve the coordinator problem depends on the coordination 
method used. For IBMGF, steepest descent algorithm is used. 
Constrained simplex method has been employed for IBMLF, 
IPMGF and IPMLF. The selection of appropriate optimisation 
algori thm for coordinator problem depends upon the 
availability of the gradient vector of the coordinator 
performance function. In general, the steepest descent 
algorithm gives a faster rate of convergence than the 
constrained Simplex algorithm. 
The first part of the main program is the 
initialisation. Data files are created so that controls and 
interaction variables during on-line program execution can 
be logged on the floppy disk for future use. It also 
initialises the Intecolor display and the I-MIC links by 
calling the subroutine LKSET2. System routines TRMASC and 
IPOKE are called to enable an interrupt in case of system 
shut down through the console command. All the variables 
required for the optimisation algorithm are initialised. 
The second part of the ma1n program lS the 
optimisation alogrithm. For the steepest descent algorithm, 
the iterative procedure can be summarised in the following 
steps: 
1) Start with the initial estimate X , and set the counter 1 






Find the search direction S 
- - 'iJ f . . , 
1 
Find • 1\ to minimise f(X. + 1\ S ). 
1 1 1 ' 
Set • X 
- X + 1\ S . 1+1 i 1 1 , 
Check X if eX X.) is wi thin the prescribed 1+1' 1+1 1 
tolerance, when X is optimal, stop; otherwise set 
i+1 
i=i+1 and goto step 2). 
Using the constrained Simplex algorithm, the following 
steps are performed: 
1) Estimate the first Simplex vertice and its function 
value; 
2) Generate the rest of Simplex vertices and their 
function values; 
3) Perform tests and re-order function values; 
4) Check the Simplex Slze, if the Simplex size 1S less 
than the prescribed tolerence, stop. Otherwise proceed 
to next step; 
5) Perform the action of reflection / reduction / 
contraction / extension, which one to be performed 
depends on the function value of the vertices; 
6) Goto step 3). 
The third part is the solution output section where the 
optimal solution set 1S logged on the output data file. 
Once the optimal solution of the coordinator has been 
reached, stopping signals are sent to each I-MIC to inform 
them not to generate further interrupts. Then subroutine 
TIDY2 is called to disable the interrupts that are set in 
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response to the signals from I-MICs. 
6.2.1.2.2 Subroutine IBMF23 
This subroutine is used to communicate asynchronously 
with the I-MICs through the links. When a data transfer 
initiated by the I-MIC takes place, the foreground programs 
LINKXD and RK are called. The data temporarily stored in 
the buffers of the subroutine RK in the foreground is then 
transferred to the buffers of the subroutine IBMF23 in the 
background which is then used by the main program. 
Successful data transfer betv,,Teen the foreground and the 
background program depends on the status control of various 
flags and bytes, e.g. TXFREE, TFLAG, DATAR, DATAX etc. 
6.3 Local Decision unit (I-MIC) Software 
Foreground/background approach is employed again In 
developing the I-MIC software. The foreground program deals 
with the time-critical data transfer with the coordinator 
(LSI-11/23) and the simulated real process (TR48). The 
background program solves the local decision optimisation 
problem in order to generate optimal controls. The 
interpretive language CONTROL BASIC (CB) lS used to 
program the background program. The foreground program lS 
programmed in 8085 machine code via the I-MIC monitor since 
CB is not fast enough in time-critical data transfer 
applications. The machine code subroutine occupies memory 
locations 2400(HEX) 2453(HEX) inclusive (on the F030 
processor board). A CB subroutine starting at line number 
30000 and ending on line number 32030 is resident In the 
background program. The I-MICs communicate with the 
LSI-11/23 via calls to the CB subroutine at line number 
30000. 
When data transfer is required, the foreground program 
is activiated by calling the CB instruction "SCH" in the 
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background program. Once the 
its assigned task, control 
program. 
foreground program finishes 
returns to the background 
The I-MIe background program determines the optimal 
controls to be applied to the simulated interconnected 
process. Since the I-MIC uses only integer numbers in the 
range of -32767 to 32768, it is necessary to scale 
variables used in the program in order to maintain a 
prescribed accuracy. However, this may cause difficulties 
with numeric overflows. After some trial tests, a scaling 
factor of 1000 is chosen to be used in the I-MIe program 
thereafter. Basically, there are three sections in the 
I-MIe software, namely, the initialisation, optimisation 
and data transfer. However, if local feedback coordination 
is used, an extra section called "parameter estimation" is 
required. 




3. Synchronisation (with coordinator); 
4. Data transfer to and from the simulated interconnected 
process; 
5. Checking convergence of the local decision problem; 
6. Data transfer to and from the coordinator. 
The program starts with initialisation. All arrays and 
program counters are initialised. It also produces a 
program log for future reference. 
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The second section of the program is the optimisation 
routine. Based on a steady state mathematical model, 
optimal controls are computed which will subsequently be 
applied to the simulated real processes. Due to the lack of 
programming memory, mathematical functions and subroutines 
available in I-MIC, the optimisation problem has to be 
solved analytically using the theory of extrema and the 
idea of 'active set method'. A set of feasible controls and 
the corresponding performance index are generated using 
this analytical approach. optimal controls are those 
associated with the minimum performance index. Once the 
optimal controls and the corresponding performance index 
have been determined, the model based interaction variables 
are computed. These model based interaction variables and 
optimal controls are useful parameters for local and/or 
coordinator optimisation problem. Using the 'active set 
method' , the feasible solution set of the local 
optimisation problem for various closed-loop coordination 
method has been generated which can be found in appendix A. 
The third section contains the data transfer or 
interfacing routine with the coordinator and the simulated 
real process. For data transfer between the 1-MIC and the 
analogue computer, the following instructions are 
performed: 
Data transfer from I-MIC to analogue computer: 
APO. (H. 3E04 ,H (5) ) 
APO. (H. 3 E 0 6 , I ( 5) ) 
PO. (H. 3 2 00 , 0 ) 
write data stored ln H(5) 
location 3E04. 




Send the data stored in location 
3E04 and 3E06 to 





W. (500) Wait 500 machine units for the 
analogue system transient to die 
down in order to obtain the steady 
state real interaction variables. 
Data transfer from analogue computer to I-MIC: 
PO. (H. 3 E 2 0 , 0); W. (5) 
B(O)=APE. (H.3E20) 
PO. (H. 3 E 2 2 , 0); W. (5) 
B(l)=APE. (H.3E22) 
: Initialise the location 3E20 by 
writing a zero to it and wait for 
5 machine units to ensure error 
free data transfer. 
Read the 
location 







: Initialise the location 3E22 by 
writing a zero to it and wait for 
5 machine units to ensure error 
free data transfer. 
: Read the data stored in the 
location 3E22 and assigned as 
B (1) • 
The model based optimal controls are transmitted to 
the analogue computer and steady state real interaction 
variables are realised from the analogue computer using the 
interface card G226/G266. 
When optimal solution of the local decision problem 
has been reached, data are transmitted to the coordinator 
(LSI-l1/23) uSlng the I-MIC - LSI link routine. Data are 
stored in the array Y of the I-MIC routine prior to the 
data transfer. The contents of the array are output bytes 
using the following instructions:-
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YeO) - byte count 
. reconstitutes the bytes received . 
from the LSI-11/23 into words by 
transposing the low and high 
bytes of the data word ln between 
receiving operations and after. 
: disables all 
interrupts to 
the processor 
the I-MIC, tidies 
up the stack and returns. 
a monitor routine which outputs a 
data byte (low byte of the 
argument) to the serial output 
line. 
: ensures communication routine 










interrupts, tidies up the stack 
and returns. 
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For coordination using local feedback scheme, a 
parameter estimation section . lS included. Based on the 
model and the real interaction variables, an updating 
formula has been established which generates improved 
interaction variables for stable and fast converglng 
iterative local decision optimisation problem. 
6.4 Simulated Interconnected Process (TR48) 
An analogue computer was used to simulate two 
interconnected sub-processes under direct control from 
local decision units. The block diagram which relates the 
input/output of the interconnected sub-processes is shown 
in fig.6.1. 
C C 
1 1 1 2 
1 1 
Y =1.4c -0.6c +1.8u 










*11 ｾＨ＠ ----y--- Y *22 =2 . 3 C 22 -0. 7 C 23 -1. 1 U*21 
*21 
ｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾ＠
Fig. 6 . 1 S c h e rna tic d i a 9 ram 0 f the i n t ere 0 nne c ted sub -- pro c e 5 5 e 5 
First order time constants were introduced to the 
interaction inputs and the controls wi thin the analogue 
computer to simulate the effect of transfer lags upon the 
stability and convergence of local decision optimisation 
problems. The response of the interaction inputs due to 
these transfer lags was studied initially uSlng the 
software package called "ISIS". It was then implemented to 
the analogue computer. 
using the G226 DAC module, optimal control inputs from 
the local decision units were sent to the analogue computer 
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and the steady state real interaction inputs from the 
analogue computer were realised and transmitted back to the 
coordinator or the local decision units via the G266 ADC 
module depending on the feedback mechanism used. 
In order to improve the accuracy of the simulation 
result, amplitude scaling was required. Based on the open 
loop solution from the off-line simulation on the Prime 550 
computer, the optimal controls from the local decision 
units were sent to the analogue computer. Tests had been 
carried out to determine the optimal set of scaling factors 
on the controls so that reasonable accurate result can be 
obtained. The optimal settings were found after some trial 
runs by setting a set of controls from the decision units 
to the analogue computer. Real interaction inputs were 
measured, which were then compared with the model based 
real interaction inputs that were computed based on the 
control sets. It was found that they were very close with a 
maximum deviation of unity of the last digit. This 
suggested that the settings in the analogue computer were 
accurately representing the mathematical model of the 
interconnected sub-processes. For all the subsequent test 
runs for different coordination methods, the analogue 
computer setting was checked in the initialization 
procedure. A set of controls were transmitted to the 
analogue computer' and the real interaction inputs were 
realised which were then compared with the model based 
solution so as to ensure the simulation run was working 
with a reliable and consistant analogue computer setting. 
The main problem encountered when uSlng the TR48 
analogue computer for simulation was the voltage drift. The 
computer had to be powered up for more than ten minutes 
prior to the simulation run In order to warm up the 
electronic circuits of the analogue computer and to 
stabilise the amplifiers. 
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6.5 Summary 
The software development of the two-level hierarchical 
con t r 01 s ys t e In has bee n des c rib e d . T his inc 1 u des a b r i e f 
description of the routines that had been used for the 
coordinator, the local decision units and the analogue computer. 
For the coordinator software, the optimisation algorithms 
(the constrained Simplex algorithm and the Steepest Descent 
alqorithm), the data transfer routines and the schematic output 
routines were implementated, together with the foreground 
routines, to solve the coordinator optimisation problem. For the 
local decision unit software, the optimisation problem was solved 
analytically using the 'active set method' for different 
coordination strategies. Communication between the I-HICs and 
the analogue computer are via the ADC/DAC modules. Problem 
eIi(-:ountered when using the analogue computer for simulation was 
flotf-'d and ｲｦｾｭ･､ｩ､ｬ＠ measure was taken. 
Having described the on-line coordination methods, the 
h':irdware dnd the software developed for on-line hicrax.:chical 
ClInt r(ll in previous charlters, investigdtion of the applicability 
01 the softwarp, the the'ory developed for on-line control alld 
o}1timisdtion of a simulated interconnected two-level hierarchical 
ＺＭｾ［ｴ＠ ructure is perfuYrrtpd and simulation results based on ､ｩｦｦ･ｲｾｮｴ＠
closed-loop coordination method will be given in the next 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
7.1 Introduction 
Using the two-level hierarchical computer structure, 
simulation tests had been performed to investigate the 
closed-loop hierarchical control and optimisation of a 
simulated interconnected process. In order to ensure 
stable and convergent coordinator and local decision 
problems, the model based optimal controls generated by 
the decision units had to be synchronised before applying 
to the simulated real subprocesses. For synchronised 
local decision iteration, all the closed-loop coordination 
methods (i.e. IBMGF, IBMLF, IPMGF, IPMLF) had been 
implemented and simulation tests were performed. 
Tests 
effects on 
had also been carried out to investigate the 
system stability and convergence of local 
decision optimisation problem when local 
were operating asynchronously. Only the 
coordination schemes, i.e. IBMLF and 
decision units 
local feedback 
IPMLF had been 
implemented and simulated ｾｹ＠ the hierarchical computer 
system. 
Two optimisation methods were employed to solve the 
coordinator optimisation problem for different 
coordination strategies. Direct search method the 
constrained Simplex algorithm was used for IBMLF, IPMGF, 
IPMLF. Gradient method - the steepest descent ,algorithm 
was employed to solve the IBMGF coordinator optimisation 
problem. Owing to the lack of memory and software support 
from the I-MICs, analytical method based on the 'Active 
Set Method' was used to solve the local decision 
optimisation problem for different on-line coordination 
method. 
Simulation test results based on synchronous and 
asynchronous local decision iteration will be presented in 
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the following section 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. The 
graphical output of the simulation results will be shown 
in section 7.5. 
7.2 Synchronous Local Decision Iteration 
Based on the hierarchical control and optimisation 
theory (Mesarvoic,1970; Findeisen,1980), the optimal 
controls generated by the local decision units should be 
sent to the interconnected subprocesses simultaneously. 
Since each local decision task would finish at different 
time horizon, synchronisation of local decision units was 
required in order that optimal controls could be applied 
to the subprocesses concurrently. Method of 'semaphore' 
was chosen to synchronise the local decision units in the 
.infimal level for direct control of the simulated 
interconnected subprocesses. The chosen synchronisation 
mechanism provided a reliable means of data transfer in 
the simulation test runs. 
7.2.1 Interaction Prediction Method with Global Feedback 
For this coordination strategy, feedback information 
was used by the coordinator to update the coordination 
variables for optimal overall system performance. The 
coordinator updated the coordination variables using the 
'synchronised' measurements from the simulated real 
process. Using the open-loop solution as the starting 
point, l.e. V - (1.171; 0.965), the coordinator 
optimisation problem converged to its optimal solution 
V - (1.137, 1.005) 
c - (-0.676,0.197; 0.868,1.0,-1.0) 
y. - (1.033; 1.166,1.864) 
Q. - 5.9326 
ｾｑ＠ - 0.110% 
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after 32 iterations. The coordinator 
sec/iteration depending on the number of users 
to the host computer during the test run. 




with different starting point, e.g. V = (0.0; 0.0), 
it took 78 function calls before the coordinator converged 
to its solution 
V - (1.112, 1.006) 
c - (-0.703,0.197; 0.894,1.0,-1.0) 
y. (1.014; 1.176,1.885) 
Q - 5.9345 
• 
The coordinator took 26.3 sec per 
Simulation results are shown in fig.7.2.1.2. 
iteration. 
Examining the results shown in fig.7.2.1.2, the 
coordinator required more function calls before reaching 
its solution when compared with using open-loop solution 
as the starting point. However, it should be noted that 
the 'V', 'c' and 'y' were quite stationary after 40 _. 
coordinator function calls. 
Tests had also been performed by introducing 
disturbances to the interaction inputs and/or the controls 
of the simulated subprocesses by varying the potentiometer 
settings within the analogue computer. Three tests have 
been carried out to model the disturbances in 'c's and 
'u's, and local decision unit failures which are 
summarised as follows: 
a) Modelling disturbances ln controls 
Starting with V = (0.0; 0.0), the system waited until 
the steady state solution had been reached before setting 
the control c off for one iteration uSlng the TR48 
2 1 
function switch. Thus a big disturbance was resulted and 
the performance index shot up from 5.9389 to 20.0376. 
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However, the system returned to its optimal performance 
5.9372 after 15 iterations! The final solution was: 
v - (1.124; 1.009) 
c - (-0.699,0.195; 0.885,1.0,-1.0) 
y. - (1.03; 1.181,1.867) 
Q. - 5.9360 
The results are shown in fig.7.2.1.3. 
b) Modelling LDUs failure 
starting with open loop solution, i.e. V - (1.171; 
0.965), the system reached the steady state condition 
after 30 iterations. Investigation on system stability 
when subjected to local decision unit (LOU) failures was 
performed. The LOU failures were simulated by switching 
off the controls that applied to the TR48. e.g. controls 
c and c were switched off to ｳｩｭｵｾ｡ｴ･＠ the failure of 
11 12 
LDU1. Three LDU failure conditions were being tested, i.e. 
i) LOU1 failure 
By disconnecting ｴｾ･＠ controls c and c to the TR48 
11 12 
for 3 iterations (from iteration 43 to 45), the Q. shot 
up from 5.9393 to 11.1753 and returned to 5.9327 after 16 
iterations. 
ii) LOU2 failure 
Controls c and c were off for 4 iterations (from 21 22 
iteration 73 to 77). Q. shot up to 6.0055 and returned to 
5.9360 after 9 iterations. 
iii) Both LDU failure 
All controls were off for 6 iterations (from 
iteration 100 to 106). The Q. rose to 11.5265 and then to 
17.2509 and returned to 5.9370 after 17 iterations. 
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The final solution was: 
v - (1.131; 1.002) 
c - (-0.674,0.199; 0.871,1.0,-1.0) 
y. - (1.029; 1.163,1.868) 
Q. - 5.9357 
The results are shown in fig.7.2.1.4. 
c) Modelling interconnections failure 
starting with the open-loop solution and the system 
waited until the steady state solution before setting the 
interactions off for 4 iterations using the TR48 function 
switch. The system was disturbed and the performance 
index shot up from 5.9338 to 10.6606. However, the system 
returned to its optimal performance 5.9367 after 15 
iterations with the final solution: 
v - (1.127; 1.016) 
c - (-0.714,0.191; 0.889,1.0,-1.0) 
y. (1.039; 1.196,1.857) 
Q - 5.9372 
• 
The results are shown in fig.7.2.1.5. 
Referring to the figures 7.2.1.3, 7.2.1.4 and 
7.2.1.5 when disturbances were introduced to the system 
operating at its optimal steady state operating condition, 
the overall performance index increased. This was because 
the performance index of each local decision unit was a 
function of the controls and interaction inputs which ln 
turn affected the overall (coordinator) performance index. 
After few iterations, the coordinator optimisation problem 
converged to a new 'disturbed' performance index. 
However, if the disturbances were removed, this 
'disturbed' performance index would soon return to the 
optimal one after few iterations. 
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The above simulation results signified the 
robustness property of this coordination scheme when the 
controls and/or interaction variables were corrupted with 
noise. The system response to disturbances was stable and 
the system optimisation problem converged to a new steady 
state value rather fast. 








coordination variables, there should exist a 




each decision unit was to determine the optimal controls 
and interaction variables from a given set of coordination 
variables uSlng the feedback information from the 
simulated real process. 
Investigation of the optimal gain settings for stable 
and rapid converging local decision optimisation problem 
had been performed. Theoretical study on the stability of 
local decision optimisation problem using local feedback 
scheme was carried out using the 'Active Set Method'. A 
stable galn space was obtained. After some trial runs 
within the stable gain space, optimal gain settings for 
fast converging local decision optimisation problems were 








the open-loop solution set, l.e. V 
the first estimate for the 
(1.171; 
coordination 
and with shift vector s = (0; 




after 43 coordinator function calls while the LDU requires 
a total of 116 iterations. Time required for this 
simulation run took 53.6 minutes. The final solution was 
found as follows: 
s - (0.393; -0.319) 
-
V - (1.034; 1.085) 
c - (-0.594,0.149; 0.808,1.0,-0.941) 
-
y. - (1.034; 1.086,1.821) 
Q. 5.9747 
!J.Q. - 0.820% 
At the beginning of the 
decision optimisation problem 







given set of coordination variables. Simulation results 
are shown in fig. 7.2.2.1. 
with s = (0; 0), tests had also been performed uSlng 
different starting point, e.g. V = (1.118; 1.01) the 
optimal solution of IPMGF, similar results were obtained 
as in fig.7.2.2.1. 
7 • 2 • 3 Interaction Balance Method with Global Feedback 
The steepest descent algorithm was used to solve the 
coordinator optimisation problem. Starting with A = (0;0), 
the coordinator took 9 iterations to reach the open-loop 
solution, l.e. A - (-2.537; -0.739). The coordinator 
required a total of 15 function calls before converged to 
its final solution 
A - (-2.994; -0.387) 
c - (-0.609,0.147; 0.824,1.0,-1.0) 
-
y. - (1.015; 1.086,1.883) 
Q. = 5.9891 
!J.Q - 0.986% 
• 
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. ln 6.73 minutes. simulation results are shown 
fig.7.2.3.1. 
In studying the effect of disturbances on the 
controls and interaction variables for this coordination 
method, several tests had been performed whereby the 
disturbances were simulated by varying the setting of the 
poteniometers within the analogue computer. 
a) Modelling disturbances ln controls 
Halved c for 11 iterations (from iteration 23 to 
11 
33), Q rose from 5.988 - 7.88 - 7.241. Reset c to its 
• 11 
full value at iteration 34, Q returned to 5.989 after 8 
• 
iteration (iteration 41). 
Halved c at iteration 45; Q. rose from 5.989 
12 
6.133 - 6.159 (iteration 50). 
simulation results are shown ln fig.7.2.3.2. 
b) Modelling disturbances in LDUs 
Halved controls c 
11 
from 5.987 8.144 
and c at iteration 10, 
12 
7.529 7.538 (new 
Q. rose 
optimal 
performance at iteration 19). At iteration 26, c and 
11 
c were reset to their full values, Q. converged back to 
12 
5.988 after 6 iteration (iteration 32). 
Halved controls c and c at iteration 41, Q rose 
21 22 • 
from 5.985 - 6.076 - 6.19 (iteration 56). 
simulation results are shown in fig.7.2.3.3. 
c) Modelling the interconnection failure 
Set interconnection input U 
*11 
off . uSlng the 
potentiometer coefficient in the TR48, the system became 
unstable. Investigation upon the effect of varYlng the 
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potentiometer coefficient related to u* upon the 
11 
stability and convergency had been carried out. By varying 
the potentiometer coefficient (alpha) from 0.5 to 0.95, 
















Oscillates, returned to solution if alpha=1 
Same as 2 
Converged to new optimal solution 
Same as 2 
Basing on the results obtained, the system 
coordinated by IBMGF was very sensitive to the 
disturbances imposed on the controls and especially on 
their interaction inputs. The simulation test showed that 
the system would become unstable if the interaction 
varaible was reduced by more than 5%. 
Simulation results for alpha = 0.75 and 0.95 are 
shown in fig.7.2.3.4 and fig.7.2.3.5 respectively. 
7.2.4 Interaction Balance Method with Local Feedback 
For this coordination strategy, the study of 
stability and rate of convergence of the local decision 
optimisation problems were required. Investigation of the 
optimal gain settings for stable and rapid converging 
local decision optimisation-problem had been performed. 
Theoretical study on the stability of local decision 
optimisation problem using local feedback was carried out 
uSlng the 'Active Set Method'. A stable galn space was 
found. By the method of trial and error within the stable 
gain space, the optimal gain settings for fast converglng 








with the open-loop solution, . l.e. 
-0.744) and u - (0.965; 1.169), the 
coordinator took 88.9 minutes for 33 function calls before 
converging to its optimal solution 
A- .- (-2.731, -0.538) 
c - (-0.708,0.12; 0.891,1.0,-0.99) 
-
y. - (0.978; 1.134,1.917) 
Q. - 5.9624 
I1Q. - 0.613% 
simulation results are shown in fig.7.2.4.1. 
Initially, the LDUs took about 8 iterations before 
converging to the solution for a given set of coordination 
variables. It took much less iterations as the coordinator 
.. 
approach its solution, typically 2 to 3 or less 
iterations. However, sometimes the LOUs might take more 
iterations before converging to the solution. This was due 
to the high gain, i.e. K = (0.3; -2.5) used in the LOU 
parameter updating equation which perturbed the system 
dynamics. 
A test had also been performed by varying the time 
delay introduced in the analogue computer TR48, e.g. 
T 1 sec. similar simulation results were obtained with 
1 J 
Q = 5.9664 . 
• 
little effect 
This suggested the delays in the TR48 had a 
on stability and system performance when the 
local decision units were operating synchronously. 
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7.3 Asynchronous Local Decision Iteration 
simulation tests had been carried out whereby the 
local decision units were not synchronised before sending 
the model based optimal controller set points to the 
analogue computer. This asynchronous operation could cause 
overall system instability. 
7.3.1 Interaction Prediction Method with Local Feedback 
s 
with the starting point V - (1.171; 0.965) and 
(0; 0), the coordinator converged to the solution 
after 65 function calls with 
s - (0.394; -0.321) 
-
V - (1.035; 1.085) 
c - (-0.592,0.149; ＰＮＸＰＵｾＱＮＰＬＭＰＮＹＴＱＩ＠
-
y. (1.037; 1.086,1.818) 
Q. - 5.9755 
ｾｑＮ＠ - 0.833% 
The local decision units, LDU1 and LOU2 took a total 
of 176 and 170 iterations respectively. Initially, each 
LOU required about 9 iterations before converging to the 
solution. It should be noted that Q. = 5.9754 at iteration 
13. 
simulation results are shown 1n fig.7.3.1.1. 
Using v (1.171; 0.965) and s = (0 ; 0) as the 
starting point, two tests had been performed by 
introducing a delay of 5 seconds in either one of the 
decision units prior to the application of the controls to 
the simulated subprocesses. with LOU1 delayed by 5 
seconds, the coordinator, LOU1 and LOU2 took 32, 94 and 




- (0.394; -0.324) 
-





y. (1.046; 1.093,1.809) 
Q. - 5.9760 
ｾｑＮ＠ - 0.842% 
Simulation results are shown in fig.7.3.1.2. 
with LDU2 delayed by 5 seconds, the coordinator, LDUI 
and LDU2 took 39, 184 and 141 iterations respectively 
before converging to the solution: 
s - (0.382; -0.304) 
-
V - (0.997; 1.075) 
c - (-0.616,0.155; 0.830,1.0,-0.942) 
-
y. - (0.995; 1.073,1.865) 
Q. - 5.9869 
ｾｑＮ＠ 1.026% 
Simulation results are shown in fig.7.3.1.3. 
ｅｾ｡ｭｩｮｩｮｧ＠ the simulation results 
fig.7.3.1.1, fig.7.3.1.2 and fig.7.3.1.3 it 
IPMLF coordination method performed very 
shown . In 
was found that 
well . even In 
asynchronous local decision iteration. There was no 
stability problem associated with this coordination method 
because IPMLF is a feasible method. Initially, the local 
decision optimisation problem took about 11 iterations 
before converging to its solution. However, the rate of 
convergence was relatively fast when compared with 7 
iterations for the synchronous case. The system did not 
show any slgn of instability due to the asynchronous 
iteration of local decision units. Therefore, basing on 
the simulation results, conclusion can be made that IPMLF 
is a very robust coordination method and is extremely 
useful for on-line control applications. 
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7.3.2 Interaction Balance Method with Local Feedback 
Referring to the simulation results of IBMGF shown 
in the section 7.2.3, the system coordinated by the 
Interaction Balance Method was very sensitive to the 
disturbances imposed on the controls and especially on 
their interaction inputs. Local decision asynchronisation 
can be viewed as time delay disturbances on controls and 
interaction inputs which will jeopardize the stability of 
the overall system. 
During the early study on asynchronous IBMLF, the 
system was unstable. Tests had been tried by using a first 
order digital filter with the equation: 
u. ( k) = cl u * ( k -1 ) + (1 - ex ) u (k --1-) ; ex = filter constant 
to filter the noise due to LOU' asynchronisation. Using 
different filter constants ranging from zero to unity, the 
system failed to converge to its solution. 
It was found that by putting a delay (waiting time) 
in the LDUs ｾ･ｦｯｲ･＠ sending the controls to the real 
subprocesses together with an appropriate local iterative 
loop gain, the system converged to its solution. 
Investigation on the values of waiting time, T and the 
w 
gain, K used in the local decision optimisation problem 
with the updating scheme (same as the synchronous IBMLF), 
u. (k+1) -
-1 
u. (k) + K (u. (k) - u. (k) ) 
-1 -*1 -1 
had been conducted. The best waiting time, T and galn, K 
w 
was found to be 9 seconds and (0.65; 0.80) respectively. 
Using these values and with the open-loop solution as the 
starting point, the coordinator, LDU1 and LDU2 took 54, 




- (-2.674, -0.628) 
c - (-0.741,0.115; 0.923,1.0,-0.974) 
-
y. - (0.947; 1.142,1.940) 
Q. - 5.9621 
!J.Q. - 0.597% 
simulation results are shown in fig.7.3.2.1. 
with a different updating scheme used in the local 
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For the gain, K - (0.65; 0.80), the search for the 
new best waiting time had been performed. The best waiting 
time, Twas 5 seconds. Using these values and with open-
w 
loop solution as the starting point, the coordinator, LDU1 
and LDU2 took respectively 35, 438 and 378 iterations 
before converging to the solution: 
i\. - (-2.692, -0.498) 
c - (-0.719,0.110; 0.890,1.0,-0.996) 
- (0.991; 1.147,1.907) 
5.9629 
0.623% 
Simulation results are shown in fig.7.3.2.2. 
Basing on the simulation results obtained, it was 
found that the IBMLF was very sensitive to the 
asynchronous local iteration of the decision units. This 
is because Interaction Balance Method is a non-feasible 
method and the determination of the ｯｰｾｩｭ｡ｬ＠ performance 
index for each decision unit relies heavily on the 
controls and the interaction variables of other decision 
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units. Without synchronisation between decision units 
simply implied that the connections between each decision 
unit were being cut off which would cause instabilty. By 
choosing the gain K = (0.65; 0.80) in the local decision 
updating equation together with an appropriate waiting 
time, instability due to asynchronous iteration of local 
decision units could be stabilised and the system 
converged to its solution. It was found that there was a 
minimum waiting time that the system could be stabilised 
for a given set of gain values. 
7.4 Summary of the Simulation Results 
Using the open-loop solution set as the first 
estimate for the coordination parameters, the following 
simulation results had been obtained for synchronous local 
iteration which were summaried as follows: 
Coordination Performance Suboptimality Iterations Iteratio 
method index (%) required time (s) 
IBMGF 5.989 0.986 6 196 
IBMLF 5.962 0.613 33 4910 
IPMGF 5.933 0.110 32 950 
IPMLF 5.975 0.821 43 2386 
For the asynchronous IBMLF and IPMLF, similar results 
were obtained as the synchronous cases. However, the rate 
of convergence of the local decision problems were slower, 
especially for the IBMLF. When stability of the local 
decision problem was concerned, the IPMLF performed far 
more better than the IBMLF. Stabilisation was required for 
the asynchronous IBMLF. 
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7.S Graphical Output of the Simulation Results 
The following figures are the graphical output of the 
simulation results for synchronous and asynchronous local 
decision iteration. 
Synchronous Local Decision Iteration 
Fig.7.2.1.1. IPMGF simulation result: with open-loop 
solution as the starting point. 
Fig.7 . 2 . 1. 2 . IPMGF simulation result: with zero as the 
starting point. 
Fig.7.2.1.3. IPMGF simulation result: modelling 
disturbances in controls. 
Fig.7.2.1.4. IPMGF simulation result: modelling LDUs 
failure. 
Fig.7.2.1.5. IPMGF simulation result: modelling 
interconnections failure. 
Fig.7.2.2.1. IPMLF simulation result: with open-loop 
solution and zero shift vector' as the 
starting point. 
Fig. 7 .2. 3 . 1. IBMGF simulation resul t : with zero as the 
starting point. 
Fig.7.2.3.2. IBMGF simulation result: 
disturbances in controls. 
Fig.7.2.3.3. IBMGF simulation 




Fig.7.2.3.4. IBMGF simulation result: modelling 
interconnection failures - test 1. 
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Fig.7.2.3.5. IBMGF simulation result: modelling 
interconnection failures - test 2. 
Fig.7.2.4.1. IBMLF simulation result: with open-loop 
solution as the starting point. 
Asychronous Local Decision Iteration 
Fig.7 . 3 .1.1. Asynchronous IPMLF simulation result: with 
open-loop solution and zero shift vector as 
the starting point. 
Fig. 7 . 3.1.2. Asynchronous IPMLF simulation result : with 
open-loop solution and zero shift vector as 
the starting point and LDUl delayed by 5 
seconds. 
Fig.7.3.1.3 Asynchronous IPMLF simulation result: with 
open-loop solution and zero shift vector as 
the starting point and LDU2 delayed by 5 
seconds. 
Fig. 7 . 3.2.1. Asynchronous IBMLF simulation result: with 
Tw = 9 sec, K = (0.65; 0.80) and open-loop 
solution as the starting point. 
Fig.7.3.2.2. Asynchronous IBMLF simulation result: new 
local iteration updating scheme with Tw = 5 
sec, K = (0.65; 0.80) and open-loop solution 
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Fig.7.2.1.1. IPMGF simulation result: with open-loop solution as 
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fig.7.2.2.I. IPMLF simUlation result: with open-loop solution and 
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Fig.7.2.3.4. IBMGF simulation result: modelling interconnection 
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Fig.7.2.4.1. IBMLF simUlation result: with open-loop solution as 
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Fig.7.3.1.1. Asynchronous IPMLF simulation result: with open-loop 
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Fig.7.3.1.2. Asynchronous IPMLF simulation result: with open-loop' 
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Fig.7.3.l.3 Asynchronous IPMLF simulation result: with open-loop 
solution and zero shift vector as the starting 
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Fig.7.3.2.1. Asynchronous IBMLF simulation result: with Tw = 9 sec, 
K = (0.65; 0.80) and open-loop solution as the 
starting point. 
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Fig.7.3.2.2. Asynchronous IBMLF simulation result: new local 
iteration updating scheme with Tw - 5 sec, K = 
(0.65; 0.80) and open-loop solution as the 
starting point. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS 
Using the Interaction Balance coordination method, 
two optimisation algorithms, namely, the Steepest Descent 
and Constrained Simplex algorithms had been used to solve 
the coordinator optimisation problem for global and local 
feedback respectively. The fact that two different 
optimisation algorithms had been used necessitates some 
considerations to be taken when comparing the convergence 
properties of the two mentioned feedback coordination 
methods. Using local feedback scheme, the infimal level 
required an average of eight iterations before converging 
to its solution. This implied that local feedback, on 
average, required eight times more on-line computation 
time for the overall optimisation problem than using 
global feedback. However, in this particular example, 
better accuracy was obtained using local feedback. On the 
other hand, local feedback was not as robust as global 
feedback because of the stability problems occuring in the 
local decision problems (Roberts,1983). 
Constrained Simplex method had been used to solve the 
IPM coordinator problem. The Interaction Prediction method 
wi th global feedback gave the best performance (5 . 933) 
among the simulation results obtained in this particular 
example. 
obtained 
with local feedback, the system performance 
was worse compared wi th the global feedback. 
However, the coordinator required less iterations to 
converge to its optimal solution. In general, this 
coordination method required solvability and feasibility 
analysis for constrained optimisation problems which might 
be very difficult in many practical cases. 
with global feedback, tests had been performed to 
investigate the effects of disturbances, measurement 
errors and the integrity of the overall system subjected 
to subprocess and decision unit failures. Disturbances to 
the real subprocesses were introduced to the controls and 
outputs through function switches and potentiometers In 
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the analogue computer. The magnitude of the controls and 
outputs could be varied from a rated value to zero. Both 
the IBMGF and IPMGF were quite indifferent to the 
disturbances imposed on the controls. i.e. the presence of 
such disturbances would move the performance index to a 
new value but will return to its original undisturbed 
value once the disturbances were removed. The system 
remained stable during the presence of disturbances. 
Measurement errors were introduced to the interconnection 
variables using potentiometers with coefficient ranging 
from unity to zero. When measurement errors of interaction 
variables ( i. e. u*) or interconnection failure were 
concerned, IPMGF was quite indifferent. IBMGF was very 
• sensitive to the measurement error in the interconnection 
inputs. For this particular example, with the 
potentiometer coefficient denoted by "alpha"-, the 
system became unstable if alpha < 0.75, oscillated if 
0.75 < alpha < 0.94, and converged to the final solution 
if alpha > 0.95. 
The integrity of the overall system subj ected to 
subprocess and decision units failures had been 
investigated. The subprocess and decision units (LOU) 
failures were simulated by ､ｾｾ｣ｯｮｮ･｣ｴｩｮｧ＠ the appropriate 
controls within the analogue computer using function 
switches. Both IBMGF and IPMLF were disturbed by switching 
off the controls corresponding to (LOUI), (LOU2) and (LOUI 
& LOU2). The system (coordinator) managed to iterate to a 
new solution and returned to its original solution once 
the controls were re-connected. The response of the 
overall system moved to a new solution and returned to its 
original solution depending on the failure of which 
decision unit. simulation tests showed that the response 
time of the disturbed system subjected to the failure of 
the decision unit increased in the following order: 
(LOU2), (LOUI), (LDUI & LDU2). 
convergency and stability of local decision units 
operating asynchronously (i.e. the decision units were not 
synchronised before applying controls to the real 
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subprocess) at the infimal level had been investigated. 
When coordinated by IPMLF, the decision units were stable 
and converged to their optimal solution without 
synchronisation. The rate of convergence was quite fast 
and on an average required 29% more computation to 
converge to the final solution than the synchronised 
iterative scheme. However, the decision units became 
unstable when the system was coordinated by IBMLF. 
Stabilisation of the decision units under asynchronous 
operation had been achieved by choosing a suitable loop 
gain of the local decision problem and introducing a 
waiting time in the decision units before sending the 
controls to the simulated subprocesses. Convergency ln 
the decision unit level was comparatively slow which 
accounted for about 50% more computation than the system 
with synchronisation. The instability of IBMLF under 
asynchronous operation was understandable because 
disturbances would be induced to the interconnection 
variables. It had already been discovered during the 
course of investigation of IBMGF that the IBM coordination 
method was very sensitive to disturbances imposed on the 
interconnection variables. 
In this research, investigation of closed-loop 
hierarchical control and optimisation of an interconnected 
process simulated by an analogue computer had been 
performed. Both on-line coordination methods, namely, the 
Interaction Balance Method and the Interaction Prediction 
Method with local or global feedback had been implemented 
successfully using the distributed hierarchical computer-
system. The effect of asynchronised iteration of local 
decision units upon the stability and convergency of local 
decision units, and the coordinator had also been studied. 
This research is mainly experimental in nature. In order 
to guarantee stability in the coordinator and local 
decision optimisation problems, future work needs to be 
done on a theoretical basis to investigate local decision 
non-synchronisation aspects and associated convergence 
properties. 
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since the performance of the local decision making 
process is greatly hindered by the lack of memory and 
mathematical function supports provided by the I-MICs, 
therefore, the microcomputers should be upgraded in order 
to implement or develop advanced parameter estimation 
techniques for asynchronised local decision iteration. 
Furthermore, investigation of the application of 
other on-line coordination methods, e.g. "Mixed Method" -
a combination of Interaction Balance Method and 
Interaction Prediction Method, for hierarchical control 




the on-line coordination methods should be 
control real systems, e.g. pilot scale 
industrial processes 
interconnected process. 
other than the simulated 
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Appendix A: Local Decision Feasibility Set under constraints 
Due to the lack of programming memory, mathematical 
functions and subroutines available in the micro-computers 
(local decision units), standard library numerical 
optimisation algorithms could not be used to solve the 
local decision problems which were constrained 
optimisation problems with equality and inequality 
constraints. Hence, each local optimisation problem had to 
be solved analytically using the idea of 'active set 
method' and the theory of extrema. 
The 'active set method' is an algorithm for solving 
optimisation problem with inequality constraints. The 
concept underlying this method is to consider the 
inequality constraints which consist of two parts: those 
that are to be treated as active and those that are to be 
treated as inactive. The inactive constraints are 
essentially ignored during the optimisation procedure. 
Therefore if the set of active constraints was known, the 
original problem could be replaced by the corresponding 
problem having equality constraints only. 
The mechanism of the 
optimisation problem with 




define, at each iteration step, a set of active 
constraints, known as the 'working set', which is a subset 
of the constraint set of the original problem. The current 
point 1S therefore feasible for the working set. The 
algorithm then proceeds to move along the worked surface 
defined by the active constraints to a new improved point. 
At this new point, the working set may be changed. The 
reason for doing so may be due to the addi tion of 
constraint (s) to the working set when new constraint (s) 
are encountered or the dropping of a constraint from the 
working set to ensure the performance index is strictly 
decreased. 
The procedure of determining the feasible solution 
region of local decision optimisation problem subjected to 
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equality and inequality constraints is as follows: 
Starting with the unconstrained solution, the performance 
index of each local decision problem is differentiated 
wi th respect to the manipulated inputs ( controls ) to 
obtain the optimal controls in terms of interaction 
variables. Then these control values are substituted In 
the constraint sets of the decision unit to search for the 
active constraints which bound the unconstrained solution. 
Then the active constraints are plotted with the 
interaction variables to indicate the bounded 
unconstrained solution. Once the unconstrained solution 
region has been found, the active constraints are 
subsequently used as new constraint boundaries for the 
generation of new solution reglons next to the 
unconstrained solution. Defining a new solution region by 
one of the active constraint boundaries previously 
obtained, the procedure . lS repeated and a new bounded 
solution region is found. The complete procedure is then 
repeated until no further new solution regions are formed. 
This analytical approach is used to solve the local 
decision optimisation problems for price coordination 
strategy. Decision unit solution regions uSlng the 
interaction balance method with global feedback and local 
feedback are shown in fig.AI and fig.A2 respectively. 
The drawback of this analytical method for solving 
the local decision optimisation problem is that it is 
restricted to simple low dimensional problems because it 
l.S impossible to visualise greater than two dimensional 
solution regions. 
Using the 'Active Set Method', decision unit solution 
reglons for the IBMGF, IBMLF and IPMLF will be shown in 
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b) Local decision unit 2 
Fig.AI Decision unit solution reglons for IBMGF 
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"7 FOR MAT ( 1 H " L i rdo(. rt 0 s. 2 &. 3 i nit i ali sed • ' ) 





C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE CURRENT DATE 



























C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE ADDRESSES & VECTORS FOR THE 
















































CALCULATES VECTORS FOR SPECIFIED 
AND THE ADDRESSES 
CONNECT RX INTERRUPT HANDLERS 














MAP THE 1/0 PAGE INTO THE PROGRAM 





100 FORMAT(lH ,'UNABLE TO CONNECT RX INTERRUPT VECTOR') 































CANCEL ITIMER REQUEST (IF ANY) 
LOCK HANDLER IN MEMORY 
READ A BYTE FROM THE LINK 
TEMP=IPEEK(RBUFCID» 
IFCCTEMP.LT.O).OR.CFLAG31(ID).NE.O» GOTO 4 
IFCFLAG21(ID).EQ.O)GOTO 3 

















IFCBINCID).LE.RXBUF(l,ID» GOTO 4 
FLAG1(ID)=0 
BINCID)=O 




























DISABLE TX INTERRUPTS 
CALL IPOKE(XCSR(ID),"177677.AND.I) 
DELAY TO ALLOW I-MIC TO CATCH UP 
-DO 10 J=1,250 
10 CONTINUE 
c 

































C ECHO A '0' WHEN I-MIC IS XMITTING 
C 




C RXFORD & TXFORD ARE DATA FORMATTING PROGRAMS TO CONVERT THE 









DO 20 J=1,2 
TEMPB(1)=RXBUF(1,J) 
TEMPB(2)=0 
R X ( 1 , J ) =T EMF' 

















DO 20 J=1,2 
TEMP=TX(l,J) 
TXBUF(1,J)=TEMPBC1) 






















































C ASYNCHRONOUS COMPLETION ROUTINE TO MAINTAIN THE MAIN 




DO 1000 1=1,2 
c 
C ERROR FLAG DISABLES LINK 
C 
c 
IF(ERROR(I) .EQ. 0) GOTO 150 
TYPE 3,I,ERRORCI) 
GOTO 1000 
C CHECK FOR NEW DATA 
c 
150 IF(RXFREE(I» GOTO 1000 
C 
C HAVE NEW DATA ON LINK I. 
e MAIN BUFFER ACCESS IN PROGRESS? 
c 
IF(.NOT. MBFREECI» GOTO 1000 
C 




NBYTES=F,XB ( 1 , I ) 
NWORDS=NBYTES/2 
IF(NWORDS .LE. SM2) GOTO 180 
TYPE 2,I,NWORDS,SM2 
GOTO 190 
180 IF(NWORDS*2 .EQ. NBYTES) GOTD 100 
- TYPE 1, I , NBYTES 
RXB(1,I)=2*NWORDS 
c 
C NEXT1(I) POINTS TO THE NEXT SPARE WORD IN MBUF1. 
C LWl WILL BE THE LAST WORD WRITTEN IN THIS UPDATE. 
C 
TYPE 200,(RXBCL,I),L=1,NWORDS) 
200 FORMAT(1H ,1016) 
:LOO LW1=NEXT1(I)tNWORDStl 
c 
C OFF END OF MAIN BUFFER?· 
e 
IFCLW1 .LE. SIZE(I» GOTD 110 
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C 
C YES. SO MUST SHIFT OLDEST DATA BLOCK OFF LEFT-HAND END 






C Kl-F'IlINTS TO-THE FIRST \.-JQRD OF THE NEXT ＭｄａｔＮｾ＠ BLDCh-
C KR = THE NUMBER OF WORDS RELEASED BY THIS SHIFT. 
C FINISHED THIS SHIFT? 
c 
170 IF(K1 .EQ. NEXT1(I» GOTO 160 
C NOT YET. 
K2=MBUFS(K1,I)-1 
C K2 POINTS TO THE LAST WORD OF THE NEXT DATA BLOCK. 
C SHIFT IT DOWN. 
L1=Lt1 












C FINISHED THIS SHIFT, RELEASING KR WORDS. 
C UPDATE NEXT1(!) AND LAST1(I) AND SEE IF WE NOW HAVE ROOM FOR 





C NOW HAVE ROOM FOR NEW DATA. 












!.30 CONT I NUE 
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c 








C ALL LINKS DONE. 





1 FORMAT('OS/R CRBUFS - I-MIC LINK ｾＧＬｉｬＱ＠
+ ' NBYTES ODD-VALUED .AT ＧＬｔｾＯＮ＠ _ 
+ ' LAST DATA BYTE WILL BE DISCARDED.'/I) 
2 FORMAT('OS/R CRBUFS - I-HIC LINK t',I11 
+ 1X,I6,' WORDS RECEIVED. BUFFER ALLOWS ONLY ',161 
+ 'DATA THEREFORE DISCARDED. '11) 
3 FORMAT('OS/R CRBUFS - I-HIC LINK *',111 
+ ' ERROR FLAG SET TO ',121 
+ ' LINK IS DISABLED. '11) 
END 
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B2.1 Coordinator Software Listing 









C INTERACTION BALANCE METHOD - LOCAL FEEDBACK 
C 























ｃｾｉｌｌ＠ SCCA (0) 
ICFG=O 
GOTO 1007 






































P1C P2C P1H 
PMIN (PMAX-PMIN) 










IF (STOPFG.EQ.1) GOTO 140 
IF (FUN.LT.32.76) GOT a 15 
CALL PRINT(' ENTER ESTIMATE PRICE VARABLES, LAMDAS:Ll,L2:- ') 
ACCEPT 16,BGBF(1),BGBFC2) 
FORMAT(2F8.4) 






IF CSTOPFG.EQ.1) GOTO 140 
P ｏｾ＠ + 1 , 1 ) = FUN 





















IF (J.NE.2) GOTO 600 
D=3.0-T 




IF (BGBF(2).GT.[I) GOTO 601 
27 P(J-l,J)=BGBF(J-1)tT 






DO 30 J::1,N+1 
IF (J.EQ.L) GOTO 30 
[10 35 I=l,N 
BGBF(I)=P(I,J) 
35 CONTINUE 























C PERFORM TESTS AND RE-ORDER FUNCTION VALUES 
C 
33 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I=l,Ntl 
40 B(I)=P(Nt1,I) 
DO 41 I=l,N 
IJ=It1 
DO 42 J=IJ,Ntl 
IF (B(I).LE.B(J» GOTO 42 
T=8(I) 
B(I)=B(J) 
E< (J) =T 
42 CONTINUE 
ＨｾＱ＠ CONT I NUE 
[10 43 I=l,Ntl 
DO 44 J=1,Nt1 
IF ＨｐＨｎｴＱＬｊＩＮｾｅＮｂＨｉﾻ＠ GOTO 44 
IF (I.EO.1) GOTO 45 





















IF (X.LE.TOL) GOTO 150 
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 30) GOTO 3456 
ｃｊｾｌｌ＠ TIME . 
TYPE 3457 
FORMAT(' TYPE 0 (STOP) OR 1 (CONTINUE)') 
ACCEPT 3460,REPLY 
ｆｏｆ｜ｍＨｾｔ＠ (13) 
IF (REPLY ＮｅｾＮ＠ 1) GOTO 3456 
GOTO 150 
Dl=0.6:tcVH 





DO SO I=l,N 
T=-P(I,H) 





ｾＵＰ＠ CUN 11 NUl:.. 
c F,EFLECT I ON 
DO 60 I=l,N 
BGBF(I)=(l.O+ALPHA)*P(I,IC)-ALPHA*P(I,H) 
60 CONTINUE 














IF CFUN.LT.VL) GOTO 100 
IF (FUN.LT.P(N+l,Nl» GOTO 130 
IF (FUN.GE.VH) GOTO 80 







F,EDUCT I ON 
80 DO 82 I=l,N 
















lJ F, I T E ( 6 , S) I CO U NT, B G B F ( 1 ) , B G B F ( 2) , FUN , F' ( 1 , 4 ) , F' ( 2 , 4 ) , F' ( 1 , H) , P ( 2 , H ) 
FORMATCI3,2F7.3,F8.4,4F7.3,4X,/!RED/) 
\..JRITE(9,95)COUNT.[lX(S) ,DX(6) ,[lX(11) ,DX(12) ,DX(13) ,RY11,F,Y21,F,Y22 
IF (FUN.LT.P(Nt1rH» GOTO 130 
CONTRACTION 
SIZE=O.O 
[I 0 9 0 J = 1 , Nt 1 
IF (J.EQ.L) GOTO 90 





IF (SIZE.GE.0.0001) GOTO 446 
GOTO lS0 
446 IF (SIZE.LT.SS) GOTO 23 

















DO 203 I=l,N 










W R I T E ( 6 , 4) leo U NT, B G B F ( 1 ) , B G ｲｾ＠ F ( :2 ) , FUN , F' ( 1 , 4 ) , F' ( :2 , 4 ) , F' C 1 , H) , F' ( :2 , H ) 
4 FORMAT(I3,2F7.3,F8.4,4F7.3,4X,':EXT') 
ｗｒｉｔｅＨＹｾＹＵＩｃｏｕｎｔＬｄｘＨＵＩＬｄｘＨＶＩＬｄｘＨＱＱＩＬｄｘＨＱＺＲＩＬｄｘＨＱＳＩＬｒｙＱＱＬｒｙＺＲＱＬｒｙＲＲ＠
IF (FUN.LT.PCN+l,IC» GOTO 130 
DO 110 I=l,N 
B G B F ( I ) = F' ( I , I C ) 
110 CONTINUE 
ｆｕｎ］ｆＧＨｎＫｬｾｉｃＩ＠
:1.30 DO' 112 I=l,N 
F' ( I , H ) = B G B F ( I ) 
112 CONTINUE 
F' ( N + 1 , H ) = FUN 
GOTO 33 
ｬＮｾｪｏ＠ DO 151 J=l,N 





IF CSTOPFG.EQ.l) GOTO 140 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l 
CO U N T = C 0 U r-H t 1 • 0 
WRITE(],1234) ICDUNT,VH,P(Nt1,Nl),VL,X,SS 
WRITE(4,910) COUNT,BGBF(1).BGBF(2),FUN,X,SS 




C SOLUTION OUTPUT 
c 
143 .WRITE(6,154) ICOUNT 
154 FORMAT(//,' AFTER',I4,2X,'FUNCTION CALLS',/) 
WRITE(6,153) BGBF(1),BGBF(2) 
153 FORMAT(' LAMDA1=',F7.3,7X,'LAMDA2=',F7.3,/) 
WRITE(6,501) DX(5),DX(6) 
ｾＺｪ＠ 0 1 F 0 F..: MAT (' C 1 1 = ' ｾ＠ F 7 • 3 , 5 X , , C 1 2 = ',F 7 . 3 ) 
WRITE(6,502) RU11,RY11 
502 FORMAT(' RU11=',F7.3,5X,'RY11=',F7.3,/) 
WRITE(6,503) DX(11),DX(12),DX(13) 
ｾＺｪ＠ 0 3 F 0 F: MAT (' C:2 1 = ',F 7 . 3 , 5 X , , C 2 2 = ',F 7 . 3 , 5 X , , C:2 3 = ' ｾ＠ F 7 . 3 ) 
WRITE(6,504) RU21,RY21,RY:2:2 
504 FORMAT(' RU21=',F7.3,5X,'RY21=',F7.3,5X,'RY:22=',F7.3,/) 
WRITE(6,505) FUN 
505 FORMATC' FINAL REAL FUNCTIONAL VALUE IS ',F8.4.//) 









I ｉｾｇｂｆ＠ (2) =32766 
CALL SYNCH 
CALL TI tiE 
TYPE 678 







C THIS SUBROUTINE SYNCHRONISES THE DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN 










20 IF(DATAR.EQ.2)GOTO 10 





C PROGRAM GET2 
SUBROUTINE GET1(TEMB,FUN1,GBF) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE GETS DATA FROM FIG PROGRAM (DECISION UNITS) TO THE 


















C CHECK IF INTECOLOR DISPLAY FLAG IS SET 
C 
IF (ICFG.EQ.O) GOTO 200 
c 
C OUTPUT DATA TO INTECOLOR 
c 
(0, 01 
IF (ICFLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 200 
ｃｉｾｌｌ＠ SDIC (XY) 
ICFLAG=O 






I I) A L = ITT I N R ( 0 ) 
IF (IVAL.LT.O) GOTO 210 
F,EAD (5,60) AVAL 
FORMATCA1) 
IF CIVAL.NE.83) GOTO 210 
CALL CLEAR 
TYPE 70 
FORMAT(' SYSTEM SHUT DOWN?',/) 
TYPE 80 
FORMAT(' O! NO',I,' 1: ｉｍｍｅｄｉａｔｅｌｙＧＬＯｾＧ＠ 2 
ACCEPT ＹＰｾｓｈｕｔ＠
FORMAT(/,' TYPE IN : ',12) 
IF (SHUT.EQ.O) GOTO 210 
STOPFG=i 
IF (SHUT.EQ.2) GOTO 210 
CALL TIDY2 
ｦｾｅｔｕｆＬｎ＠
ＺＧＰｾＺｉＮＰ＠ IF(DATAX.EQ.O)GOTO 4 
c 
C SEND DATA TO BIG PROGRAM 
c 
DATAX=2 
DO 5 J=1,16 
5 TEMB(Jt1)=BUF(J) 
DO 3 K=1,16 
[lXCK)=FLOAT(TEMB(K» 




















C THIS SUBROUTINE IS THE TIME CRITICAL FIG PROGRAM WHICH USED 












































c ... TEST IF ANY DATA RECEIVED FROM IMIC 
IF (LAST 1 C I) • LT. 0) GOTO 995 
JC=LAST1CI)+2 
c 
C ••• TEST IF NEW BLOCK OF DATA RECEIVED 
(: AS A NEW BLOCK NUMBER IS TRANSFERRED 
[: FROM THE I M I C WHEN ｔｆＬａｴｾｓｆｅｒ＠ TAKES F'LACE 
IFCMBUFS(JC,I).GT.ICOUNTCI»GO TO 240 
GO TO 995 
c 
C ••• MBFF,EE C I) FLAG I S TO CONTROL THE UF'DAT I NG 
G OF THE MASTER BUFFER 
240 MBFREECI)=.FALSE. 
C •.. SELECTS LATEST DATA BLOCK FROM ｍｾｓｔｅｒ＠ BUFFER 
K1=1 
'1,1 0 K '2 = M B U F S ( K 1 • T ) - 1 
140 
Kl=K2tl 









c ••. SETS LATEST DATA '.)?lLUES INTO TEMF'ORARY BUFFER 
C WHICH IS USED TO SEND DATA TO THE BACKGROUND 
C PROGRAM 





;.?O 0 1 
ＺＺｾＨＩＰＲ＠
(" 0' 
IF (ICFG.EQ.l) GOTO 156 





F 0 F, ri A T ( I 2 , 7 I 6 ) 










IF (I • EQ. 2) GOTO 2020 
1=2 
GOTO 235 
STOF,E DATA IN A TEMF'ORARY ARF-:AY WHICH 1,.JILL BE OUTF'UT 
ON THE INTECOLOR DISPLAY 




DO 20 K=3,8 
20 ｘｙＨｋＩ］ｆｌｏａｔＨｂｕｆＱＨｋＭＱｾＱﾻＯＱＰＰＰＮＰ＠




C CHECK IF THE DATA RECEIVED FROM THE DECISION UNITS 
C ARE CONVERGED SOLUTION 
c 
I F ( B IJ F 1 ( 1 , 1 ) • E Q • 1 • A N. II. B U F 1 C 1 , 2) • E Q • 1) GOT 0 2030 
IF(BUF1(1,1).EQ.0) GOTO 479 
UDF(2)=1 
Q79 IF(BUF1(1,2).EQ.0) GOTO 480 
UDF(l)=l 
c 
C NOT CONVERGED SOLUTION, SEND THE DATA BACK TO 
























DO 2010 1=1,2 
DO 2015 K=l,NWORD 
TXB(K+l,I)=BUF1(K+l,I) 
IF (TXFREE(I» GOTO 225 











STORE THE DATA OF THE CONVERGED DECISION UNIT SOLUTIONS INTO A 




DO 1500 K=1,16 
E<UF (K) =0 
BUF(l)=ICC 
DO 1501 t\=2,7 
BUF(K)=BUF1(K,1) 
DO 1502 K=8,15 
BUF(K)=BUF1(K-6,2) 
IF (ICFG.EO.l) GOTO 9997 
TYPE 9999,(BUFCK),K=1,15) 
FOR t1 A T ( 1 5 I 6 ) 
C SET ALL THE NECESSARILY FLAGS TO SYNCHRONISE THE FIG & BIG PROGRAi 
C 
9997 TFLAG=l 





C ••• SETS-UP TEMPORARY BUFFER TO RECEIVE 
I:: PAF,AMETEF: ｄＨｾ＠ TA FF,OM THE BACKGROLJND F'F:OGRAM 
DO 100 KM=1,3 






DO 2060 IJK=1,2 
RECBF(IJK)=IBGBF(IJK) 
C ••• TXFREECI) FLAG IS USED TO CONTROL 
C THE TRANSMISSION OF DATA TO THE IMIC 
(: AS DATA MAY ONLY BE TRANSFERRED AFTER 
C THE IMIC HAS COMPLETED A TRANSFER 
DO 9998 1=1,2 
:L70 IF(TXFREE(I» GOTO 125 











DO 126 1-(=1,2 
TXBCKt1,I)=RECBFCK) 




































OF' C 11 ) = D X ( 1 2 ) 
OF' ( 1 2 ) = D X ( 1 3 ) 






DO 10 J=2,16 

















DO 50 I=l,NN 
ENCODE(5,99,B(I» OP(I) 
ｾＵ＠ 0 CON TIN U E 
99 FORMAT(1718) 
DO 200 I=l,NN 
SEND=BCI) 





",', ' .. 
c 












IF(ICLEAR.EQ.l) GOTO 10 
C ICLEAR=l FOR ADM5 
c 




10 CALL TRMASC(26,0) 
F,ETUF,N 
































TEMF'= I PEEK (XCSR) 
IF(TEMPB(1).LT.128) GOTO 20 








B2.2 Coordinator Software Listing 







F'ROGRAM I BMGFB 
C 
C INTERACTION BALANCE METHOD - GLOBAL FEEDBACK 
C 

























CALL PRINTC ' INTECOLOR DISPLAY? KEY IN: l(YES) 
ACCEPT 1009,ICFG 
FORt1AT (12) 
1091 CALL ASSIGNC6,/IBMGFB.DAT / ,OrNEW,NC,1) 
CALL ASSIGN(3,IGRAPH.DAT / ,Q,NEW,NC,1) 
CALL ASSIGN(9, Ｇｃｙｇｆ｜ａＮｄｾｉｔＧ＠ ,07NEW,NC,1) 
C 
. C 












































IF (STOPFG.EQ.i) GOTO 20 






























IF (IQ.EO.4) GOTO 500 










DO- 50 I=l,N 
8=0.0 




IF ([ll.GT.O.O) GOTO 8 
IF (ILAST.EO.IGRD) GOTO 18 
GOT a 3 
c 
8 [10 80 I=l,N 
LA(I)=X(I)tSLEN*T(I) 
IF (LA(I).NE.X(I» GOTO 80 
IT=ITtl 
BO CONTINUE 
C TYPE 88, X ( 1 ) , X (2) , C C 1 ) , C (2) , T ( 1 ) , T (2) , LA ( 1 ) , LA (2) 
88 FORMAT(SF8.3) 
C 
IF CIT.LT.N) GOTO 10 
IF (ILAST.EQ.IGRD) GOTO 18 
GOTO 3 
500 Q=ABS(H(1,3)-H(3,3» 
IF (SLEN.LE.0.005) GOTO 600 






























IF (E(3).LE.TOL) GOTO 18 
SLEN=1.1*E(3) 


























I C= I C--1 
WRITE (6, ＴｾＺ［ｏｏＩ＠ Ie 
FORMAT(/I,' AFTER',I5,3X,'ITERATIONS',/) 
WRITEC6,4700) LA(1),LA(2) 




FORt1AT(' U11==' ,F7.3,5X, 'V11=' ,F7.3,/) 
_WRITE(6,5200) C21,C22,C23 
FORMAT(' ｃＲＱ］ＧＬｆＷＮＳＬＵｘＬＧｃＲｾ］Ｇ＠ ,F7.3,5X,'C23=',F7.3) 
WRITE(6,5201) U21,V21,Y22 
FORMAT (' U21 =' ｾ＠ F7 • 3 , 5X , , V21 = I ,F7 .3. ":; X, I Y22= ' -. F7 . 3 , .' ) 
WRITE(6,6000) FUN 











FOR ｾｩ＠ A T (' REA L F I ｲｾ＠ A L FUN C T ION A L \) A L U E I S 




140 CALL TIME 
TYPE 678 
678 FOF,MAT ( 1 H " PLEASE STOP I -1-1 I CS ｾＱｾｈｉ＠ THEN TYF'[ <CR> I ) 








SUBf,OUT I NE SYNCH 
C T HIS SUE: r:: () UTI N E S Y N C H ｉｾＺ＠ 0 N I S EST HE [I A TAT F, ｾｬ＠ NSF E F, BET I,.J E EN 






LOG I ｃｾ｜ｌＪ＠ 1 STAF,T 
BYTE DATAX, ｄａｔｾ｜ｒ＠
COMMON/TF,ANSF IBUF, IBGBF, START, [IATAX, ｉｩＬｾｔｻＭ｜ｆＺ＠
DATAR=l 








C THIS SUBROUTINE GETS DATA FROM FIG PROGRAM (DECISION UNITS) TO THE 
C BIG Pf,OGE:AM (COORDINATOr,) AND OUTF'UT THE DATA ON INTECOLOR [lISF'LA'r 
C 





















C CHECK I F I NTECOLOr, II I SPLAY ｆｌＨｾｇ＠ I S SET 
C 
IF (ICFG.EQ.O) GOTO 200 
c 
C OUTPUT DATA TO IN'rECOLOR 
IF CICFLAG.EQ.O) G01'0 200 





C CHECK IF WANT TO SHUT DOWN THE SYSTEM 
C 
200 IVAL=ITTINR(O) 
IF (IVAL.LT.O) GOTO 210 
CALL CLEAr, 
CALL PRINT (,. ,.) 
CALL PRINT(' SYSTEM SHUT DOWN?') 
CAL.L Pf.: I NT (' TYPE IN!') 
CAL. L P f, I NT ( , 0 ｴｾ＠ a ' ) 
CALL PRINT(' 1 IMMEDIATELY') 




IF (SHUT.EO.O) GOTO 210 
STOPFG=1 
IF (SHUT.EO.2) GOTO 210 
CALL TIDY2 
STOP 
210 IF(DATAX.EO.O)GOTO 4 
c 




















F,Ul1=BUFX C 7) 
RU21=BUFX(15) 
RY11=RU21 
F,Y21 =F:U 1 :I. 
IF (CLF.EQ.2) GOTO 999 




























r.: D U ( 1 ) = ( F, Y :1. 1 ... 1 • 0 ) * * 2 + ell :k * 2 + C ＱＲｾ＠ * 2 + u:, .: 1. ) * ｲｾＺ＠ 1..11.1 -- L?l .: '2 ) ＺｮｾＺ＠ '( 11 
HDU (2) =2.0* (F,Y21-2. 0) **2+ (F:Y22-3. 0) ＺｾＪＲＫｃＲＱＪＪＲＫｃＲＲｴＪＲ＠
RDU(2)=RDU(2)+C23**2+LA(2)*RU21-lA(1)*RY21 
RFUN=RDU(1)+RDUC2) 
SET UP A BUFFER OF DATA TO BE DISPLAY ON INTECOLOR 
DO 1002 K=1,15 
BUF1CK)=BUF(K) 
BUF1(16)=INT(RY22*1000.0) 




DISPLAY OF DATA FROM I-MICS 
TYPE 1,IC,ITN(1),ITN(2) 
FORMAT(I3,' ITERATION El=',F7.3,' 
TYPE 2,(BUFX(K),K=2,7) 
E2=',F7.3) 




FORMAT(' DU2: ' ,9F7.3) 
TYPE 6,FUN,RFUN 






C THIS SUBROUTINE IS THE TIME CRITICAL FIG PROGRAM WHICH USED 
C TO COMMUNICATE SYNCHRONISELY WITH THE I-MIC'S THROUGH THE LH1I<S. 
C 



































235 IF(TFLAG.EQ.l)GOTO 2080 
ＱｆｃｔｆｌａｇＮｅｑＮｾＩｇｏｔｏ＠ 2090 
C 
C • • • T EST I FAN Y [I A T ,:1 F: E eEl t) E [I F F.: 0 M I M I C 
IF(L..AST1CI) .LT., 0) GOTG 995 
.. JC=LAST l ( I) +2 
c 
C ••• TEST IF NEW BLOCK OF DATA RECEIVED 
I: AS A NEW BLOCK NUMBER IS TRANSFERRED 
I: FROM THE IMIC WHEN TRANSFER TAKES PLACE 
ｉｆｃｍｂｌｊｆｓＨｊｃｾｉＩＮｇｔＮｉｃｏｕｎｔＨｉﾻｇｏ＠ TO '240 
GOTO 995 
C ••• MBFREE(1) FLAG IS TO CONTROL THE UPDATING 
C OF THE MASTER BUFFER 
240 ｍｂｆｒｅｅＨｉＩｾＮｆａｌｓｅＮ＠
C 












C ••• SETS LATEST DATA VALUES INTO TEMPORARY BUFFER 
















IF (1 .EQ. 2) GOTO 2020 
1=2 
GOTO 235 
2020 IF (LQ.EO.l) GOTO 2030 
c 







DO 2010 I=l,NWORD 
I F (T X F ｆｾ＠ E E ( I » G () TO 5025 




TXB ( 1 , I ) ］ＲＪｎｌﾷｊｏｦｾｄ＠










C SET ALL THE NECESSARILY FLAGS TO SYNCHRONISE THE FIG & BIG PROGRA' 
C 
TFLAG=l 





C ••• SETS-UP TEMPORARY BUFFER TO RECEIVE 
I: PARAMETER DATA FROM THE BACKGROUND PROGRAM 
DO 100 KM=1,3 
F,ECBF (KM) =0 
:1.00 CONTINUE 
TFLAG=2 





DO 2060 I Jl'\= 1 ,2 
RECBF(IJK)=IBGBF(IJK) 
C ••• TXFREECI) FLAG IS USED TO CONTROL 
(: THE TRANSMISSION OF DATA TO THE IMIC 
(: AS DATA MAY ONLY BE TRANSFERRED AFTER 
C THE IMIC HAS COMPLETED A TRANSFEr, 
DO 9998 1=1,2 
IFCTXFREECI» GOTO 125 




c . . . N W 0 R D S • • • • N U ｴｈｾ＠ E F, 0 F F' ?l RAM E T E R Ii A T A ＱｾＱ＠ A L. U E S 
NWORDS=2 







CALL TXFORII ( TXB) 
TXFREE(I)=.FALSE. 
CONTINUE 
I CFLAG:: 1 



















o P ( 1 7 ) = I [I U ( 1 ) 
OF' C 1 8 ) = I D LJ ( 2 ) 
OF' C :I. 9 ) = I F\ FUN 
o F' ( 2 0 ) = E F\: F\ 0 F\: ( 1 ) 
OF' (21 ) =EF:ROF: (2) 











B2.3 Coordinator Software Listing 
Background Routines for IPMLF 
160 
I;: LINK 
D K ! I F' M L F B = D t\ : I F' M L F B , I F'L G [T , D ATE 0 , TIM E.I C 
J:F'MLFF, LINKXD, RK, CON1 , U,SET2/C 
I P L FUN, T S X LIB , I elF' L F , G F, t-I F L B , TID Y I I 
-
161 
PF",OGRAM I F'MLFB 
c 
C INTERACTION PREDICTION METHOD - LOCAL FEEDBACK 
C 






















CALL PRINT(' INTECOLOR DISPLAY? KEY IN: l(YES) 
ACCEPT 1009,ICFG 
ｆｏｲＮＺｍＨｾｔ＠ (12) 







C lNITIALISATION OF I-MIC LINKS 
C 
lJRITE C 6,928) 
OCND)') 


























V2 F'. MIN 
162 
PiC F'2C F'lH F'2H' , I ) 
B04 
C 
FOfl!MAT (' I COUNT PMIN (PMAX-PMIN) 
C 
C 
FIRST ESTIMATE OF SIMPLEX VERTICE AND ITS FUNCTION VALUE 
CALL IPLGET(FUN,BGBF) 
IF (STOPFG.EQ.1) GOTO 143 
IF (FUN.LT.32.76) GOTO 15 










IF (STOPFG.EQ.l) GOTO 143 
15 PCN+1,1)=FUN 














C GENERATE REST OF SIMPLEX VERTICES AND THEIR FUNCTION VALUES 
C 
SIZE=O.O 
DO 20 J=2,N+l 












IF (J.NE.2) GOTD 600 
D=3.0-T 




IF (BGBFC2).GT.D) GOTO 601 
P(J-l,J)=BGBF(J-1)tT 






DO 30 J=l,N+l 
IF (J.EQ.L) GOTO 30 
DO 35 I=l,N 
BGBF(I)=P(I,J) 
CONTINUE 
IF CICOUNT .LT. 3) GOTO 606 
CALLCON1(BGBF,P) 
DO 200 I=l,N 
D=BGBF C I) ＺｾＱＰＰＰＮ＠ 0 
IBGBF(I)=INT(D) 




































DO 40 !=1,Nfl 
B(I)=P(Ntl,!) 
DO 41 I=l,N 
IJ=I+l 
DO 42 J=IJ,Ntl 






DO 43 I=l,Ntl 
DO 44 J=l,N+l 
IF (PCNtl,J).NE.BCI» GOTO 44 
IF (I.EQ.l) GOTO 45 















IF (X.LE.TOL) GOTO 150 
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 100) GOTO 3456 
CALL TIME 
TYPE 3457 
FORMAT(' TYPE 0 (STOP) OR 1 (CONTINUE)') 
ACCEPT 3460,REPLY 
FORMAT(I3) . 
IF (REPLY .EO. 1) GOTO 3456 
GOTO 150 
D1=0.6*VH 






49 DO 50 I=l,N 
T=-PCI,H) 
[10 55 .J=l,CN+l) 
T=TtPCI,J) 





DO 60 I=l,N 
BGBF C I ) = ( 1 • O+ALPHA) ＺｾｆＧ＠ C I , I C) --ALPHA*F' ( I , H) 
60 CONTINUE 
CALL CON1CBGBF,P) 






IF CSTOPFG.EQ.l) GOTO 143 
ICOUNT=T.COUNTtl 
COUNT=COUNT+l.0 
C WRITEC3,123A:' ICOUNT,I)H,P(Nt1,Nl),VL,X,SS 
W R I T E C <\ , 910) CO ut·1 T , B G f!- F ( 1 ) , B G B F ( 2 :. , F U t ｾ＠ , X , S S 
W F, I T E C 6 , 3 ) leo U NT, B G B F ( 1 :. , B G B F ( 2) , F U t 4 , f' ( 1. , 4 ) , P ( 2 , --\ ) ,F' ( 1 , H ) , P ( '2 • H ) 
3 FORMATCI3,2F7.3,F8.4,4F7.3,4X,'!REF') 
ｗｒｉｔｅｃＹＬＹＵＩｃｏｕｎｔＬｃＱＱＬｃＱＲＬｃＲＱＬｃＲＲＬｃＲＳＬｒｙＱＱＬｒｙＲＱｾｒｙＲＲ＠
IF (FUN.LT.VL) GOTO 100 
I F (F UN. LT. F' ( N + 1 , N 1 » GOT 0 1 3 I) 
IF CFUN.GE.VH) GOTO 80 
DO 70 I=l,N 
PCI,H)=BGBF(I) 
".70 CONTINUE 














IF CSTOPFG.EQ.l) GOTO 143 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1.0 
COUNT=COUNTtl.O 
C WRITE(3,1234) ICOUNT,\,,'H,P(N+1,Nl) ,I)L,X,SS 
WRITE(4,910) ｃｏｕｎｔＬｂｇｂｆＨＱＩｾｂｇｂｲＨＲＩＬｆｕｎＬｘＬｓｓ＠






IF (FUN.LT.F'(N+ld·I» GOlD 130 
CONTRACTION 
SIZE=O.O 
DO 90 J=l,Ntl 
IF (J.EQ.L) GOTO 90 






IF (SIZE.GE.O.0001) GOTO 446 
GOTO 150 
446 IF CSIZE.LT.SS) GOTO 23 
CALL PRINTC' SIMPLEX FAILS TO CONTRACT') 
WRITE(6,444) SIZE,SS 

















IF (STOPFG.EQ.l) GOTO 143 
ICOUNT=ICOUNTt1 
COUNT=COUNT+l.0 





IF (FUN.LT.P(Ntl,IC» GOTO 130 




:1. 3 0 [10 11 2 I:: 1 , N 
P ( I , H) =BGE:F ( I ) 
1:1.2 CONTINUE 
F' ( Nt 1 , H ) :: FUN 
GOTO 33 






IF (STOPFG.EQ.1) GOTO 143 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l 
COUNT=COUNT+l.0 
C WF,ITE (3,1234) ICOlJNT, VH, P (Ntl, Nt) , \Jl,)(, !::S 
WRITE(4,910) COUNT,BGBF(1),BGBF(2),FUN,X,SS 




C SOLUTION OUTPUT 
c 
143 WRITE(6,154) ICOUNT 
154 FORMATC/I,' AFTER',I4,2X,'FUNCTION CALLS',/) 
WRITE(6,153) BGBF(1),BGBF(2) 
:l 53 F 0 F", MAT (' SET F' 0 I NT S: V 1 = ' , F 7 • 3 , 7 X , , V 2 =' , F 7 • 3 , I ) 
WRITE(6,501) C11,C12 
l=:fH FOra'\AT(' C11= /,F7.3,'5X,/C12.= I,F7.3) 
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WRITE(6,503) C21,C22,C23 
503 FORMAT(' C21= ',F7.3,5X,'C22= ',F7.3,5X,'C23= ',F7.3) 
WRITE(6,504) RY11,RY21,RY22 
504 FORMAT(' RYll=',F7i3,5X,'RY21=',F7.3,5X,'RY22=',F7.3,/) 
WRITE(6,506) MFUN 
506 FORMAT(' FINAL MODEL FUNCTIONAL VALUE IS ',F8.4,/) 
WRITE(6,505) FUN 
505 FORMAT(' FINAL REAL FUNCTIONAL VALUE IS ',F8.4,/I) 
SUBOPT=(FUN-5.92607)/O.0592607 
WRITE(6,507) SUBOPT 
507 FORMAT(' SUBOPTIMALITY IS ',F8.4,111) 
C 





140 CALL TIME 
TYPE 678 










C THIS SUBROUTINE SYNCHRONISES THE DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN 















SUB R 0 UTI N ElF' LeE T ( ｲＮｾ＠ FUN, G [( F ) 
c 
C T HIS SUB F, 0 UTI NEG E T S 1:1 A T A F F: 0 M FIG F' F, 0 G RAM (II E CIS InN UN ITS) TOT H E 










I NT E G E F, * 2 B U F 1 ( :2 0 ) , I B G B F ( :2) , B U F ( 1 7 ) , S T 0 F' F G , SHU T 















IF CICFG.EQ.O) GOTO 200 
C OUTPUT ｄＨｾｩｔＨｾ＠ TO ｉｎｔｅｃｏｌｏｉｾ＠
C 
c: 
IF (ICFLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 200 
CALL ICIPLFCBUF1) 
I ｃｆｌｾｉｇ］ｏ＠
C C H E C KIF I,J Ｈｾ､ﾷｉｔ＠ T () ｾＩ＠ HUT D I] l,) NTH E S Y S T [ 11 
c 
200 IVAL=ITTINRCO) 
IF (IVAL.LT.O) GOTD 210 
CALL CLEAF, 
ｃｾｬｌｌ＠ r'F\I NT (I ") 
CAL L F'R I NT ( I S Y S T E rl SHU T (10 1 .. n.I? .' ) 
CAL L F'R I NT (I T Y F' [ IN: I ) 
CAL L F'r..:I NT ( I r) NO I ) 
CAL L F' F\I NT ( I 1 1M M E II I ATE L Y I ) 




IF (SHUT.EQ.O) GOTO 210 
STOF'FG=l 
IF (SHUT.EO.2) GOlO 210 
CALL T1D,(2 
STOP 
210 IF(DATAX.EQ.O)GOTO 4 
c 
C SEND DATA TO BIG F'ROGRAM 
C 
DATAX=2 
[10 5 K=1,16 
,=- BUFX(K)=(FLOAT(BlIF(K» )/1000.0 
.J 
C 
CAL L I F'LFUtJ ( BUFX. BUF 1 9 ｆｾＧｆｕｎＬ＠ G 8F) 
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C THIS SUBF:OUTINE IS THE TniE ｃｲＮｾｉｔｉｃｲｾｌ＠ FIG F'ROGRAt1 WHICH USE:I 
C TO COMMUN I CATE SYNCHF,ON I SEL Y WITH T HE I -M I C ｾ＠ S THF,OUGH THE L I NI<S 
C 







I ｎｔｅｇｅｒＺｾＲ＠ LAST 1 (2) , tiBUFS (1000,2) , YES, r.:EPL Y, TXB C 128,:2) Ｌ｛ｩｲｾｔｉｉｕ＠ (2;' 
RE?IL*4 XY C 20) 




C ati M 0 NIT R (-, NSF I B U F , I B G B F , S TAt, T , [I A T r:1 X .' II A T A F: 
COMMON/ICF/ICFLAG 
COMtiONI I CFGI I CFG? STOF'FG 
















DO 201 K=l?16 
201 BlJF" (1':) =0 
TFLAG=O 
1=1 
S TAR T:= . F· A L ｾｪ＠ E . 
235 IFCTFLAG.EQ.l)GOTO 2080 
IFCTFLAG.EQ.2)GOTO 2090 
C 
C ••• TEST IF ANY DATA RECEIVED FROM IMIC 
IF(LAST1CI) .LT. 0) GOlO 995 
JC=LAST1CI)+2 
c . . . T EST I F NEW B L 0 C t, 0 FDA T A ｆｾ＠ E eEl \) E II 
CAS A N E tJ E< L 0 C K I--J U r1 B E F, 1ST r.: A N ｾＳ＠ F E ｦｾ＠ F..: E II 
c: F ｆｾ＠ 0 M THE I M I C W HEN T RAN S F E t, TAt, E S F' L ｉｾ＠ C E 
IFCMBUFSCJC,I).GT.ICOUNTCI»GO TO 240 
GOTO 995 
I"' .1 
C ••• MBFREECI) FLAG IS TO CONTROL THE UPDATING 
C OF THE MASTER BUFFER 
240 MBFREECI)=.FALSE. 
c 
c ... SELECTS LATEST [lATA BLOCK FROM MASTER BUFFER 
ｋＱｾＱ＠
169 
·1, ｾ＠ V 1',.:... -= rJ ｾＭＢ＠ U r ｾ＠ ( l\ 1 , 1 ) - .;. 
K1=K2t1 






C ••• SETS LATEST DATA VALUES INTO TEMPORARY BUFFER 















IF (I.EO.l) GOTO 5678 












C C H E C KIF THE II (-\ T A ｆｾ＠ E C E I V E [I F r:: m'i THE [I E CIS ION UN I T <::. 
C ARE CONVERGED SOLUTION 
c 
IF CUDF(1).EO.1 .(-IND. UDF(2).EO.l) GOTO :':030 
. 
C 







T X B C 2 , 1 ) = I< U F ( 9 ) 
TXB <::; , 1 ) =BUF ( 10) 
TXB(4,1 )=UDF(2) 





DO 2010 1-=1,2 
IF (TXFREECI» GOTO ｾＰＲＵ＠
CALL PRINT( / TXB NOT FREE/) 
GOTO 995 
T X B ( 1 , I ) = 2 * N lJ 0 F: D 







CST 0 RET H E Ii A TAO F THE CON V ERG E D [I E CIS ION UN ITS 0 L UTI 0 N SIN T 0 A 



















c . . . SET S - U PTE M F' 0 F..: A R Y B U F F E F, TO F\ E C E I l) E 
(: PARAMETER DATA FROM THE BACKGROUND PROGRAM 




2090 IFCDATAR.EQ.O)GOTO 995 
DATAR=2 
[10 2060 I JI<=:I. ,2 
2060 F,ECBF ( I JK) = I BGBF ( I JIO 
C 
C ••• TXFREE(I) FLAG IS USED TO CONTROL 
C THE ｔｒｾｉｎｓｍ＠ I SS I ON OF DATA TO THE I M I C 
AS DATA MAY ONLY BE TRANSFERRED AFTER 
THE IM1C HAS COMPLETED A TRANSFER 
DO 9998 1=1,2 
2100 IF(TXFF,[ECI» GOTD 125 





C .•. NWORDS •••. NUMBER OF PARAMETER DATA VALUES 
NWORDS=3 
[101261<=1,2 






















C TH I S ｓｕｅｾｒｏｕｔ＠ I NE I DENT I F I ES ａｴｾｄ＠ D I ｓｆＧｌｉｾ＠ Y THE DAT ｾＱ＠ FF,OM THE I M I CS ａｾｈ＠












S 2 = [I A H1 I C ( 1 5 ) 
C11=DAHiIC (3) 




F: '( 1 1 = D A I M I C ( 6 ) 
F, Y 2 1 = [I r-l I M I C ( 1 4 ) 
r.:Y22=2. ＳｾｲＮｃＲＲＭＰ＠ • ';:*C2::,-1 • 1 ＺｾｲＮＺｙ＠ 11 
M FUN = [I A I t1 I C ( 5 ) + D ｾＧｉ＠ I j-j I C ( 1 3 ) 




F, D U ( 2 ) ｾ＠ 2 • o:+: ( ｆｾ＠ Y:2 1 -:2 . 0 ) ＺｉｾＺｾ＠ 2 -I- ( F:: Y:-.2::: --3 • c) ) :1':1: 2 -I- C ｾｾ＠ 1 * *:2 -I- C:2 2:r. * ｾ＠ -I- C:: 3:r.:r:2 
F;:FUN=F-:DU ( 1 ) +F,[lU (:2) 
















FORMAT(I3,' GLOBAL ITERATION Vl=',F7.3,' 
TYPE ＷＷｂｕｆＱＨＱＶＩＭＱＬｓＱｾｓＲ＠
WRITEC10,7) BUFI(16)-1,S1,S2 
FORMATeI],' LOCAL ITERATION Sl=',F7.3,' 
TYPE 2,(DAIMICCK),K=3,6) 
WRITEC10,2) (DAIMIC(K),K=3,6) 
FOF,MATC' [lU1: ',4F7.3) 
TYPE 3,CDAIMICCK),K=9,14),RY22 
WRITEC10,3) CDAIMIC(K),K=9,14),RY22 
FORMAT(' DU2: ',7F7.3) 
TYPE 6,MFUN,RFUN 
WRITE(10,6) hFUN,RFUN 





B2.4 Coordinator Software Listing 
Background Routines for IPMGF 
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pr,OGRAM I PMGFB 
c 
c: INTEF,ACTION PREDICTION METHOD - GL.OBAL ｆｅｅ｛ｉｂａｃｾｾ＠
C 

























CALL PRINTC' INTECOLOR DISPLAY? KEY IN: lCYES) 
ACCEPT 1009,ICFG 





INITIALISATION OF I-MIC LINKS 
ｗｆｾｉｔｅＨＶＬＹＲＸＩ＠
O(NO)') 





























PiC P2C PiH P2H' , I ) 
F'MtN ( F' M A X - F' M I ｾｊ＠ ) _ . c; c; T 7 F ' ) 
C 
C F I F,ST EST I MATE OF SIMPLEX VERT I CE AND ITS FUNCi! ｏＺｾ＠ Ｇｊａｌｕｾ＠
C 
CALL IPGGETCFUN,BGBF) 
IF (STOPFG.EQ.1) GOTO 143 
IF CFUN.LT.32.76) GOTO 15 










IF (STOPFG.EQ.l) GOTO 143 
1 5 F' ( Nt 1 , 1 ) = FUN 













C G ENE F: ATE F, EST 0 F S I M F' LEX IJ E R TIC E S A ｾｭ＠ THE I F, rUN C T ION IJ A L LJ [ S 
c 
SIZE=O.O 
[10 20 J=2,N+l 




IF (J.NE.2) GOTO 600 
D=3.0-T 




IF (BGBF(2).GT.D) GOTO 601 
［ｯｾＷ＠ P(J-l ,J)=BGBF(J-l )tT 






DO 30 J=l,Ntl 
IF CJ.EQ.L) GOTO 30 
DO 35 I=l,N 
E, G B F C I ) = F' ( I , J ) 
35 CONTINUE 
IF CICOUNT .LT. 3) GOTO 606 
CALL CON1(BGBF,P) 





CALL I F'GGET (FUN p BGBF) 
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c F'ERFORM TESTS AND F\E-ORDER FUNCT I ON '-.JALUES 
C 
33 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I=l,N+l 
40 BCI)=F'(N+1,I) 
DO 41 I=l,N 
IJ=I+1 
DO 42 J=IJ,N+l 












DO 43 I=1,Nt1 
DO 44 J=1,N+1 
IF CPCN+1,J) .NE.B(I» 
IF (I.EQ.1) GOTO 45 









VH==F' (Nt 1 dn 
X=VH-VL . 
GOTO 44 




IF (X.LE.TOL) GOTO 150 
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 100) GOTO 3456 
CALL TIME 
TYF'E 3457 
FORMAT(' TYPE 0 (STOP) OR 1 (CONTINUE)') 
ACCEPT 3460,REPLY 
FORMATCI3) 
IF CREPLY .EQ. 1) GOTO 3456 
GOTO 150 
Dl=0.6*VH 
IF (VL.GT.D1) GOTO 49 
PC3,1)=PC3,L) 
BGBF(1)=PC1,L) 
El G B F C 2 ) = F' ( 2 , L ) 
GOTO 18 
49 DO.50 I=l,N 
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T=-P(I,H) 


























IF CFUN.LT.VL) GO TO 100 
IF (FUN.LT.PCNtl,Nl» GOTO 130 
IF CFUN.GE.VH) GOTO 80 
[10 70 1=1,N 
F' ( I d·1 ) = B G B F ( I ) 
}() CONTINUE 
p ( ｾＧｈ＠ 1 , H ) = FUN 
c 
C REDUCTION 
80 DO 82 I=1,N . 
B G B F ( I ) = ( 1 • 0 - BET A ) * F' ( I , H ) + BET A * F' C I , I C ) 
82 CONTINUE 
CALL CON1CBGBF,P) 



















[10 9 0 ｾ＠ = 1 , Nt 1 
IF (J.EQ.L) GOTO 90 
DO 92 I=1,N 
F' ( I , J ) = ｲｾ＠ ETA * ( F' ( I , J ) - F' ( I , L ) ) t P ( I , L ) 
S I Z E = S I Z EtA [i S ( F' ( I , J ) - F' ( I , L ) ) 
'12 CONT I NUE 
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90 CONTINUE 
IF (SIZE.GE.0.0001) GOTO 446 
GOTO 150 
ｾＴＶ＠ IF (SIZE.LT.SS) GOTO 23 
CALL PRINT(' SIMPLEX FAILS TO CONTRACT') 
WRITE(6,444) SIZE,SS 


























IF (FUN.LT.F'(Nt1,IC» GOTO 130 
[10 110 I=l,N 
B G B F ( I ) = F' ( I , I C ) 
110 CONTINUE 
F:-UN=P (Nt1, IC) 





ISO DO 151 J=l,N 
B G B F ( J ) = F' C J , L ) 








WF, I TE ( 4 , 910) COUNT, BGBF C 1 ) , BG BF (2) , FUN, X, S5 




C SOLUTION OUTPUT 
C 
143 WRITEC6,154) ICOUNT 
154 FORMAT(//,' AFTER',I4,2X,'FUNCTION CALLS',/) 
WRITE(6,153) BGBF(1),BGBF(2) 
153 FORMAT(' SET POINTS: Vl=',F7.3,7X,'V2=',F7.3,/) 
WRITE(6,SOl) C11,C12 
-501 FORMAT(' Cl1= ',F7.3,SX,'C12= ',F7.3) 
WRIJE(6,503) C2L,C22.C23. 
179 
503 FORMAT(' C21= ',F7.3,5X,'C22= ',F7.3,5X,'C23= ',F7.3) 
WRITE(6,504) RY11,RY21,RY22 
504 FORMAT(' RY11=',F7.3,5X,'RY21=',F7.3,5X,'RY22=',F7.3,/) 
WRITE(6,506) MFUN 
506 FORMAT(' FINAL MODEL FUNCTIONAL VALUE IS ',F8.4) 
WRITEC6,505) FUN 
505 FORMATC' FINAL REAL FUNCTIONAL VALUE IS ',FB.4,11) 
C 





140 CALL TIME 
TYPE 678 
678 FORMAT(lH " PLEASE STOP I-HICS AND THEN TYPE <CR)') 










SUBF,OUT I NE SYNCH 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SYNCHRONISES THE DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN 










II Ｈｾ＠ T t'l Fo: = 1 






SUB ROUT I NE I PGGET ＨｒｆｕｾｾＬ＠ GE{F) 
c 
C T HIS SUB F, 0 UTI NEG E T S D A T A F ｾ［＠ 0 M FIG F' S: 0 G RAM (D E CIS:;: 0 NUN ITS) TOT H E 

















IF (ICFG.EQ.O) GOTO 200 
c 
C OUTPUT DATA TO INTECOLOR 
c 
c 
IF CICFLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 200 
CALL ICIPGF(BUF1) 
I ｃｆｌｾ｜ｇ］ｏ＠
C CHECK IF WANT TO SHUT DOWN THE SYSTEM 
C 
200 IVAL=ITTINRCO) 
IF (IVAL.LT.O) GOTO 210 
CALL CLEAF, 
CAL L F'R I NT (' ') 
C Ｈｾ｜＠ L L F' F, I NT C ' S Y S T E M ｾＳ＠ HUT [lOW N? I ) 
CAL L F' F\I NT (' T Y P E IN:') 
CAL L F'R I NT ( I 0 :' NO' ) 
CALL PRINT(' 1 IMMEDIATELY') 




IF (SHUT.EQ.O) GOTO 210 
STOF'FG= 1 
IF (SHUT.EQ.2) GOTO 210 
CALL TIDY2 
STOP 
210 IFCDATAX.EQ.O)GOTO 4 
c 
C SEND DATA TO BIG PROGRAM 
c 
DATAX=2 


























SET UP A BUFFER OF DATA TO BE DISPLAY ON INTECOLOR 











FORMAT(I3,' ITERATION: Vl=',F7.3,' 
TYPE 2,CBUFXCK),K=3,6) 
FORMAT(' DU1: ',4F7.3) 
TYPE 3,(BUFXCK),K=8,12),RY22 
FORMAT(' DU2: ',6F7.3) 
TYF'E 6, MFUN, RFUN 






C THIS ｓｕｂｆｾｏｕｔｉｎｅ＠ IS THE TIME CRITICt'IL FIG ｆＧｆＬｏｇｒｾｬｴＱ＠ I.JHICH USEII 
C TO COM M UN I CAT E S Y N C H RON I S ELY WIT H THE I - M I CIS T H R 0 UGH THE LIN 1< S 
C 



























DO 111 K=1,2 
IBGBF(K)=O 
l.:J.l ICOUNT(K)=O 






S T A F: T = • FA L S E • 
235 IF(TFLAG.EQ.l)GOTO 2080 
IF(TFLAG.EQ.2)GOTO 2090 
c 
C ••. TEST IF ANY DATA RECEIVED FROM IMIC 
IF(LAST1(I) .LT. 0) GOTO 995 
JC=LAST1(I)t2 
C 
C ••• TEST IF NEW BLOCK OF DATA RECEIVED 
Ｈｾ＠ AS A NEW BLOCK NUMBER IS TRANSFERRED 
[: FROM THE IMIC WHEN TRANSFER TAKES PLACE 
C 
IF(MBUFS(JC,I).GT.ICOUNTCI»GO TO 240 
GOTO 995 
C ••• MBFREE(I) FLAG IS TO CONTROL THE UPDATING 
C OF THE MASTER BUFFER 
240 MBFREE(I)=.FALSE. 
C 




r( 1 =K2+ 1 







C ••• SETS LATEST DATA VALUES INTO TEMPORARY BUFFER 
C WHICH IS USED TO SEND DATA TO THE BACKGROUND 
C PROGRAM 
BUF(l)=ICC 
IF (I.EQ.2) GOTO 501i 
KJ=2 
GOTO 5012 























MBFREE C I ) =. TF,UE. 
ICOUNTCI)=MBUFS(JC,I) 
IF (I. EQ. 2) GOTO 2020 
1=2 
GOTO 235 
IF (LQ.EQ.l) GOTO 2030 






DO 2010 I=l,NWORD 
IF CTXFREE(I» GOTO 5025 
CALL PRINT(' TXB NOT FREE') 
GOTO 995 
TXB(1,I)=2*NWORD 






STORE ｔｾｩｅ＠ DATA OF THE CONVERGED DECISION UNIT SOLUTIONS INTO A 











C ••• SETS-UF' ｔｅｍｐｏｒｾｉｆＬｙ＠ BUFFER TO r,[CE I I",IE 
C PARAMETER DATA FROM THE BACKGROUND PROGRAM 








[10 2060 IJK=1,2 
RECBFCIJK)=IBGBF(IJK) 
C ••• TXFREE(I) FLAG IS USED TO CONTROL 
C THE TRANSMISSION OF DATA TO THE IMIC 
(: AS DATA MAY ONLY BE TRANSFERRED AFTER 
C THE IMIC HAS COMPLETED A TRANSFER 
DO 9998 1=1,2 
ｾＲＱＰＰ＠ IFCTXFREECI» GOTO 125 




c ... NI.JOF,DS •••• NUMBEF, OF PARAMETEr, DATA V(.\LUES 
NWORDS=2 






























IF (XGBF(2).GE.0.0.AND.XGBF(2).GE.D1.AND.XGBF(2).LE.D2) GOTO SSO 
XGBF(1)=(P(1,4)tXGBF(1»/2.0 
XGBF(2)=(P(2,4)tXGBF(2»/2.0 
CAL L F'R I NT (; CON S T r..: A I N V I 0 L A TID N ! ! ; ) 
El=P(1,4)-XGBF(1) 
E2=P(2,4)-XGBF(2) 
IF (ABSCE1).LE.0.OOl .OR. ABS(E2).LE.O.001) GOTO 900 
GOTO 780 
5)00 E3=0. 1 
IF (PC1,4).EQ.O.O) GOTO 910 
IF (F'(1,4).EQ.3.0) GOTO 920 
XGBF ( 1 ) :::p ( 1 ｾ＠ 4) 


































Cl. Local Decision units (I-MICs) Software Listing 
for 
Interaction Prediction Method with Global Feedback 
188 
400 ;PROGRAM 071283 
405 P.' INTERACTT ON FREDI CATT0}: ｾＧＱｆＺｔｊｬｏｄ＠ ｾＮｊｊ＠ T1! GLORA L ｆｅｅｄｮａｃｽｾＧ＠
410 P. 
415 P.'LOCAL DECTSION UNIT l' 
420 P. 
425 TNP.'DATF.'A 
430 n\P.' TINE' ) R 
435 P. 
440 P. 
445 P.' N VI V2 C11 C12 PI YIl*' 
446 P.'*****************************************' 
5 00 D. ( 3 , 2 , 4 , ｌｾ＠ ) 5 , 3 , IS, 2] , 2] ,2] , 7 , ] , 1 0 , - 1 , -] ,- 1 ,- 1 , - 1 , -] , - 1 , - 1 ,- 1 , - 1 , - 1 , 2 0 , 1 0 ) 
50] . , 
506 ;INITIALTSATION 
508 ;INP'V1 'X, 'V2'Y 
5 I 0 E = I : ()= 1 
512 F.T=1 TO 3 
5]3 A(I)=O,F(I)=O N.T 
515 F.I=] Tn 4 




522 ［ｄｅｃｉｾｔｏｎ＠ UNIT I OPTUnSATJON ROl'TINE 




560 IF A(])<]OOO G.590 
570 R(I)=1000 
580 COTO 600 
590 B(])=A(l) 
600 IF A(2»B(J) COTO 630 
610 B(I)=A(2) 






700 ; NEW OPTIHTSATION ROUTINE (2-FEB-84) 
705 C(I)=X/2-Y 
710 IF C(I»R(I) G.725 
715 IF C(I)<n(2) G.730 
720 C.750 






1500 C(1)=-1000, r.(2)=1000, G(3)=A(2) 
1510 FOR T=1 TO 3 
1520 IF C(T»n(l) G.1580 





1570 COTa 1590 
1580 F(T)=32767,C,(I)=F(I) 
1590 N.I 
1597 F(0)=32767, C(O)=F(O) 
1600 F.I=! TO 3 
1610 IF F(I-1»F(I) COTO ]640 
1620 F(I)=F(I-1),C,(I)=C(I-l) 
1630 GOTO 1650 
1640 ｆＨｉＩｾｆＨｉＩＬｃＨｉＩ］ｃＨｉＩ＠
1650 NF.XT I 
1660 C(1)=C(3) 







1705 P.'C1l =' ,e(I),' C12 =' ,C(2) 
1710 P.'PI =' ,C(3) 
1715 P. 
1717 
1718 ; SYNCIlRONI SATI ON ROUTINE 
1720 E1 
1 7 2 1 \.]. ( 5 0 ) 
1725 COS.5000 
1730 IF Z(O»O C.1745 
1735 W.(10) 
1740 C.1725 






























4030 IF Z(O)O ｃＮＴＰＳｾ＠
4035 G.40]5 
ＴＰＳｾ＠ DI 




























9005 ;I-MJC - LSI LINK POUTINE 
30000 IF Y(O)<=O C.30020 
30010 IF Y(0)<=127 C.30040 









30120 N • ..T 
30125 u=O 
30130 cOS.31000 






30190 IF un2*Z(0) G.J0210 
30200 IF U<254 C.30230 
30210 P.'S/R@30000-H:VALID BYTE COUNT RECEIVED AS' ,V,'HENCE STOP' 
30220 S. 





30260 COS. 31000 . 
30270 U.ll.2400(U) 
30280 Z(K)=U 













400 ;PROGRAH 071283 
405 P.'INTERACTION PREDICTION HETHOD HITH GLOBAL FEEDBABCK' 
410 P. 






445 P.' N VI V2 C2J C22 C23 P2 Y21*' 
446 P.'***********************************************' 
500 D. ( 3 ,2,4 ,4 ,5,3, 15,21 ,21 ,21 , 7 , I , 10, - J , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , - 1 , - I , -1 ,-1 , -1 , -1 ,20 , 10) 
2000 ; 
2005 ;INITIALTSATION 
2006 0=1 : E=1 
200R INP.'Vl'X,'V2'Y 
2010 F.I=1 TO 10 
20]2 N(I)=O : N.T 
2015 F.T=1 TO 7 
2017 K(I)=O : N.I 
2020 F-. T=1 TO 21 
2022 H(I)=O,T(T)=O,J(I)=O N.I 
2025 F.I=1 TO 5 
2027 E(I)=0 : N.T 
202R ((I. )=0 
2029 z(O)=O 
2030 ; 
2031 ;DECISION UNIT 2 nPTIHISATION ROUTINE 




2043 IF ｄ＾］ｾ＠ cnTn 2047 











2090 IF H(I)<=H(2) (;.2120 
2100 H(7)=M(2) 
2110 COTO 2130 
2120 H(7)=H(I) 
2130 IF M(7)<=1000 G.2150 
2140 H(7)=1000 
2150 IF ｈＨＳＩ＼］ｾｬＨＴＩ＠ G.2JRO 
2 1 60 H ( R ) = ｾｾ＠ ( 3 ) 
2170 GOTO 2200 
2 180 }1 ( R) =M ( 4 ) 
2200 IF M(5)<=1000 r..2230 
2210 ｾｦＨＹＩ］ＱＰＰＰ＠
2220 G.2250 
22 J ('l ｾＧＨ＠ 9 ) = ｾＱ＠ ( 5 ) 
193 
2250 IF M(6)<=-1000 COTO 22PO 
2260 M( 1 O)=}t( 6) 
2270 C.229R 
2280 }1( 10)=-1000 







2305 FOR 1=4 TO 7 
2306 IF K(I»=3 COTO 2310 






2313 NEXT I 
2314 11(l)=K(1)/6+K(4), I(1)=-Y/3+K(5) 
2316 H(2)=X-Y-1000, 1(2)=(X-2*Y-5000)/2+K(6) 
2320 H(3)=X-Y+IOOO, 1(3)=1(2)+2000 
2330 H(4)=-1000, 1(4)=(-X-5000)/2+K(7) 
2340 H(5)=1000, 1(5)=T(4)+2000 
2350 H(6)=H(1)+667, J(6)=-1000 
2360 H(7)=H(1)+1333, 1(7)=1000 
2370 H(8)=H(2), I(R)=X-2*Y-2000 
2380 H(9)=H(3), T(9)=X-2*Y+200G 
2390 H( 10)=H(4), I( 10)=-20nO-X 
2400 1I(11)=H(5), T(11)=2nOO-X 
2410 H(12)=-I(4)-3000, 1(12)=1(6) 
2/.20 11(13)=-J(5), T(13)=1(7) 
2430 1l(14)=H(P.), 1(14)=1(12) 
2440 H(15)=1I(14), 1(15)=J(13) 
2450 H(16)=1l(9), I(16)=J(14) 
2460 1l(17)=H(16), 1(17)=1(15) 
2470 H(18)=11(10), 1(18)=1(16) 
2480 H(19)=H(18), T(19)=1(17) 
2490 H(20)=H(11), 1(20)=1(18) 
2500 H(21)=1000, 1(21)=10nO 
2510 F.T=1 TO 21 
2520 IF lI( I »}1( 7) G. 2590 
2530 IF 11(1)<N(8) C.2590 
2540 IF T(I»H(9) C.2590 




2580 IF F.(4)<=0 C.2610 




2 6 30 J ( I ) = E ( 1 ) + F. ( 2 ) + E ( 3 ) + 11 ( I ) *} J ( I ) / 1 000+ 1 ( I ) * 1 ( 1 ) / 1 000+ 2 
2645 N.I 
2650 J(O)=J27h6 
2660 FOR 1=1 TO 21 
194 
2670 IF J(I-l)J(I) COTO 2700 
2680 J(I)=J(I-l), 1(1)=1(1-1), Il(I)=P(I-l) 
2690 COTO 2710 
2700 J(I)=J(I), 1(1)=1(1), F(I)=H(I) 
2710 NEXT I 
2720 E(5)=H(21)-X+Y 
2723 G.2800 
2725 P •. 
2730 PRINT C21 =',[(5),' C22 =',P(21),' C23 =',1(21) 
2731 P.'P2*' ,J(21) 
2732 P. 
2735 
2740 ;NE\.J OPTIHISATION ROUTINE (2-FER-84) 
2745 H(21)=(2*X-Y+3000)/4 
2750I(21)=-(Y+3000)/4 
2755 IF H(21)M(7) G.2767 
2760 IF H(21)<M(8) G.2768 
2765 ('..2770 
2767 H(21)=M(7) : C.2770 
2768 H(21)=N(8) 
2770 IF I(21)M(9) C.2776 
2772 IF I(21)<M(10) C.277R 
2774 C.2780 






2790 .. , 
2795 ;SYNCHR()NISATION ROUTINE 
2ROO E1 
2805 COS.SOOO 
2810 IF Z(O»O r..2B25 
2815 \,],(10) . 
2820 C.2805 



























4015 IF M>O G.4030 
4020 H=P 
4025 GOS.5000 
4030 IF Z(O»O C.403() 
4035 G.4015 
4036 DI 






























9005 ;I-HIe - LSI LINK ROUTINF 
30000 IF Y(O)<=O G.30020 
30010 IF Y(0)<=127 C.30040 




·30070 F.J=l TO yeo) 
30080 U=Y(J) 













30190 IF lJIf2*Z(0) G.30210 
30200 IF U<254 G.30230 
30210 P.'S/@30000-INVALID BYTE COUNT RECEIVED AS' ,U,'HENCE STOP' 
30220 s. 
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400 ; PROGRAM ]90384 
405 P.' ｮｾｔ｛ｒａｃｔｔｏｎ＠ PREDICTION }-lETllOD HTTIl LOCAL FEEDBACK (SY)' 
4]0 P. 
415 P.'LOCAL DECISION UNIT ]' 
420 P. 
425 INP.'DATE'A 
430 INP. 'TTHE' ,R 





500 D. (3 ,2,4,4,5,3, 15,21 ,21 ,2] ,7, 1 , ] 0, -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 ,20, 10) 
501 
506 ;INITIAI.ISATION 
510 E=O, C(O)=O, Q=l 
520 F.I=l TO 10 
530 H(I)=O, Y(I)=O, Z(I)=O : N.T 
540 F.I=l TO 3 
550 A(I)=O, C(T)=O, E(I)=O, R(I-1)=0 N.1 
560 F.I=l TO 5 
570 H ( I ) = 0, I ( I ) = 0, J ( I ) = 0 : ｾＺＮ＠ I 
5RO INP.'K1'M(1),'K2'M(2) 
600 P.1J3,(),' ITERATION: VI}=' ,Y,' Yll=' ,X,' SHIFT=',S 
605 P. 
610 P. 
615 P.' N Cl1 C12 Sl PI Ul1* Yl1* 
ROO Z(O)=O, C(4)=0 
R05 E=E+1, C(O)=C(O)+l 
900 
1000 ; LOCAL DECISION UNIT I - OPTnnSATION ROUTINE 
1005 H(1)=-2*Y/3+S/3+333, I(l)=-H(I) 
1010 H(2)=-I3*Y/I0+S/2+900, I(2)=800-3*Y/5 
1015 H(3)=1000, 1(3)=-1000 
1020 H(4)=-1000, 1(4)=1000 
1025 H(5)=-1000, 1(5)=1(2) 
10f 7 A(1)=X-1000 
1030 F. 1=1 'TO 5 
1035 IF ARS(H(I)))1000 C.I075 
1040 IF ABS(I(I)))1000 G.I075 
1045 A(3)=I(I)+3*Y/5 







1105 F.I=l TO 5 
1110 IF J(I-l»J(I) G.1120 
1115 J(1)=J(I-]), H(I)=H(1-1), 1(1)=1(1-1) 
1120 N.I 
1123 C.170Q 
1125 P.'Cll=',H(5),' C12=',1(5) 
1130 P. 'UIl=' ,Y,' Yl1=',X 
1135 P. 'PI (XIOQO)=' ,J(5) 
1700 ; 
1 705 ; S"n.:ClTR ON I SATI ＨＱｾＺ＠ ROUTI ｾ［ｅ＠
199 
1075 .J( I )=32766 
1080 N. I 
1100 J(0)=32766 
1105 F.1=l TO 5 
1110 IF J( 1-1 »oJ( I) G.1120 
111 5 J ( I ) =J ( I -1 ) I H ( I ) =H ( 1-1 ) I I ( I ) == r ( 1-1 ) . 
1120 N. I 
1123G.1700 
1125 P. 'C 11 = ' I H ( 5), , C 12== " I ( 5 ) 
1130 P. 'U11=',Y,' Y11=',X 
1135 P. 'P 1 ( X 1000) = ' , J ( 5 ) 
1700 ; MODEL & REAL PROCESS INTERFACE 
1720 EI 
1725 GOS.5000 




IF Z(1)#32766 G.1755 
P. 





















; SEND DATA TO ANALOGUE COMPUTER 
APO. (H. 3E04, H (5) ) 
APO. (H. 3E06, I (5» 
PO. (H. 3200, 0) 
t·J. (500) 
PO. (H. 3E20, 0) : W. (5) 
B(O)=APE. (H. 3E20) 
1826 PO. (H. 3E22, 0) : W. (5) 
1828 B (1 )=APE. (H. 3E22) 
1831 D I 
1832 P. #3, E, #6, H ( 5 ), I (5) , 5, J (5) , B ( 1 ), B (0) , t.J 
1840 E(l)=X-B(O) 
1850 IF AB5(E(1»>3 G.2000 
1860P.'AFTER 'IU3,E,' ITERATIONS' 
1870 P. H ( 5 ) I I ( 5) I 5, J ( 5 ) I B ( 1 ) , B ( 0 ) , W 
1880 C(4)=1, Z(O)=O 
1890 G.3900 
2000 ; UPDATING ROUTINE 
2010 E(2)=Y-B(1) 
2020 C ( 1 ) =5+M'( 1 ) '}foE ( 1 ) 11 OOO+M (2) *E (2) 11000 
2030 S=C(l) 
2040 G.800 





4013 se. (100,4055) 
4015 IF M>O G.4030 
4020 t'i=P 
4025 G05. 5000 
4030 IF Z(O»O G.4036 
4035 G.4015 
4036 01 
4037 IF Z(1)#32766 G.4040 
4038 P. 
200 























30000 IF Y(O)<=O G.30020 
30010 IF Y(0)<=127 G.30040 




30070 F.J=1 TO Yeo) 
30080 u=yeJ) 
30090 Gas. 32000 
30100 U.H. 2400(U) 
30110 Gas. 32000 
30120 N.J 
30125 U=O 
30130 Gas. 31000 






30190 IF U#2*Z(0) G.30210 
30200 IF U<254 G.30230 
30210 P. 'SlR@30000-INVALID BYTE COUNT RECEIVt=.D AS', U, 'HENCE STOP' 
30220 S. 
30230 F.K=1 TO Z(O) 
30235 U=O 
30240 Gas. 31000 
30250 U.H. 2400CU) 
30260 Gas. 31000 




31000 U. H. 240A() 
31010 U. H. C8(U) 




32000 U.H. 240A() 





400 ;PROCRAM 1903R4 
405 P.' INTERACTION PREDICTION ｾｾｅｔｬＡｏｄ＠ ,·nTll LOCAL FEEDBACK (SY)' 
410 P. 
415 P.'LOCAL nECISION UNIT 2' 
420 P. 
425 INP.'DATE'A 
430 I NP . ' T I ME ' E 





500 D. ( 3 ,2,4,4,5,3, 15,21 ,21 ,21 ,21 ,21 , 10, -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 ,-] ,20, 10 
501 ; 
505 ;INITIALJSATION 
510 E=O, C(O)=O, 0=1 
530 F.I=l TO 1R 
540 ll(T)=O, T(I)=O, J(I)=O, K(I)=O, L(I)=O N.T 
550 F.T=l TO 10 
560 M(I)=O, Y(1)=0, Z(T)=O : N.T 
570 F.T=I TO 4 
580 C(I)=O, F(I)=O : t:.I 
590 A(1)=0,A(2)=O,A(3)=0 
595 I NP . '}: 1 ' 1-1 ( ] ) , ' K 2' M ( 2 ) 
600 p.IIJ,(,!,' ITERATION: 1121=' ,X,' Y21=' ,Y,' SHIFT=',S 
605 P. 
610 P. 
615 P.' N C21 C22 (23 Y22 S2 P2 U21* Y21* 
800 2(0)=0, C(4)=0 
R05 E=f+l, (O)=C(O)+l 
900 ; . 
1000 ;LOCAL DECISION llNTT 2 - OPTIMISATION ROUTINE 
1 005 II ( 1 ) = - 4 * X / 1 1 +n * S / 1 1 + 1 n 3 6, I ( 1 ) = 5 * X/I 1 - 2 * S / 1 1 +4 5 5 
1010 J(1)=-X/22-2*X/11-1046, Y(I)=-X/22-2*S/11+1955 
1015 H(2)=1000, I(2)=3*X/5-2*S/5+200 
1020 J(2)=X/10-2*S/S+1300, K(2)=X/10-2*S/5+1700 
1025 1l(3)=-2*X/3+2*S/J+2000, 1(3)=1000 
1030 J(3)=-X/2-S00, ｾＨＳＩ］ＭｘＯＲＫＲｓＰＰ＠
1035 H(4)=-1000, T(4)=l*X/5-2*S/S-600 
1040 J(4)=X/I0-2*S/5-2100, Y(4)=X/I0-2*S/S+900 
1045 H(5)=-2*X/3+2*S/3+667, 1(5)=-1000 
1050 J(5)=-X/2-2500, K(S)=-X/2+500 
1055 H(6)=1000, 1(6)=-1000, J(h)=J(S), Y(n)=K(S) 
1060 H(7)=lOOO, T(7)=4*X/7-2*S/7+28o 
1065 J(7)=-1000, K(7)=X/7-4*S/7+1S71 
1070 H(R)="(3), I(R)=1000, J(R)=-1000, K(R)=3000-X 
1075 H(9)=-1000, 1(9)=1000, J(9)=J(3), Y(9)=Y(3) 
1080 ﾷＱﾷＨｾＨＩＩ］ＭＱＰＰＰＬ＠ 1(10)=1(7), J(10)=1000, Y(10)=X/7-4*S/7-429 
1085 H(11)=P(S), 1(11)=-1000, J(11)=1000, Y(11)=-3000-X 
1090 H(12)=1000, I(]2)=-1000, J(12)=-1000, Y(12)=-X-1000 
1095 H(13)=]OOO, I(IJ)=-K(5), J(13)=-1000, K(13)=O 
1100 H(14)=lOOO, J(14)=1000, J(14)=-1000, r(14)=K(R) 
1105 IT(lS)=-1000, T(15)=1000, J(lS)=-10no, r(lS)=V(P) 
1110 11(16)=-1000, T(1n)=1000, J(16)=10ro, r(16)=-X+10CO 
1115 H(17)=-1000, 1(17)=-1000, J(17)=1000, K(17)=K(11) 
1120 H(IR)=1000, 1(IR)=-]OOO, J(18)=1000, Y.(lR)=K(11) 
112S A(1)=Y-2000 
1200 F.T=] TO 18 
203 
1205 IF ABS(H(I)))1000 C.1245 
1210 IF ABS(I(I)))1000 G.1245 
1215 IF ABS(J(I)))1000 C.1245 
1220 IF K(I)<O G.1245 







1 265 F. 1=1 TO 1 A 
1270 IF L(I-l)L(I) C.12RO 
1275 L(I)=L(I-l), l!(I)=H(I-l), I(I)=I(I-J), J(1)=..1(I-J), K(1)=K(I-1) 
1280 N.I 
1283 G.2P..00 
12A5 P.'C21=' ,H(IA),' C22=' ,1(18),' C23=' ,J(lA) 
1290 P. 'U2J=' ,X,' Y21=' ,Y,' Y22=' ,Y(IR) 
1295 P.'P2(X1000)=',L(lR) 
2AOO ; 
2801 ;SYNCHRONISATION ROUTINE 
2R02 EI 
2805 COS.5000 
2810 IF Z(O)O C.2R2S 
2815 W.(20) 
2820 G.2R05 
2825 IF 2(1)#32766 G.2R35 
2H27 P. 











3020 PO. ( H . 3 E 20 , 0) : \>! • ( 5 ) 
3025 B(0)=APE.(11.3E20) 
302 7 PO. (H . 3 F. 2 2 , 0) : \,,. ( 5 ) 
J030 B(1)=APF..(H.3E22) 
3032 Dr 
3 0 3 5 P. II] , F. , 116 , 11 ( I A) , I ( 1 R) , J ( 1 8) , K ( 1 A) , S , L ( 1 8) , B ( 0) , B ( 1 ) , F 
3037 ; 
3038 ;CHECl: CONVErGENCE 
J040 E(l)=Y-R(l) 
3050 IF ARS(E(I))>3 r..3500 
3000 P.'AFTER ' ,#3,£,' ITERATIONS' 
3070 ｐＮｈＨＱＸＩＬｉＨｬａＩＬｊＨｬＸＩＬｋＨｊＸＩＬｾＬｌＨ｝ＸＩＬｂＨＰＩＬｒＨＱＩＬｈ＠
















4015 IF M)O G.4030 
4020 M=P 
4025 COS.5000 
4030 IF Z(O»O G.4036 
4035 C.4015 
4036 Dr 
4037 IF 2(1)032766 G.4043 
4038 P. 
4039 P.'TOTAL ITERATIONS REqUIRED ' ,C(O) 
4040 S. 
4043 GOS.flOOO 


























9005 ;I-NIC - LSI LINK ROUTINE 
30000 IF Y(O)<=O G.30020 
30010 IF Y(0)<=127 G.30040 



















30190 IF U#2*Z(0) C.30210 
30200 IF U(254 C.30230 
30210 P.'S/P@30000-INVALID BYTE COUNT RECEIVED AS',U,'HENCE STOP' 
30220 S. 
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1000 ;PROCRAH 160284 
1005 P.' INTERACTI Ot; BALANCE ｽｾｆＮｔｈｏｮ＠ \HTH ClOBAl FEF.DRACl':' 
]010 P. 
1015 P.'lOCAl DECISION UNIT l' 
1020 P. 
1025 INP.'DATE'A 
1030 Il-7P. 'TTHE'B 
1035 X=-2538,Y=-740 





1045 P.' N L] L2 CI] CI2 PI Yll*' 
1050 P.'*************************************************************' 
4002 D. (4, -1 , -1 ,-1 ,-1 , -1 , -1, ] 1 , ] 1 , 11 , ] 1, 11 ,20, 2(), 20,20,20,20,20, -1 , -1, -1 , -1 , - 1 , 11 
4010 ; 
40]1 ;INITIALJSATION 
40] 2 0=] 
40]5 E=] 
4020 A(O)=O, A(I)=O, A(2)=0, A(3)=0, A(4)=0 
4035 F. I=] Tn 11 
4040 H(T)=O, I(J)=O, J(J)=o, K(T)=O, 1.(T)=O 
4045 N.I 
4059 t1( 1 )=0 
4070 Z(O)=O 
499R ; 
4999 ［ｄｅｃｉｓｉｏｴｾ＠ UNIT] (IPTltlISATJON ROUTIt\E 
5000 H(I)=X/4, J(I)=-H(I) 
5002 J(I)=500-375*X/I000+Y/4 
5003 K(I)=1000-X/4+Y/2 







5015 H(4)=-IOOO, I(4)=146+o0*X/1424-156*Y/1424 
5017 J(4)=1089-100*X/1424+200*Y/1424 
50IR K(4)=I033-260*X/1424+676*Y/1424 
5020 1l(5)=-3000+Y/4, 1(5)=-1000 
5022 J(5)=3000, K(5)=4000+Y/4 
5025 H(6)=1000, 1(6)=-1000 
5027 J(6)=3000, K(6)=8000 
5030 ｈＨＷＩｾＭＱＰＰＰＬ＠ 1(7)=-1000 





5040 H(9)=-1000, 1(9)=3B5 
5042 J(9)=692, K(9)=0 
5045 H(IO)=X/4, I(10)=-H(lO) 
5047 J(10)=T(10), Y(10)=O 
5050 H( 11 )=1000, I( 11 )",,-]000 
5052 J(I])=-]OOO, Y-(11)=0 
5070 F.T=1 TC' 11 
208 
5075 IF ABS(1I(I»)1000 C.5125 
5077 IF ARS(I(I»)lOOO C.5125 
5079 A(4)=I(I)+6*J(T)/10 
50RO IF A(4»800 G.5J25 









5205 F.T=l TO 11 
5210 IF L(J-l»L(I) G.5240 
5215 L(I)=L(I-1), H(I)=H(I-1), I(I)=T(1-1) 
5220 J(I)=J(I-l), K(T)=K(T-l) 






6500 P.'Cl1=' ,H(l]),' 
6505 P.'Ull=',J(IJ),' 
6510 P.'Pl=' ,L(ll) 
6520 S. 
6900 
r] 2=' , T (11 ) 
YIJ=' ,Y(ll) 




7015 IF 2(0»0 C.7030 
7020 W.(10) 
7025 C.70l0 




















R005 ;SEND DATA TO (OOnnINATOR 
ROIO 'I%J 






8035 IF M)O G.8050 
R040 H=P 
8045 GOS.8500 
8050 IF Z(O)O r..B056 
BOSS G.P.035 
B056 DI 































9005 ;I-HIC - LSI LINK ROUTINE 
30000 IF Y(O)<=O C.30020 
30010 IF Y(0)<=127 G.30040 



















30190 IF U#2*Z(0) G.30210 
30200 IF U<254 G.30230 
30210 P.'S/R@30000-INVALID BYTE COUNT RECEIVED AS'U,'HENCE STOP' 
30220 s. 




















1000 ;PROGRAH 1602R4 
1005 P.' INTERACTION BALANCE HETHOD "lITH GLOBAL FEEDBACY.' 
1010 P. 







10'.2 I NP . ' L 1 ' X , , L 2 ' Y 
1043 P. 
1044 P. 
1045 P.' N 1.1 1.2 C21 C22 C23 P2 Y21*' 
1050 P.'*************************************************************' 




4015 Q=l, E=1 
4020 A(0)=O,A(1)=0,A(2)=O,A(3)=O,A(4)=0 
4035 F.I=1 TO 20 




5005 ; DECIS ION UNIT 2 OPTIMISATION ROUTIr-.:E 
6100 M(1)=1111+X/IR+R*Y/IP, N(l)=M(I)-Y 
6101 O(I)=-1111+(Y-X)/IR 
6]02 P(1)=1444+4*X/1P-22*Y/1R 
6103 O(l)=P(])+Y, R(1)=18RR+(Y-X)/18 
6105 M(2)=1142+X/14+4*Y/14 
6106 N(2)=1000, O(2)=-1142-X/14+3*Y/14 
6]07 P(2)=12R5+Y/7-6*Y/14 • 
6108 0(2)=142R+3*X/14-Y/7 
6109 R(2)=1857-X/144J*Y/14 
6110 M(3)=750+Y/2, N(3)=750-Y/2 
6112 0(3)=-750, P(3)=-Y 
6113 Q(3)=0, R(3)=2250 
6115 M(4)=1000, ｾＨＴＩ］ＱＱＴＲＫｘＯＱＴＭＶＪｙＯＱＴ＠
6]17 0(4)=-1142-(X+Y)/14, P(4)=1571+4*X/14-10*Y/14 
6118 0(4)=142R+3*X/14-4*Y/14, R(4)=1857-(X+Y)/14 
6120 M(5)=6A6+Y/3, N(5)=1000 
6122 0(5)=-666+Y/6, P(5)=333-Y/3 
6123 0(5)=0, R(5)=2333+Y/6 
6125 }1(6)=1200+X/l0+Y/5, N(6)=1000 
6127 0(6)=-1000, P(6)=1200+X/I0-3*Y/IO 
612P q(6)=1400+X/5-Y/IO, R(6)=1ROO-X/I0+3*Y/IO 
6130 M(7)=1000, N(7)=667-Y/3 
6132 O(7)=-666-Y/6, P(7)=N(7)-1000 
6133 Q(7)=0, R(7)=2333-Y/6 
6135 M(8)=1000, N(R)=1200+X/10-4*Y/10 
6137 0(8)=-1000, P(8)=1600-7*Y/IO+3*X/IO 
613R Q(R)=1400-3*Y/I0+X/5, R(8)=lROO-(X+Y)/10 
6140 }1(9)=500+Y/4, r(9)=1000 
6142 0(9)=-1000, P(9)=500-Y/4 
6143 0(9)=0, R(9)=2500+Y/4 
6145 ｾｬＨｬｏＩｺＺＭｬｏｏｏＬ＠ N(10)=1000 
212 
6147 0(10)=-1000, P(10)=26n6+(X-Y)/0 
6148 Q(lO)=P(]0)-2000, R(]O)=2000/6+(Y-X)/6 
6150 M(11)=-1000, N(11)=]000 
6152 0(11)=-1000, P(11)=-Y/2 
6153 Q(ll)=O, R(11)=3000+Y/2 
6155 M(12)=X/6, N(12)=]OOO 
6157 0(12)=-]000, P(12)=3000 
6158 Q(12)=2000+M(12), R(12)=O 
6160 M(13)=-]OOO, N(13)=1000 
6]62 0(13)=-1000, P(13)=4000+(X-Y)/4 
6163 Q(13)=P(13)-2000, R(13)=0 
6165 M(14)=1000, N(14)=1000 
6]67 0(]4)=-1000, P(14)=1333+(X-Y)/6 
6168 O(14)=P(]4), R(14)=1666+(Y-X)/6 
6170 M(15)=1000, N(15)=X/6-Y/3 
6172 0(15)=-]000, P(15)=]OOO+X/3-4*Y/o 
6173 Q(15)=2000+N(15), R(15)=0 
6175 M(]6)=]000, N(10)=]000 
6177 0(10)=-1000, P(16)=3000 
6178 Q(16)=2000+(X-Y)/4, R(16)=0 
6180 M(17)=1000, N(17)=-1000 
6182 0(17)=-1000, P(]7)=-1333+(X-Y)/6 
6183 0(17)=P(17)+2000, R(17)=33J+(Y-X)/6 
61A5 M(IR)=1000, N(]8)=-lOOO 
6187 0(18)=-1000, P(18)=(X-Y)/4 
6188 0(18)=2000+P(J8), R(18)=0 
6190 M(19)=1000, ｎＨＱＹＩｾＵＰＰＭｙＯＴ＠
6192 0(19)=-1000, P(19)=-500-Y/4 
6193 O(]9)=O, n(19)=]0000 
6195 M(20)=1000, N(20)=-1000 
6197 0(20)=-]000, P(20)=-1000 
6198 0(20)=0, R(20)=3000+Y/2 
6250 F.I=1 TO 7.0 
6260 IF ARS(M(I»)lOOO C.6323 
6270 IF ABS(N(I»)1000 C.6323 
6280 IF ARS(O(I»)1000 G.6323 
6285 IF 0(1)<0 G.6323 












6405 F.1=] TO 20 
64]0 IF S(I-l»S(I) G.0440 
6415 S(T)=S(T-l), ｾＡＨｔＩ］ｾｦＨｔＭｬＩＬ＠ N(T)=N(T-I), O(J)=O(T-l) 
6420 P(J)=P(T-l), 0(J)=0(1-1), R(I)=R(J-l) 
6440 NEXT I 
6450 A(])=«0(20)-2000)*(Q(20)-2000)/IOOO)*2 
6455 A(2)=(R(20)-3000)*(n(20)-3000)/1000 





6505 P. 'C21=' ,H(20),' 
6510 P. 'U21' ,P(20),' 






6905 ;SYNCHRONISATION ROUTINE 
7000 EI 
7010 GOS.8500 
7015 IF Z(O)O G.7030 
7020 W.(lO) 
7025 G.7010 




























8035 IF H)O C.R050 
8040 H=P 
8045 GOS.8500 
8050 IF Z(O)O G.8056 
8055 G.8035 
8056 DI 
































9005 ;I-NIC - LSI LINK ROUTINE 
30000 IF Y(O)<=O [,.30020 
30010 IF Y(0)<=127 C.30040 


















30190 IF U#2*Z(0) G.30210 
30200 IF U<254 G.30230 
30210 P.'S/R@30000-INVALID BYTE COUNT RECEIVED AS' ,U,'HENCE STOP' 
30220 S. 
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50 G. I1 OOO 
qq ; TRI1.e, SFTTPrr. UP - ＮａｔｔｰｲｔｊｾＧｊＧｏｐｳ＠ !I\JUST'.( r'IT 
100 n 
101 P=- 61 0,0= 14Q, ?=g "4, S= 1000 
101 r..lOn 
ＱＰｾ＠ ｉｾｲｰＮ＠ 'C11'P, 'Cl"'0, 'C?l'Jh 'C??'$ 
10F F.I=l TJ 10 
110 AFD. (q. ｾｆｏｾＬ＠ p) 
1 ? 0 A PJ • ( Ii • ｾ＠ 7 OF, () 1. 
IFO p). (q. 3?00, 0) 
1;::;5 PO. (q. 0F"0, (1): ｾＢＧＬａｉ＠ 'Tt 5) 
1 70 ｾ］ＮＴＮ＠ PF'. ( q. 3F?0l 
1 75 P'). ( q • ｾ＠ F ? ?, 0) : :,; A I T( .") 
1QO Ｇｒ］ＮａＮｐｆＮＨｱＮｾｆＢ＿Ｉ＠
1Qf)P.,A,'P 
"00 i·I,.I TI ?OO) 




4-001 ;I'TTFP .ACTI0'J Ｇｐａｌｦｴ｜ｦｲＮｾ＠ ＱｾｆＧＧｉｬｻＰｮ＠ ',,1N L0Cn ?Y;'Tl'O.!t:{ 
4-00? ;tI')C.AT, DF'r.I SI0'T TNI T 1 
ＮｩＰＨＬＩｾ＠
.:10011. 
.:100f' 1".( 4,11,1('1,5, .c;,-1,-1, 7, 7,7,-1,7,14.14,1.1.,-1,1.:1,14,1.:1,-1,-1,-),-1,-1, 1.h , 5) 
4007 v=qc:f). ＬＨ］Ｍ＿ＵｾｆＬ＠ 1=:-74 4 
.:10rA f}.40t" 
1101. 0 PJ P. 'Ull' 11, 'L ａＧｾ＠ n.A 1 ''(, ＧｌＮａＧｾ＠ N? ''( 
.:1 0 11 ; PH 'l'I n I S A 'IT I') ｾｲ＠
.:101" 0=1 
.:101 f- F= 0 
.:10 17 ｾｲ］＿ｯ＠
.:10?0 F.I=O 'M .:1 
.:1('1(,?A( 1)=0, "f I )=0 
.:10?:) ｾｲＮ＠ I 
.:10"5 F.I=1 T0 5 
.:1 0"7 N I , = 0, n I ) = 0, ｾ＠ ( I ) = 0 
ＮＺＱＰｾ＠ ｾＨＮｉ＠
.:1n:t.O F.I=1 'M 10 
.:1 n ｾ＠ ? r.( I ) = 0 
.1. ｏＺｴＮｾ＠ \I. I 
ＮＺＱＨＧＱｾｦＩ＠ 'F.1=1 m 7 
40.:1 0 >{ ( I , = (1, II I ) = 0, .J ( I ) = 0, L( I ) = 0 . 
.:1 n.i.e; ｾＮ＠ I 
ＴＰｾ＠ p • 
.:10S1 p. 
､ｮｾＨＧｉ＠ p. 'PT7't'oarTI0'f ｴｬａｌａ｜ｦｲｾ＠ '·IF'i'{()T' ',o/I'1'4 LJr.lL 7"",n'PAr.'{' 
.:1 OF? P • 
ＮＺＱＰｾＴ＠ p. 'L,)(,AL T'rr1 ｓｉｉＧＩｾ＠ mIT l' 
.:1 ｏｾ［ＺＺ［＠ P • 
.:1 ｾＷ＠ }J. 'DA ｔｾＺ＠ ?f)-T TTL -q:r:' 
.:1 rS3 .. I ｾｲ＠ P. 'TI ｜ｾ＠ ｾ＠ , B 
ＴＰｾ＠ p • 
.:1 ('170 p. 'tT11=l F:;' L Ｌｍｾ＠ '!1A 1=- ＿ｦＧＮＺＱｾ＠ L ｰｾ＠ n A?=- 74.1. ' 
.:1 071 p • 
.1. 07" p. 
4 ('173 f( 1 Ｉ］ｾ＿Ｗｆｆ＠
.:1075 p.' 'f L.\'-( nq U11 ｔｪｬＱｾＧ＠
.:1077 ; r.q'i C1",Y7I r1 niTS P1R ｮ｜ｦｾｔｾＧｦｔ＠ G·q'f 
ＴＰｾ＠ C( j )=30('1 
407-) r,( F)=1C10 
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ＴｾＮｏ＠ 'll O).=U 
4 CR? P= F+ 1 
Ｔｾｱｱ＠ ;V) cn nFC1 ｓｉＰｾｩ＠ tnI T '1' 
5000.R{ ＱＩ］ＳＺ［ｾＧＨＯｆＮＭＷＭＲＧｖＯｾ＠ If ＱＩ］ＭｾＨ＠ 1) 
5 a a? ,J( 1 ) = 667+ '( I3+- ?I" VI ｾ＠
5005 I{( 2)=1000, I( ?)=-1000 
5007 ,J( ?)=2000+?"V 
fi 01 a q ( :;) = '( I 4+ gOO- 1 ｾｾ＠ V I 1 a . 
fi all !( 3) =9 00- F'" VI 10 
fi 0 1? ,J( ｾＩ＠ = '( I 4+ 1 00+ 1 ｾＪ＠ V I 1 0 
5 0 ＱＮｾ＠ ｾｈ＠ 4) = - V, !( 4) = V, ,J( 4) = 0 
f) a? a . f-t( 5) = 1 00 Q, 1 ( 5) = - 1 00(1, ,re ,')) = ° 
50?'1 q( f')='3 00: 2P VI 1 0,. I( F)=I( 3), ,JI F)=O 
ＵＰｾＰ＠ q ( 7) =-1 OOOt. If 7) =1 ( ｾＩＬ＠ .J( 7)=- Ｑｾ＠ ｯｯＫ＿ｾ＠ VI 1 n 
.')070.F.1=1 TO 7 
5 075 1 F A P S( ｾｈ＠ 1 ) ) > 1 on 0 r.. 51 ? 5 
f)077 I F ｾｂｓＨＡＨＬｉＩ＠ »1000 ,G. 51?5 
507-) AI It)=!( I ＩＫｾｖＯｉＰﾷ＠
fim 0 1 F A( 4) >'300 .G. 51?5 
5 CR f) I F ,J ( I ) < 0 r,. 51 2.'3 
510.') A( 1)=( ,J( 1)-1 nQO)!I-(.J( I )"'10(10).11 Donn, 
511 a A(?) d{( I ) '*q ( I ) 11 ('l0 00+1 ( r ) * I ( I ) I 1 000 () 
511.') M 3) ］ＺＨｾ＠ VI 100 00-: '(*re I ) 110000 
.')1?0 L( I )=A( 1)+&( 2)+ft( ｾＩＫ＿＠
51?1 r.. 51 ｾｦｩ＠
51?5 ｌＨｉＩ］ｾＲＷＵＶ＠
51 ｾＵ＠ 'J. I 
5?00 L ( 0) = ｾ＿ＷｦＶ＠
5 ?05 F. 1=1 'ID 7 
f}?10 ,r F r.( 1-1) >L( I) r.. Ｌｾ＿ＴＰ＠
.'1?1.'1 L( I )=L( I-1), q( I )=q( 1-1) 
f)??O I( I )=1( 1-1), .J( t )=,J( 1-11 
fi?40 'J.I 
5?::10 .A( ll=(·T( 7)-100Q).!:·(,T( 7)-1(100l,11000 
ＮＧＳ＿ｾＱ＠ A( ?):t{( ＷＩｾｲｬｻＨ＠ 7)/IOQO-+-.U ＷＩｾｴＨ＠ 7)/1000 
5?5'? ,A( ｾＩ］ｖＺＧＢ＠ VI 1 (l(l0-'C'::.,1( 7) 11000 
5?53 L( 7)=,A( 1)+ft( ?)+A( ｾＩＫ＿＠
ｦｩｾｾ＠ ° p. '1':11 = ' , :.{ ( 7), , r.1 ?= " II 7) 
ＵｔｾＱ＠ ?'U11=','1,' 'C11='"T(7) 
Ｕｾｱ＿＠ P. 'L 1! :( 1 rOO),= I, L( 7) 
s':n ｾ＠ ? 
6 n 0 0 ［Ｇｾ＠ I) n q, Pr r;' FA L P 1<,) r F ｾ＠ s I '1 T't' ., Her 
ffiO? F1 
nnOfi (}) S.'3 f)OO 
6 f' 0 7 'yj A I T{ 1 () 
FFIO I F 7.( 0),> 0 r.. FFIF 
F F 1.'; ro. ｨｨｮＬｾ＠




F F?:; 'i ( 0) = Z ( 1), 'T ( (1) = z ( ?) 
6F?5 0.= ()+ 1 
F750 ａ＿ＧＩＧＨＧｻﾷ＿ｆｏｾＬＺＺＨＷＩＩ＠
fi7fi5 l roo (>-\. ｾｆｏｆＬ＠ I ( 7) ) 
67F,7 n. (q. ;\200, 0) 
6 7 51 'N A. I T( ,I:. 0 () ) 
Fi7t=Q PI. (>-\. 3F?0, 0) 
F770 \-/&,1 T( 5) 
6 77 fi ｾ＠ 1 ) = A P F· ( q • ｾ＠ F? Q) 
F777 ro.(Q·3F??,OJ 
fi79 0 ＧＧＧＧＮｾＱ＠ T( fi) 
F'i'15 'P{?) = A p't'. ! ｾ＠ • ｾｆ＿Ｒｊ＠
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6m 0 P. Ｃｾ＠ ?,' ',ifF.,Z ( 1), V, R 1) 
non1 N 
6t3 0 0 'tl{ ｾ＠ I = ｾ＠ 11 - V 
fA 0.5 'P( <1) = ｾ＠ ?) _ ',.{ 
fA .'iO IF F.#? G. FR F5 
en.!:)!) IX 11= A Ｂ＿ｾＨ＠ ｾ＠ ｾＩ＠ ), T'( ?)= V 
6'1 fl6 IX 41= D( 1) 
fAf'O G.7000 
fAF.'i N ､Ｉ］ｾＧｴｬｳ･＠ '?( 311 
fn70 IF r< 4» rt 11 G.7000 
6t37fi n< ?)=", f( lI=TX d) 
7000.r F F=30 G.7400 
7010.IF ｐＨｾＩ＼］ｬ＠ G.701 4 
701? G.7020 
7014 I f APSe 'tl( 411>4 G.7600 
7 01 F- C( :)) = ｾ＠
70?0 IT APse P( 3) I>? G.7600 
70?3 I F APse 'P( 41»3 G.7f.OO 
ＷＨｬｾｏ＠ P. '.AFrFP ＧＬＣｾＬＧｲＬＧ＠ ｉｲｆＺ＿ｾｔｉｏＬｻｓＧ＠
ＷＨｬｾＱ＠ P. V, 'P( 1), Le 7) 
ＷＰｾ＿＠ G. 71'1 n. 
707n P. 
7100 s. 
741 00 v= 1'( ?) 
740.'i G.4(A0 
7sgQ ;UPPATItfG Ａｮｬｊｔｐｬｾ＠
7f'OO C( 1l=V+C(i)i':''P( :))/1000 
7005 r.e 7) = 0 
761 0 I f C( 1 ) > 3000 r.( 1 I = :3 00 Q 
7::} 0 o. r f r,( ｾＩ＠ tr.1 G. on 1 ? 
'n 05 ｾｩ］＠ fe 11 + 1 
7'1 0 F r.( ｾＩ＠ = 0 
?1CB G.711.'1 
7l ｾ＠ ? v= r.e 1) 
7'11.'i I ｾ＠ F="f G. 71 F.C:; 
7Q;:>0 G. 4101 0 
7q F.C:; '1= C( 11-ho1 
71 ｾ＠ Ｇｾ］ＧＨＫ＠ 1 fI 
7-l70 G. deB 0 
7'")'3 0 C( 71 = 1 
7") g:; 7. eo) = 0 
7'1QQ ;THTA TPprS'HSSI'1'I ＷｰＮＩｲｾ＠ {-'.fIe 1'1 ｌｾｲＱＱＯ＿ｾ＠
ｾ＠ 000 
'1010 ＧｩＧ］ｾ＠
q 01f1 p:n 
g O?O ·'·f=? 
ｾ＠ O?fi 1=1 
ｱｯｾｏ＠ Sr..( r.( ｾＩＬｾｭＮｏＩ＠
q ｏｾＮＧｩ＠ I r \f> 0 G. q ｏＮｾｏ＠
q (Id 0 Ｇｾ］＠ P 
'1 (ldf, ｲＷＧＩｾＮｾＡＢｏｏ＠
'10.C:;0 1-= Z( 0» 0 ｇＮｾ＠ OflF 
q 0.'i5 G. q ｏｾｦｩ＠
q o.c"f) N 
q Ofi7 I F Ｎｾ＠ ( 11 ｴＡｾＲＷｆＮｮ＠ G. q OF:O 
g 0.£;1 ｾＮ＠
q OF-O . p. 
'1 ｏｦｾ＠ P. 'L ｾＧＮｦ＠ ｮｾ＠ 1= " :;:( 1), ' 
'10F..C:; (I') 5· q 7(,0 
g 070 0=0+ 1 
L &"1 TH?= " ::: ( ?) 
Cj 07? P. 'TT 11 = " v, ' U 21 = " Ｎｾ＠
'3073 IF ＨＺｲｬｬ］｜ｾＨ＠ ＨＩＩＩｾＮ＠ (Z( 2)='H 0)1 G.4CBO 




'3 a1,'1 ';ITI 
'3 en 0 S. 
q,500 Y( 0)=7 
q ,'10,'1 Yr 1) = 0 
q ｾ＠ 1 0. '( ( ?) = r,r 7) 
8,S1.s '[( 3) =X 
q ."'20 '[( d)=V 
q f\25 '(( ＵＩ］ｾｻＨ＠ 7) 
g ,'130 . Yr F) = I r 7) 
g ｾＳＮＧＩ＠ Yr 7) =.J ( 7) 
q .'575 ('/) S. 30000. 
'3fAO.'P. 
g700 ＧＨ］ｾＨ＠ 1) 
q ＷＰｾ＠ ,[=7. r ?l 
g?10.:t? 
30000.IF Yr.O)<=O (;.300?0 
30010 IF Yr 01<=1?7 G.300dO 
:)O{)?O P. 'S/:)OOOo-.PfVALI D ',01)01) r,0tNT SFPPLI rn AS'd(,(ll, "-{PiC? S'JY)P' 
ｾｏｏｾｏ＠ S. 
30040 U=Yr 0) *? 
300f'0 0') S. :);::>000 
30070 F •. T= 1 'ID '(( 0) 
:) OCYl 0 U='((.J) 
:) O()C} 0 OJ S. 3?000 . 
30100 ｵＮｾＮ＠ ?400( Ul 
30110. C,) S. 3?OOO. 
:) 01?0 I{ •. J 
:)Ol?.') u=o 
ｾ＠ 0 1 ｾ＠ 0 1";1) S. ｾ＠ 1 (10 0 
:)01 dO I F TT:: /) G. :"0170 
301f\0 7.( 0)=0 
:)01F.0 ｾＮ＠
30170 H= 0 
3017.') r,.,)S.31nOQ 
301'30 Z( 0)= TIl? 
301QO I F ｕｈ＿ＺＺＧｾＨ＠ 0) G. 3021 (1 
30?00 I F tJ< ＿ｾＴ＠ r.. 3(1;::>30 
30;:>10. p. ＧｓＯｴＸＳＰＨｬＨＱ＼ｲＮｉＧｲｶｾｌｴＡＧ＠ ｾＬＨｔｆ＠ C,)INT ＢｑｲＧｲｾ＠ VFr AS tt ll, ｴｾｰｲｲＬｆ＠ !-:T,)?' 
:)0?20 S. 
30?30 F.\(= J 'M Z( (1) 
30?:),') U= 0 
30?dO rf) S. 31000 
30?50 H. q • ?dOO( P) 
:) 0 ? f) 0 G,) S. 31 () 0 0 
. ｾ＠ 0?70 {T. t.{ • ?4 (1 Oc. r}) 




31010 U. q • m ( TTl 
310?0 U.\.{. ?dl ｾ＠ PI 
ｾＱＰＳｮ＠ p.lr. ?1101:'( ) 
31()dO ? 
3?000 n. t.{. ?dOA( ) 
3?010 u. q. (:11. TTl 
3?01,' tT.t.{. ?dl ｾ＠ i() 
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? ｃ［ｾ＠
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Cl =I4P E • P-Ll F.?iil ) 
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ｌｉＧｾＷＧＯＱ＠ P. 'IJ?1 =11 f:..91 ｌｾＺﾷｾｊＩＧＺＭＧｉ＠ ］ＭｾＵｌＮｲｦＭＮＬ＠ ｌｾＢﾷｄｾ＿］ＭＷｌＮｲｌｊＧ＠
Llv171 ｾＮ＠
ｌＮｲｾＷ＿＠ P. 
Llt",17l f)(1 )=1?7f..f.. 
L.rO,7 C; ?' .\1 ｌｾｉＢｾｾｙ＿＠ ;P I U?1 .. ' 
ｾＰＷＷ＠ ［ｲＮｾｲｎ＠ ｾｏｅｆｆｉｃｉｅｎｲｳ＠ ｾｏｾ＠ ｃｏｎｓｲｾｎｲ＠ GaIN 
L! O! 7 ｾ＠ r; ( 1 r" ) = -? C:;.;, ,:l 
/JC'.79 ｃＨｦＮＮＩ］ｉＧ［Ｂｾ＠
LJ ,;, ｾＺ［ＭＬ＠ -;:: ( ':' ) = ＧＮｾ＠
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ｾｉｩｉｒｾ＠ ｾ］ｲＺＺＫＱ＠
ｾｾｾｾ＠ ［ｌｏｾｑｌ＠ ｮｾｾｉｓｉｏｎ＠ UNTT ＧｾＧ＠
AIr.,'iI M(J )=1 ｦＮＱｦＮＫＺＱＪｘＯｾｾＭｌｊＪｗＯｉ＠
f;1!'-11 ｾＨＱ＠ Ｉ］ｾｃ［Ｚ［Ｋｃ［ＢＧｴﾷｬｉＱＱＭｘＯｾｾ＠
ａｉｾ＿＠ 0(1 Ｉ］ＭｉＧｾＴＵＭｘｉ＿ＧＲＭｾ＠ .• ＱＯｾｾ＠






f.t 10 1'-1(')=7C)r.,-, .• ｊＯｾＮＱ＠ 1\)(1)=?OS0+l.jl? 
A I I? (j ( :1 ) = - 7 C;:i\.1 '1 ( :1 ) ］ｩｾ＠
f..111 ［ｾＨＱ＠ )=??5'i1 
t:.115 ｍＨｾＩ］ｉＧｾｖ｜ｉＧｩｬＬ＠ ｎＨｾＩ］＿ＧｩｬＱｩｉＫＱＪＧＮＮＡＯＵＭａＯｉｾ＠
f.. I I 7 0 ( LJ ) = (itJ - i< - ＱＱＧ［Ｇｾ［ｩ｜＠ ) I t ｾ＠
ｾＱＱ＠ ｾ＠ ｴＺＩＨｾＩ］ｒｾＧｩｉＫｘＯｉｉＯＩＫ＿Ｊ［＠ .• )15, ｾＨｌｊＩ］ＱＷｖＧＱＨｩｬＫｬﾷｊＯｬｖＱＭｊ＼ＮＯｬＨａ＠
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f..o I ? R ｩｾ＠ ( f.. ) = 1 VI ＬＢＺＱｾＧＢ＠ - :.! 
ａｬｬｾ＠ ｾＨＷＩ］ＱｾＱｩｉｾＬ＠ ｾＨＷＩ］ＱｾＰｍＫｗ＠
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t. I A?I , .... , ( 1 I ) = I .;., r.;, ｾＬ＠ \J ( I 1 ) = I 0 til (;\ 
ｾ＠ I ｾＮ＿＠ 0 ( 1 1 ) = - ｜ＮＮＢＬＬＺｾ＠ ';/1, ::: ( I I ) = 'A 
f..o 1 f. 1 -( ( I 1 ) = 10'::) 1,1 - :.! 
ｴＺＮｬｦＮｾ＠ ｾＨＱ＿Ｉ］ＱＰｾＰＬ＠ ｎＨｉ＿Ｉ］ＭｓｾｾＫｾＯ＿＠
f..o I f.. 7 n ( 1 ? ) = - 1 ｾ＠ Ii\.'/l, ｾ＠ ( I ｾ＠ ) = I ＵＨＧｾ＠ iii + t,f 12 





ｾｴｒ＿＠ ｮＨｉｌＡＩ］ＭｉＧｾ｣ＺｬｉｩｬＬ＠ r.CILJ)=?I 
AIQ'1 ｾＨｉｌｊＩ］ＧｾｾｾＫｗ＠
ｾＰｾｾ＠ F.I=I TO 14 
t. ? c:; c:; ! F" !l ｾ＠ <) ( ;v: ( r ) ) > 1 (" r.\ '"' G. ｾ＠ '1 ? '3 
ｾｾｦｓ＠ ｔｾ＠ ｑｏｓＨｎｃｲﾻ＾ｉｾｾＰ＠ ｾＮｾＱｾＱ＠
ｾ＿Ｗｾ＠ TF ＰｾｓＨｮＨｲﾻ＾ＱｾＰａ＠ ｇＮｦＮＮｊｾｬ＠
AO::>RS TF' 0CT)<'" r;.'<:1:?1 
ａｾＹＰ＠ IF ｾＨｔＩ＼ｾ＠ ｇＮｾＱｾＱ＠
" 1 1;1 S II ( , ) = ( (0 C r ) -? (,. ｾ＠ 9' ) * (::) ( I ) - ｾ＠ ,A !II 91 ) I I (il ｾ＠ 0 (Il ) * ｾ＠
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Ｌ｣ＮＮＱｾＱ＠ SC I )=1?7Af 
ｦＮＮＧｾｾ＠ r,. "'.1fi1 
A'1?e; S(I)=O(1 ,+A(?)+A(l)+A(I.1)+? 
ａＱＺＱｾ＠ \I. 1 
ｦＮＮｌｬｖＧｉｾＮ＠ ｓｃＢＧＩ］ＱｾＮＷｾＡＭＮ＠
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6L1.715 F.I=I TO ILl 
f,LlIV1 Ii=" 5(1-1 »5(1) G.f.LJLlf/, 
(-Ll15 S(T)=S(I-I)", ｲｶ［ＨｲＩ］ｾｻｉＭｉＩＢＬ＠ N([)=N(l-) .. O(I)=O{I-I) 
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f..LlLI?J NEXT I 
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(./"015 ｇｏｓＮｩｩｓＺＧｈｾ＠
f.. f., '7. 7 I,.j A I T ( I 0 ) 
f./"I til IF ｬＨｾﾻＡｩｬ＠ r;.f.I-)/" 
/..A.l,) 1,./.,f.1?:1:) 




f.. f·?'l H Ｈｾ＠ ) = Z ( 1 ) .. I (VI ) = Z Ｈｾ＠ ) 
/..A?,) n=0+1 
1-.7,)0, ｾｐＰＮＨｉＢｌｬｾＰｾ＠ .. i·'(11.!» 
1-.71:)1) ｾｐｏＮＨＴＮＱｾｾｾ＠ .. N(lLJ» 
f.1/.,7 ｾｏＮＨｾＮＱ＿ｾｾ＠ .. 0) 
f. 7 ,: Q I,,; ｾ＠ 1 T ( ｉＺＩＮｾ＠ ｾ＠ ) 
f.7A9 ｐＰＮＨＴＮＱｅｾＰ＠ .. ｾＩ＠
f.77!?i ',.;D. r r (I) 
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ｾＷＷＷ＠ ｐｏＮＨｾＮｬｾ＿＿＠ .. ｾＩ＠
f. 7 ｾ＠ ｦＮｾ＠ :.J Cl. J T ( ') ) 
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1,.7000 
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ＷＧＱＱｾＢ＠ ｔｾ＠ Q(/I)<=l ｲＬＮＷＧＯｾＱＯＬ＠
7 Ill? r,. 7 iii ? 'l 
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7'f.??1- T F'-C', ?') ＼Ｎｾ＿＠ 0\ ｾﾷＰＭﾷﾷｃﾷｃ＠ ｾＭ >='- ｾｉＯｉｑｉ＠ of 
ＷＹａｾ＠ [F r.Cl)1I9 ｇＮＷＹＱｾ＠
79?1S ""=Cc?)+) 
7 Ｙｾ＠ 6 C C .1 ) ］ｾ＠
7 9r-, Cl r,. 7 9 1 I) 
791? W=f';(?) 
7915 IF F-=N ｲＬＮＷＹｾＵ＠
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ｾｦｩｬＮＢＳｾ＠ sc. «(; (f.,) I ｾＰｾｾＩ＠
ｃｬｾＱｓ＠ IF ｍ＾ｾ＠ G.R050 
ｒｾｌＺＹＱ＠ M=P 
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at!' f,1?I ? 
p ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ') P.' L ｾ＠ CJ; i) ｾ＠ 1 = ' I Z (1 ) I ' 
ｾＨｩ｜ｾｃＺ［＠ ｲ［ｏｓＮｾＷｲＭＱｻＬｬ＠
;.l:;n 1/1 n =(') + I 
a.1?\7? ?'U\l='IV,' 
ｌｾＺｶｬｄＢ＿］Ｇ＠ I Z (?) 
U? 1 = ' I L,I 
Cl"'71 IF ＨｾＨｬＩ］ＧＱＨ＿ｉｽＩ＠
q:'17 c:; ｾ］ｏｬＬ＠ r: (7 ) ］ｾ＠
R ＨｬＨ＿Ｉ］ｎＨｾﾻ＠ ｇＮｌｊｾｾＰ＠
Qq77 G.LJr.}P,Vl 
ｾ＠ Ｈｾ＠ a. ｾ＠ ｾ＠ = ｾ＠ - T 
｣ＺｲＮＬｾ｣Ｚ［＠ ｾｔ＠ r 
q .. ［ｾ＠ 90 S • 
• 
ｾ＠ ｣Ｚ［Ａｾ＠ 0\ Y ＨＨｾ＠ ) = 9 
Q c:; I?\ C; Y ( I ) = 'J 
ｾｃＺ［｜ｦＱ＠ Y(?)=C(7) 
aC:;15 Y(1)=Y 
ｾｃＺ［＿Ｐ＠ YCL:)=I . ..} 
ｾ＠ C:;O;> c; y ( c:; ) ］Ｚｾ＠ C1 1I ) 




a. C; 7 c:; r, r S • ＱﾷＮｾ＠ ｾｩ｜＠ ｲｾ＠ Iii 
q S ｾＡＱ＠ ＺｾＮ＠
R7 iii I?\ X = Z ( 1 ) 
ｒＷｾｃＺ［＠ Y=7.(?) 
f:l.71'il .",. 
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